


















Editor’s
Note
IMF loan on 
killing conditions

After the government bowed down to the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and accepted its tough conditions that buried the poor 
alive in painfully high inflation, the Fund has agreed to resume a 
suspended loan programme with Pakistan to inject $1.17 billion into 
its fragile economy.

Since the government took over in April last, it has been urging the 
IMF to release the stalled tranche of  over one billion dollars bailout so 
that it could ward off  a possible default on the foreign payments. The 
Finance Ministry and the allied departments had marathon rounds 
of  talks with the IMF for getting the much-needed money given the 
situation when inflation in the country was already up to inflate food 
and fuel prices (probably Asia’s second-fastest inflation), while debt 
repayments had reduced Pakistan’s foreign-exchange reserves to less 
than $10 billion, that could cater to the imports bill for only less than 
two months.

Originally a $6 billion bailout package was signed by the former 
government of  PTI, led by Prime Minister Imran Khan, in 2019. But 
the financial assistance from the IMF was repeatedly stalled when 
the PTI government stepped back on the promised withdrawal of  
subsidies on fuel, electricity and gas, etc, as agreed initially and also 
failed to impose taxes as per the IMF conditionalities and improve tax 
collection.

The new agreement with the IMF has followed months of  deeply 
unpopular belt-tightening by the government of  Shehbaz Sharif, which 
took power in April and has now effectively eliminated fuel subsidies 
and introduced new measures to broaden the tax base to satisfy the 
IMF demands.

“Pakistan is at a challenging economic juncture,” Nathan Porter, 
who headed the IMF team, said in a statement, holding the external 
factors and domestic policies responsible for that scenario.

Agreed policy priorities included steadfast implementation of  the 
budget, the IMF’s Porter said in the statement.

 Pakistan has been long desperate for international financial support 
to run its economy which suffers from poor revenue collection and 
dwindling foreign reserves needed to service debts and meet import 
expenses. The IMF financial stream has been held very important for 
Pakistan’s debts trapped economy as it marks confidence about the 
return of  the loaned money and also encourages other donor agencies 
and friendly states to help Pakistan come out of  its economic woes and 
meet the budgetary targets. 

The new government has slashed a raft of  subsidies to meet the 
demands of  global financial institutions but risks the wrath of  an 
electorate already struggling under the weight of  double-digit inflation. 
Generally everyone, but the middle and the lower middle-class people 
have been badly affected by the current wave of  price-hike due to high 
inflation.

A new coalition government–which came to power after Mr Khan 
was ousted by a parliamentary no-confidence vote -- still says it will 
make the tough decisions needed to turn the economy around.

Every succeeding government blames its predecessors for the 
country’s economic issues, but analysts say the malaise stems from 
decades of  poor management and a failure to tackle endemic corruption 
and widespread tax avoidance are some of  the major factors that our 
economy has been continuing in a shamble.

In a bid to secure the IMF loan, Prime Minister Shehbaz Sharif  
made back-to-back thrice increases in the fuel price just in three 
weeks–cumulatively totalling 50 per cent–and also substantially raised 
the electricity tariff  to effectively end the subsidies introduced which 
Imran Khan’s government was giving to the people contrary to the 
choice of  the IMF.

Islamabad has so far received $3 billion from the current programme 
with IMF, but with the facility due to end later this year, the government 
is very likely to seek an extension of  the programme till June 2023.

“It became essential to resume the IMF programme to save the 
country from default,” Finance Minister Miftah Ismail told the 
national assembly last month and added in the same vein: “We knew 
it would damage our political reputation, but still we did it.”

The latest budget has earmarked 3.95 trillion rupees ($18.8 billion) 
just to service the country’s whopping debt of  $128 billion. 
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Letters to the
EDITOR
Cheating culture at peak
Cheating has firmed up its roots in our education system and 
the situation is worsening day after the other. In the current 
session of examinations across the country, it has been 
observed that students are cheating in the examination centres 
openly and without any fear of being caught up. Cheating is 
illegal and equally deplorable. It is pity that the examiners 
are themselves indulged in the crime of facilitating students 
to copy the answers. In some cases, they have been found 
also providing cheating material to the students. Almost all 
students who appear for the examination in the hall copy and 
cheat without any hesitation. I want to request the Education 
Department and concerned authorities they must take action 
to stop this menace. Most of the students complain that they 
are not taught well at the college level. As a result, they are 
obliged to cheat. In this respect, the Government is needed to 
keep a check and balance on the teachers because if students 
are not being taught, what for hiring the services of teachers? 
It is because of the cheating culture that most degree holders 
are incompetent.

ArushmaMazha, Lahore

Soaring street crimes in Karachi  
While the government claims to have controlled the street 
crimes in Karachi, the reality on the ground is quite different. 
Street crimes have become an undesirable part of the 
metropolis of Sindh.
Police officials, whose main duty is to control this menace, 
are neglecting their duty by missing from such scenes. Even 
the patrolling force introduced for this purpose is negligible.
The vehicles used for patrolling are mostly outdated or lack 
enough fuel to chase the culprits. Ironically, a large number of 
police officials, instead of doing public service, prefer to get 
associated with the big bosses, as they are provided adequate 
facilities with next to nothing in the name of responsibility.
The government is bound to protect the life and property of 
people. It needs to adopt appropriate measures required for 
the situation.
The strength, efficiency and presence of the patrolling force 
need to be reinforced and ensured. Besides, strict action 
should be taken against police officials who do not perform 
their duties diligently.

Muhammad Ayub, Karachi

Importance of cycling 
In developed countries, cycling is a lifestyle choice that 
has implications beyond one’s own physical well-being. 
Denmark, for example, has 12,000 cycling tracks and people 
prefer to cycle their way to work or leisure. Driving, in fact, 
is not that common in the cities.
However, in Pakistan only those who cannot afford cars 
commute on motorcycles or bicycles. This is unfortunate 
because cycling as a mode of transport is an extremely 
useful way of reducing the global carbon footprint since it 

consumes zero fuel and therefore emits zero smoke.
With inflation touching the sky, together with the country 
having one of the highest numbers of cardiac and diabetic 
patients, incorporating cycling into our lifestyle can kill two 
birds with one stone.
For this, the authorities and civil society activists should 
step forward and organise more cycling events in all major 
cities. In Islamabad, this is happening in the form of Cycling 
Sunday in which families participate enthusiastically and 
enjoy riding bicycles.
In other cities as well, the relevant authorities should follow 
this suit and make a start by constructing dedicated cycling 
tracks on all prominent roads and by declaring some of the 
roads as exclusive cycling lanes.
Meanwhile, bicycle manufacturing companies should 
also work to import the latest materials and machines to 
manufacture good quality but lightweight bicycles which are 
in vogue at the international level at present. However, they 
need to keep them cost-effective as well so that cycling may 
get a quick promotion in the country.

Muhammad Tariq, Multan

Text messaging     
The advancement of new technology has taken place at a 
rapid pace since the beginning of human history. All these 
modern-day advances come with various impacts. Among 
them are cell phones which have become a vital social tool 
texting has become a common platform of communication 
and has quickly consumed the lives of millions across the 
globe.
However, texting has been criticized as an informal form of 
communication and has several deteriorating impacts on the 
literacy skills of students. Because texting makes students 
lazy by providing instant messaging and autosuggestion 
features in which one tries to engage his peer during a 
conversation, they prefer using textese to convey the message 
through willy-nilly sentences such as one can use “bcz” 
instead of “because” or “IDK” instead of “I don’t know”. 
Regular use of such texts makes their overall quality of work 
suffers. They get so used to these words that often appear 
in the formal school papers due to which ultimately their 
grades suffer. Moreover, students spend most of their time 
looking at their phone screens, due to this they are finding 
it more challenging to carry out their conversations. Being 
social humans, we should find it comfortable while speaking 
to others but due to this invention, we are so taken by the 
screens that we are gradually losing this ability of human 
interaction. For instance, students cannot interact with the 
teacher in the class and start taking out their headphones as 
the bell rings. By doing so, they lack speaking skills and 
cannot perform better in class and in interviews. Therefore, 
to tackle this issue, students should be encouraged to lessen 
their use of textism and Instead use proper grammar while 
they are using texting as a form of communication.

Ijaz Ahmed, Sukkur

Write us at: flare.mag@gmail.com
We receive too many letters from our valued readers every month through mail and e-mail, however, due to shortage of space,
we are publishing only few selected letters. 



CC
hina congratulated the Karot hydropow-hina congratulated the Karot hydropow-
er project, the first hydropower invest-er project, the first hydropower invest-
ment project developed by the China ment project developed by the China 
Three Gorges Corp under the China-Pa-Three Gorges Corp under the China-Pa-

kistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), on its full com-kistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), on its full com-
mercial operation. mercial operation. 

“Congratulations to the Karot hydropower “Congratulations to the Karot hydropower 
project on its full commercial operation,” Chinese project on its full commercial operation,” Chinese 
Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said 
while commenting on the operation of  the Karot while commenting on the operation of  the Karot 
Hydropower project during his regular briefing. Hydropower project during his regular briefing. 

Built on the Jhelum River, the project, with a Built on the Jhelum River, the project, with a 
total installed capacity of  720 megawatts, started total installed capacity of  720 megawatts, started 
its full commercial operation on June 29. its full commercial operation on June 29. 

The spokesperson said that the Karot hydro-The spokesperson said that the Karot hydro-
power project is a priority project of  China Paki-power project is a priority project of  China Paki-
stan Economic Corridor (CPEC) energy coopera-stan Economic Corridor (CPEC) energy coopera-
tion, adding “it is also the first large hydropower tion, adding “it is also the first large hydropower 
investment project of  CPEC.”  The spokesperson investment project of  CPEC.”  The spokesperson 
said the project is incorporated in the intergovern-said the project is incorporated in the intergovern-
mental joint statement between the two countries. mental joint statement between the two countries. 
The project was finished in seven years by people The project was finished in seven years by people 
in both countries after they overcame difficulties in both countries after they overcame difficulties 
and challenges.  and challenges.  

“The Karot hydropower project has a total in-“The Karot hydropower project has a total in-
stalled capacity of  720mw. It is expected to gen-stalled capacity of  720mw. It is expected to gen-
erate some 3.2 billion kilowatts of  electricity,” he erate some 3.2 billion kilowatts of  electricity,” he 

added.  Zhao Lijian said the project will not only added.  Zhao Lijian said the project will not only 
meet the electricity needs of  about 5 million local meet the electricity needs of  about 5 million local 
people and effectively ease the pressure on electric-people and effectively ease the pressure on electric-
ity supply, but also improve Pakistan’s energy mix ity supply, but also improve Pakistan’s energy mix 
and save about 1.4 million tons of  standard coal and save about 1.4 million tons of  standard coal 
and reduce 3.5 million tonnes of  CO2 emissions and reduce 3.5 million tonnes of  CO2 emissions 
every year. While promoting Pakistan’s energy and every year. While promoting Pakistan’s energy and 
socio-economic development, the project will also socio-economic development, the project will also 
contribute to global carbon neutrality as a global contribute to global carbon neutrality as a global 
response to climate change, he added. response to climate change, he added. 

He said that China and Pakistan are all-weather He said that China and Pakistan are all-weather 
strategic cooperative partners and the CPEC is a strategic cooperative partners and the CPEC is a 
pilot project under the Belt and Road Initiative and pilot project under the Belt and Road Initiative and 
an important platform of  our comprehensive and an important platform of  our comprehensive and 
practical cooperation.   “CPEC is guided by green, practical cooperation.   “CPEC is guided by green, 
open and clean development. It is a commitment open and clean development. It is a commitment 
to achieving sustainable livelihood-oriented and to achieving sustainable livelihood-oriented and 
high-standard growth. Since its inception, CPEC high-standard growth. Since its inception, CPEC 
has produced fruitful results,” he added. has produced fruitful results,” he added. 

Zhao Lijian said that China is ready to work Zhao Lijian said that China is ready to work 
with Pakistan to carry forward our traditional with Pakistan to carry forward our traditional 
friendship, deepen our comprehensive strategic friendship, deepen our comprehensive strategic 
comprehensive practical cooperation, promote comprehensive practical cooperation, promote 
continued progress of  CPEC and bring the bilat-continued progress of  CPEC and bring the bilat-
eral relations, people-to-people exchanges and so-eral relations, people-to-people exchanges and so-
cio-economic development up to a new level. cio-economic development up to a new level. 

While commenting on the completion of  the While commenting on the completion of  the 

project, Chairman, China Three Gorges Interna-project, Chairman, China Three Gorges Interna-
tional Corporation, Wu Shengliang said that Karot tional Corporation, Wu Shengliang said that Karot 
Project will provide 3.2 billion kilowatt-hours of  Project will provide 3.2 billion kilowatt-hours of  
cheap and clean electricity to the national grid ev-cheap and clean electricity to the national grid ev-
ery year to meet the energy demands of  around five ery year to meet the energy demands of  around five 
million local consumers. It will help reduce carbon million local consumers. It will help reduce carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions by 3.5 tons every year. dioxide (CO2) emissions by 3.5 tons every year. 

The hydroelectric power plant, which started The hydroelectric power plant, which started 
construction in April of  2015, will foster the global construction in April of  2015, will foster the global 
push for carbon neutrality, make new contributions push for carbon neutrality, make new contributions 
to dealing with global climate change and effective-to dealing with global climate change and effective-
ly alleviate Pakistan’s power shortage.  The Karot ly alleviate Pakistan’s power shortage.  The Karot 
hydropower project in Pakistan’s eastern Punjab hydropower project in Pakistan’s eastern Punjab 
province is the fourth stage of  the five cascade hy-province is the fourth stage of  the five cascade hy-
dropower stations planned for the Jhelum River. dropower stations planned for the Jhelum River. 

The China Three Gorges Corp said that during The China Three Gorges Corp said that during 
the construction of  the project it provided scholar-the construction of  the project it provided scholar-
ships for more than 20 public welfare projects such ships for more than 20 public welfare projects such 
as schools, hospitals and roads for local commu-as schools, hospitals and roads for local commu-
nities to promote the development of  surrounding nities to promote the development of  surrounding 
communities.  In addition, the project can provide communities.  In addition, the project can provide 
more than 4,500 direct and indirect local jobs every more than 4,500 direct and indirect local jobs every 
year.  The China Three Gorges Corp said it has year.  The China Three Gorges Corp said it has 
provided infrastructure such as clean energy supply provided infrastructure such as clean energy supply 
to more than 40 countries and regions around the to more than 40 countries and regions around the 
world, with a total overseas installed capacity of  world, with a total overseas installed capacity of  
about 18 million kilowatts. about 18 million kilowatts. 

The ceremony to start the commercial opera-The ceremony to start the commercial opera-
tion of  the Karot HPP COD was held at Power tion of  the Karot HPP COD was held at Power 
House. Speaking at the ceremony, DrMunawar House. Speaking at the ceremony, DrMunawar 
Iqbal, Acting Managing Director, Private Power Iqbal, Acting Managing Director, Private Power 
and Infrastructure Board (PPIB) extended thanks and Infrastructure Board (PPIB) extended thanks 
on behalf  of  the government of  Pakistan to CTG.on behalf  of  the government of  Pakistan to CTG.

“In spite of  COVID-19 impact, the construction “In spite of  COVID-19 impact, the construction 
progress of  the project remained satisfactory, and progress of  the project remained satisfactory, and 
because of  such a brilliant construction, the project because of  such a brilliant construction, the project 
has started successfully delivering the much-need-has started successfully delivering the much-need-
ed clean and green energy to the national grid,” ed clean and green energy to the national grid,” 
DrMunawar Iqbal said.DrMunawar Iqbal said.

He said, “on behalf  of  the Government of  Pa-He said, “on behalf  of  the Government of  Pa-
kistan, I would like to reaffirm our commitment kistan, I would like to reaffirm our commitment 
to implementation and accomplishment of  CPEC to implementation and accomplishment of  CPEC 
Energy Cooperation targets and facilitation to-Energy Cooperation targets and facilitation to-
wards the realization of  the Belt and Road Ini-wards the realization of  the Belt and Road Ini-
tiative.” Wu Shengliang, Chairman, China Three tiative.” Wu Shengliang, Chairman, China Three 
Gorges International Corporation(CTGI) in his Gorges International Corporation(CTGI) in his 
address said that Karot Project aims to provide 3.2 address said that Karot Project aims to provide 3.2 
billion kilowatt-hours of  cheap and clean electrici-billion kilowatt-hours of  cheap and clean electrici-
ty annually to the national grid of  Pakistan which ty annually to the national grid of  Pakistan which 
will be sufficient to meet the energy demand of  will be sufficient to meet the energy demand of  
around five million local consumers. The project around five million local consumers. The project 
will also help cut down carbon dioxide emissions will also help cut down carbon dioxide emissions 
by 3.5 tons every year.by 3.5 tons every year.

Meanwhile, nearly 5,000 job opportunities were Meanwhile, nearly 5,000 job opportunities were 
provided to the local people by the project during provided to the local people by the project during 
the construction and 40 local students were fund-the construction and 40 local students were fund-
ed to complete their undergraduate studies from ed to complete their undergraduate studies from 
CTG scholarship, Wu said, adding “Karot Project CTG scholarship, Wu said, adding “Karot Project 
is serving as a bridge of  friendship between the two is serving as a bridge of  friendship between the two 
countries.” The first Corporate Social Responsibil-countries.” The first Corporate Social Responsibil-
ity (CSR) Report of  CTG in Pakistan was issued at ity (CSR) Report of  CTG in Pakistan was issued at 
the ceremony.the ceremony.

Karot Hydropower Project is located on the Jhe-Karot Hydropower Project is located on the Jhe-
lum River in Pakistan with a total installed capaci-lum River in Pakistan with a total installed capaci-
ty of  720 MW, is one of  the Prioritized Projects as ty of  720 MW, is one of  the Prioritized Projects as 
well as the first large-scale hydropower investment well as the first large-scale hydropower investment 
project under CPEC. Meanwhile, Karot Project project under CPEC. Meanwhile, Karot Project 
was written into the Joint Statement between the was written into the Joint Statement between the 
Chinese and Pakistani governments. Chinese and Pakistani governments. nn
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China greets Pakistan 
over commercial 
operation of 720MW 
Korat power project

Congratulations to the Karot 
hydropower project on its full 

commercial operation,” 
Chinese Foreign Ministry 

Spokesperson Zhao Lijian said 
while commenting on the 

operation of the Karot 
Hydropower project during his 

regular briefing

Zhao Lijian informed that the project will not only meet the 
electricity needs of about 5 million local people and effectively 
ease the pressure on electricity supply, but also improve 
Pakistan’s energy mix and save about 1.4 million tons of standard 
coal and reduce 3.5 million tonnes of Co2 emissions every year



I
n a bid to boost 
trade with Afghan-
istan and other 
Asian countries, 

the Federal Cabinet has 
decided to offer multiple 
visas to Afghan trans-
porters. Prime Minister 
Shehbaz Sharif  also ap-
proved the import of  su-
per-critical quality coal 
from Afghanistan in Pa-
kistani rupee instead of  
dollars to help generate 
low-cost electricity in 
the country.

He said the rise in 
coal price was also one 
of  the reasons behind 
the generation of  ex-
pensive electricity by the 
coal power plants oper-
ating in the country. The 
premier said that the 
import of  Afghan coal 
in Pakistani currency 
would save the foreign 
exchange.

The Prime Minister 
was told that the import 
of  Afghan coal – initial-
ly for Sahiwal and Hub 
power plants – would 
save around $2.2 billion 
annually.

While chairing a 
meeting to improve the 
mechanism for trans-
portation of  Afghan 
coal, the Prime Minis-
ter expressed concerns 
over the rising price of  
coal in the international 
market.

Meanwhile, the 
Pak-Afghan Joint 
Chamber of  Commerce 
and Industry (PAJCCI) 
held a meeting of  stake-
holders of  the Pak-Af-
ghan trade.

The meeting chaired 
by Vice President PAJC-
CI, Zia-ul-HaqSarhadi 
called for a long-term 
and sustainable trade 
with Afghanistan as the only way to mutual pros-
perity and economic stability.

The meeting was attended by Engineer Said 
Mahmood, Vice-Chairman Khyber Pakhtunkhwa 
Board of  Investment & Trade and Honorary 
Consul General for The Republic of  Tajikistan, 
ArbabQaiser, Director Transit Trade, Amanatul-
lah, AC Transit Trade, Muhammad Tayyab, AC 
Customs, Col Aziz Khattak, GM NLC BTS KP 
and a large number of  business community mem-
bers from Swat, Kurram, Khyber, Sarhad and 
Mohmand Chamber of  Commerce & Industries, 
senior officials from Pakistan Customs, National 
Logistic Cell, Transit Trade, TDAP along with 
media men.  Zia Sarhadi told the forum about the 
continuous efforts of  PAJCCI, while the Chair-
man, ZubairMotiwala and Co-Chairman, Khan 
Jan Alokozai provided insights into the trade 
scope and role of  the traders’ community on both 
sides in raising the voice of  the business commu-
nity to the level of  respective premiers. 

Secretary-General PAJCCI, Faiza shared the 
quarterly updates, recent issuance of  TAD SRO, 
written third party payment process by State Bank 
of  Pakistan, formation of  border committee at 
Chaman on similar lines as Torkham for quick 
resolution of  issues, the extension of  E-From & 
EIF waiver for another 45 days from 1st July 2022. 

The current trade barriers like SRO for cross 
stuffing, processing of  sales tax refund and duty 

drawback claims in case of  land and PKR trading 
are in process and PAJCCI is in constant commu-
nication with relevant authorities. 

Responding to various questions regarding Bar-
ter Trade, she informed that the joint forum at the 
9th FGD meeting has agreed upon all components 
of  the barter trade mechanism as an additional 
trading tool. She said a project monitoring matrix 
has been designed with action items, responsibil-
ities, and timelines which will have oversight by 
AICC, Ministry of  Commerce and PAJCCI as the 
lead chamber. 

The draft proposal has been submitted to the 
Ministry of  Commerce on 17th June 2022 for on-
wards governmental approval and endorsement.

In addition, PAJCCI is also working with the 
Ministry of  Commerce to add more items in the 
PKR trading category to bypass the foreign cur-
rency crunch faced by both countries. 

Engineer Said Mahmood (VC KPBOIT) ap-
preciated the efforts of  PAJCCI on behalf  of  the 

business community 
and provided a detailed 
overview of  the historic 
relationship with Af-
ghanistan, especially on 
bilateral trade as well as 
the potential of  transit 
trade via Afghanistan 
to Central Asian Repub-
lics.

He highlighted ongo-
ing issues of  congestion 
at Torkham and decreas-
ing trade volume due to 
a lack of  cohesive and 
consistent trade policy 
with Afghanistan. 

The economic and 
trade policy especially 
with the nearest neigh-
bours will be above po-
litical changes on either 
side and long-term and 
sustainable. 

He said Pakistan 
will not lose neighbour-
ly trade and econom-
ic relations due to the 
cost-effective and effi-
cient trading potential 
and high demand for 
Pakistani products cou-
pled with the unique 
geographical location 
for bilateral and transit 
trade.  

The participants pro-
vided input on all issues 
related to KP border 
crossings and discussed 
the suggestions to re-
solve them. 

The top issues which 
came under discus-
sion were congestion at 
Torkham resulting in 
clearance of  containers 
after 15-20 days due to 
small operational mat-
ters and multiple securi-
ty checks on both sides. 

If  there is a delay in 
clearance payment by 
one transporter, the rest 
are also held up result-
ing in congestion on the 

single-road. The demand for the construction of  
a dual carriage-way has been a long standing by 
the business community however there has been 
no positive development on this front. 

The bank branches at Kurram and Miranshah 
have a top ceiling of  PKR 40 million a day which 
will now be increased to at least 120 million per 
day to ensure that payments are processed in line 
with ongoing trade volume. 

At present Afghan government has held the 
import of  milk and pharmaceutical products from 
Pakistan without assigning reasons. The low usage 
of  dry port facilities at Azakhel and the use of  Pa-
kistan Railways were also discussed at the meeting 
by the Pakistani and Afghan businessmen.

Participants appreciated that operationaliza-
tion of  TAD will bring relief  to transporters and 
the trading community on both sides with the 
assurance of  legal trade flourishing and proper 
tracking of  the trade support eco-system. 

The finalization of  de-stuffing and cross stuff-
ing is still under process due to the requirements 
of  its complex nature however once it becomes 
operational it will greatly reduce the cost of  busi-
ness, the safety of  cargo up to the destination, re-
duction in congestion and delays. 

The house appreciated the PAJCCI’s initia-
tive to launch the support fund for recent Afghan 
earthquake-affected people and agreed to make 
contributions. n

Pakistan to buy 
Afghan coal in local 

currency

The Prime Minister was told 
that the import of Afghan coal 
– initially for Sahiwal and Hub 

power plants – would save 
around $2.2 billion annually

At present Afghan government has held the imports of milk 
and pharmaceutical products from Pakistan without assigning 
reasons. The low usage of dry port facilities at Azakhel and the 

use of Pakistan Railways were also discussed
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TT
he United States of  America (the USA) he United States of  America (the USA) 
remained the top export destination of  remained the top export destination of  
Pakistani products during the eleven Pakistani products during the eleven 
months of  the fiscal year 2021-22, fol-months of  the fiscal year 2021-22, fol-

lowed by China and United Kingdom (UK).lowed by China and United Kingdom (UK).
Total exports to the USA during July-May Total exports to the USA during July-May 

2021-22 were recorded at $6158.171 million 2021-22 were recorded at $6158.171 million 
against the exports of  $4475.232 million during against the exports of  $4475.232 million during 
July- May 2020-21, showing a growth of  37.60 per July- May 2020-21, showing a growth of  37.60 per 
cent, according to State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) cent, according to State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) 
data.data.

This was followed by China, where Pakistan This was followed by China, where Pakistan 
exported goods worth $2543.235 million against exported goods worth $2543.235 million against 
the exports of  $1832.649 million during the last the exports of  $1832.649 million during the last 
fiscal year, showing an increase of  38.77 per cent.fiscal year, showing an increase of  38.77 per cent.

The UK was the third top export destina-The UK was the third top export destina-
tion, where Pakistan exported products worth tion, where Pakistan exported products worth 
$2011.339 million during the months under review $2011.339 million during the months under review 
against the exports of  $1861.204 million, showing against the exports of  $1861.204 million, showing 
a growth of  8.06 per cent, SBP data revealed.a growth of  8.06 per cent, SBP data revealed.

Among other countries, Pakistani exports to Among other countries, Pakistani exports to 
the UAE stood at $1681.026 million as compared the UAE stood at $1681.026 million as compared 
to $1335.842 million during the last fiscal year, to $1335.842 million during the last fiscal year, 
showing an increase of  25.84 per cent while the showing an increase of  25.84 per cent while the 
exports to Germany were recorded at $1572.758 exports to Germany were recorded at $1572.758 
million compared to $1367.422 million the last million compared to $1367.422 million the last 
year, the data showed.year, the data showed.

From July 2021 to May 2022), Pakistani ex-From July 2021 to May 2022), Pakistani ex-
ports to Holland were recorded at $1328.871 mil-ports to Holland were recorded at $1328.871 mil-
lion against $1010.262 million whereas the exports lion against $1010.262 million whereas the exports 
to Italy stood at $964.469 million against $699.770 to Italy stood at $964.469 million against $699.770 
million in the preceding year.million in the preceding year.

Pakistan’s exports to Spain were recorded at Pakistan’s exports to Spain were recorded at 
$1042.651 million against the exports of  $735.811 $1042.651 million against the exports of  $735.811 
million while the exports to Afghanistan were re-million while the exports to Afghanistan were re-
corded at $494.080 million against $895.399 mil-corded at $494.080 million against $895.399 mil-
lion during last year.lion during last year.

The exports to Bangladesh stood at $783.469 The exports to Bangladesh stood at $783.469 
million against $551.712 million, showing a million against $551.712 million, showing a 
growth of  42 per cent from the fiscal year 2021-22, growth of  42 per cent from the fiscal year 2021-22, 
according to SBP data.according to SBP data.

Similarly, the exports to France during the Similarly, the exports to France during the 
months under review were recorded at $473.083 months under review were recorded at $473.083 
million against $394.877 million while the ex-million against $394.877 million while the ex-
ports to Belgium stood at $648.251 million against ports to Belgium stood at $648.251 million against 
$519.940 million in the preceding fiscal year.$519.940 million in the preceding fiscal year.

Pakistan’s exports to Saudi Arabia were re-Pakistan’s exports to Saudi Arabia were re-
corded at $376.371 million during the year 2021 corded at $376.371 million during the year 2021 
as compared to $429.445 million last year whereas as compared to $429.445 million last year whereas 
the exports to Canada stood at $362.753 million the exports to Canada stood at $362.753 million 
against $280.909, to Malaysia $387.489 million against $280.909, to Malaysia $387.489 million 
against $212.770 million.against $212.770 million.

Overall Pakistan’s exports to all countries also Overall Pakistan’s exports to all countries also 
witnessed an increase of  26.73 per cent in eleven witnessed an increase of  26.73 per cent in eleven 
months, from $23.146 billion to $29.333 billion, months, from $23.146 billion to $29.333 billion, 
the SBP data said.the SBP data said.

Federal Minister for Finance and Revenue Federal Minister for Finance and Revenue 
Miftah Ismail has said the present government Miftah Ismail has said the present government 

would undertake every required step for improv-would undertake every required step for improv-
ing the energy sector and enhancing exports and ing the energy sector and enhancing exports and 
foreign investment. The Minister said this during foreign investment. The Minister said this during 
a meeting with the US delegation headed by State a meeting with the US delegation headed by State 
Department’s Special Representative for Commer-Department’s Special Representative for Commer-
cial and Business Affairs Dilawar Syed, a Finance cial and Business Affairs Dilawar Syed, a Finance 
Division press release said.Division press release said.

The US delegation comprised Regional Policy The US delegation comprised Regional Policy 
Lead for Europe and Central Asia, Development Lead for Europe and Central Asia, Development 
Finance Corporation (DFC) Ms Gaia Self  and Finance Corporation (DFC) Ms Gaia Self  and 
Economic Counselor of  US Embassy in Pakistan Economic Counselor of  US Embassy in Pakistan 
Dan Froats, and other officers.Dan Froats, and other officers.

The Secretary of  Finance and other senior of-The Secretary of  Finance and other senior of-
ficers of  the Finance Division also attended the ficers of  the Finance Division also attended the 
meeting.meeting.

Miftah Ismail apprised the delegation about Miftah Ismail apprised the delegation about 
the economic challenges and the reforms in pol-the economic challenges and the reforms in pol-
icies which the government have framed to face icies which the government have framed to face 
them.them.

He said the reforms aimed at enhancing the He said the reforms aimed at enhancing the 
growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP), at-growth in Gross Domestic Product (GDP), at-
tracting foreign direct investment and increasing tracting foreign direct investment and increasing 
exports. The Minister said the government was exports. The Minister said the government was 
committed to providing a more conducive envi-committed to providing a more conducive envi-
ronment for foreign investment.ronment for foreign investment.

The US delegation showed their interest in in-The US delegation showed their interest in in-
vestment in various sectors, including wind renew-vestment in various sectors, including wind renew-
able energy, textile, and agricultural sectors.able energy, textile, and agricultural sectors.

It said the DFC was planning to revise the pow-It said the DFC was planning to revise the pow-
er purchase agreements (PPAs) of  its sponsored er purchase agreements (PPAs) of  its sponsored 
wind power projects depending upon the support wind power projects depending upon the support 
and cooperation of  the government of  Pakistan.and cooperation of  the government of  Pakistan.

Federal Minister for Finance and Revenue Federal Minister for Finance and Revenue 
Miftah Ismail also said the present government Miftah Ismail also said the present government 
would undertake every required step for improv-would undertake every required step for improv-
ing the energy sector, and enhancing exports and ing the energy sector, and enhancing exports and 
foreign investment.foreign investment.

The Minister said in order to attract foreign in-The Minister said in order to attract foreign in-
vestment in automobile and mobile set manufac-vestment in automobile and mobile set manufac-
turing and increase their export, the government turing and increase their export, the government 
had worked out a comprehensive plan wherein had worked out a comprehensive plan wherein 
foreign companies would be provided with a more foreign companies would be provided with a more 
conducive environment to invest their money.  conducive environment to invest their money.  

The US delegation showed their interest in in-The US delegation showed their interest in in-
vestment in various sectors, including wind renew-vestment in various sectors, including wind renew-
able energy, and textile and agricultural sectors. able energy, and textile and agricultural sectors. 
It said the DFC was planning to revise the power It said the DFC was planning to revise the power 
purchase agreements (PPAs) of  its sponsored wind purchase agreements (PPAs) of  its sponsored wind 
power projects depending upon the support and co-power projects depending upon the support and co-
operation of  the Government of  Pakistan. operation of  the Government of  Pakistan. nn
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USA remains top 
importer of Pakistani 
products

This was followed by China, 
where Pakistan exported goods 
worth $2543.235 million against 
the exports of $1832.649 million 
during the last fiscalyear, show-
ing an increase of 38.77 per cent

Total exports to the USA during July-May 2021-22 were recorded 
at $6158.171 million against the exports of $4475.232 million 
during July- May 2020-21, showing a growth of 37.60 per cent, 
according to State Bank of Pakistan (SBP) data





AA
fter Swvl and VavaCars, now La-fter Swvl and VavaCars, now La-
hore-based instant-delivery startup hore-based instant-delivery startup 
Airlift has announced the closure of  its Airlift has announced the closure of  its 
operations in Pakistan, shaking the al-operations in Pakistan, shaking the al-

ready wobbly start-up market of  the country. Air-ready wobbly start-up market of  the country. Air-
lift Technologies was responsible for the country’s lift Technologies was responsible for the country’s 
largest single private funding in history, however, largest single private funding in history, however, 
with its closure, questions are being raised on sev-with its closure, questions are being raised on sev-
eral startups and their viability.eral startups and their viability.

The country’s startup ecosystem is currently The country’s startup ecosystem is currently 
suffering from the tremors of  skyrocketing fuel suffering from the tremors of  skyrocketing fuel 
prices, global recession, uncertainty on the local prices, global recession, uncertainty on the local 
front, limited foreign investments, and difficulty in front, limited foreign investments, and difficulty in 
finding sponsors, forcing firms to scale down op-finding sponsors, forcing firms to scale down op-
erations, lay off  employees, and service rollbacks.erations, lay off  employees, and service rollbacks.

Careem, Swvl, VavaCars, and Truck It In are Careem, Swvl, VavaCars, and Truck It In are 
some of  the companies that have done this in re-some of  the companies that have done this in re-
cent times. As for Airlift, ominous signs were al-cent times. As for Airlift, ominous signs were al-
ready present long before the final bomb dropped.ready present long before the final bomb dropped.

The company, referred to by the media as the The company, referred to by the media as the 
“poster-child” of  Pakistan’s startup scene, was “poster-child” of  Pakistan’s startup scene, was 
launched in 2019 with a mass-transit service. The launched in 2019 with a mass-transit service. The 
year that birthed Airlift also birthed Covid-19, year that birthed Airlift also birthed Covid-19, 
which forced people across the world to stay in-which forced people across the world to stay in-
doors.doors.

So what does a firm formed on the premise of  So what does a firm formed on the premise of  
moving people do when there are no people to car-moving people do when there are no people to car-
ry? Sensing an opportunity, the firm shifted gears ry? Sensing an opportunity, the firm shifted gears 
to quick commerce (or q-commerce) the following to quick commerce (or q-commerce) the following 
year. It provided delivery services through which year. It provided delivery services through which 
users could order groceries, fresh produce and oth-users could order groceries, fresh produce and oth-
er essential items, including medicines from the er essential items, including medicines from the 
Airlift website or app and had it delivered to their Airlift website or app and had it delivered to their 
doorsteps–all within 30 minutes.doorsteps–all within 30 minutes.

Back in May this year, Airlift Technologies, the Back in May this year, Airlift Technologies, the 
startup that in August 2021 raised a record USD startup that in August 2021 raised a record USD 
85 million in a fundraising round, said it is slash-85 million in a fundraising round, said it is slash-
ing its global headcount by 31 per cent, and pull-ing its global headcount by 31 per cent, and pull-
ing out of  several markets both in and outside Pa-ing out of  several markets both in and outside Pa-
kistan as it is realigning its strategy amidst a global kistan as it is realigning its strategy amidst a global 
recession.recession.

According to market experts, several factors According to market experts, several factors 
played a role in Airlift’s demise including the de-played a role in Airlift’s demise including the de-
teriorating state of  the local economy, with record teriorating state of  the local economy, with record 
high inflation and petrol prices impacting not just high inflation and petrol prices impacting not just 
the population’s purchasing power and ability to the population’s purchasing power and ability to 
spend extra on quick delivery but also the compa-spend extra on quick delivery but also the compa-
ny’s own costs and margins, reported a local daily.ny’s own costs and margins, reported a local daily.

The popularity of  q-commerce, which soared The popularity of  q-commerce, which soared 
during Covid, has also taken a hit since SOPs have during Covid, has also taken a hit since SOPs have 
eased and people are less worried about stepping eased and people are less worried about stepping 
out of  their homes.out of  their homes.

Meanwhile, Airlift said it will ensure all of  its Meanwhile, Airlift said it will ensure all of  its 
employees are ‘sufficiently protected’ with two employees are ‘sufficiently protected’ with two 
months of  payroll, setting up the platform for job months of  payroll, setting up the platform for job 
placement, and creating support systems for aspir-placement, and creating support systems for aspir-
ing entrepreneurs, the daily reported.ing entrepreneurs, the daily reported.

Last year was a record one for Pakistani start-Last year was a record one for Pakistani start-
ups. The sector saw 81 deals worth USD 350 mil-ups. The sector saw 81 deals worth USD 350 mil-
lion, according to Invest2Innovate.lion, according to Invest2Innovate.

Less than a year ago Airlift was flying high and Less than a year ago Airlift was flying high and 
had raised $85 million in a Series B funding round, had raised $85 million in a Series B funding round, 

the highest single round of  investment raised by the highest single round of  investment raised by 
any startup in Pakistan. The country’s Prime Min-any startup in Pakistan. The country’s Prime Min-
ister tweeted a congratulatory note to the three-ister tweeted a congratulatory note to the three-
year-old startup, and billboard ads for Airlift were year-old startup, and billboard ads for Airlift were 
plastered across the country. At the time, the com-plastered across the country. At the time, the com-
pany was considered Pakistan’s best shot at a uni-pany was considered Pakistan’s best shot at a uni-
corn.corn.

But the company’s fortunes changed due to the But the company’s fortunes changed due to the 
global startup funding crunch and some bad busi-global startup funding crunch and some bad busi-
ness decisions that increased its operational costs. ness decisions that increased its operational costs. 
In May, Airlift announced a “strategic realign-In May, Airlift announced a “strategic realign-
ment,” laying off  nearly one-third of  its workforce ment,” laying off  nearly one-third of  its workforce 
and cutting operations from eight cities, to just and cutting operations from eight cities, to just 
three. It had also shut its business in South Africa.three. It had also shut its business in South Africa.

The Airlift was launched in 2019 as a mass The Airlift was launched in 2019 as a mass 
transit service that operated an Uber-like service transit service that operated an Uber-like service 
for buses in Pakistan. As the Covid-19 pandemic for buses in Pakistan. As the Covid-19 pandemic 
hit the country, Airlift scrapped its transit service hit the country, Airlift scrapped its transit service 
and quickly pivoted to grocery delivery.and quickly pivoted to grocery delivery.

“Multiple” investors told Airlift that it will “Multiple” investors told Airlift that it will 
take them over two months to wire the money, the take them over two months to wire the money, the 
startup told employees. “Other investors [were] startup told employees. “Other investors [were] 
unwilling to assume the risk of  wiring ahead of  unwilling to assume the risk of  wiring ahead of  
others,” the slide said.others,” the slide said.

Airlift operated a quick commerce service in Airlift operated a quick commerce service in 
eight Pakistani cities, including Lahore, Karachi eight Pakistani cities, including Lahore, Karachi 
and Islamabad. Users could order groceries, fresh and Islamabad. Users could order groceries, fresh 
produce and other essential items, including med-produce and other essential items, including med-
icines, from the Airlift website or eponymous app icines, from the Airlift website or eponymous app 
and had it delivered to them in 30 minutes.and had it delivered to them in 30 minutes.

Instant commerce as a category has made in-Instant commerce as a category has made in-
roads worldwide in recent years, but they also tend roads worldwide in recent years, but they also tend 
to be some of  the most capex-heavy businesses.to be some of  the most capex-heavy businesses.

Airlift founder Usman Gul confirmed that the Airlift founder Usman Gul confirmed that the 
startup is shutting down and provided detailed startup is shutting down and provided detailed 
notes about the events of  the recent months.notes about the events of  the recent months.

The startup’s demise could hurt the local eco-The startup’s demise could hurt the local eco-
system’s enthusiasm. In the past three years, scores system’s enthusiasm. In the past three years, scores 
of  global investors, including Tiger Global, Prosus of  global investors, including Tiger Global, Prosus 
Ventures, and Addition have backed young start-Ventures, and Addition have backed young start-
ups in Pakistan, giving a major vote of  confidence ups in Pakistan, giving a major vote of  confidence 

to the market.to the market.
“We were never their investors, but I’m still sad “We were never their investors, but I’m still sad 

for the people losing their jobs and who will be for the people losing their jobs and who will be 
justifiably jaded by what just went down,” tweet-justifiably jaded by what just went down,” tweet-
ed Kalsoom Lakhani, GP at i2i Ventures, an ear-ed Kalsoom Lakhani, GP at i2i Ventures, an ear-
ly-stage focused venture firm in Pakistan.ly-stage focused venture firm in Pakistan.

“I’m also worried that this will reflect poor-“I’m also worried that this will reflect poor-
ly on Pakistan’s entire startup ecosystem, which ly on Pakistan’s entire startup ecosystem, which 
is unfair to the many startups building well right is unfair to the many startups building well right 
now, growing without compromising their biz fun-now, growing without compromising their biz fun-
damentals. Failure in any startup ecosystem isn’t damentals. Failure in any startup ecosystem isn’t 
anomaly; it’s inevitable. The more we leave room anomaly; it’s inevitable. The more we leave room 
for failure, the more we also create room for suc-for failure, the more we also create room for suc-
cesses in their wake.”cesses in their wake.”

The Airlift was widely seen as the poster child The Airlift was widely seen as the poster child 
of  Pakistan’s startup ecosystem. Pakistan’s then of  Pakistan’s startup ecosystem. Pakistan’s then 
Prime Minister Imran Khan publicly congratulat-Prime Minister Imran Khan publicly congratulat-
ed the startup when it unveiled its Series B funding ed the startup when it unveiled its Series B funding 
news.news.

“As a pioneering technology startup in Paki-“As a pioneering technology startup in Paki-
stan that had established a new precedent, Airlift’s stan that had established a new precedent, Airlift’s 
success was viewed as a milestone for a burgeon-success was viewed as a milestone for a burgeon-
ing technology ecosystem in emerging markets. ing technology ecosystem in emerging markets. 
We believe that the ecosystem will continue to We believe that the ecosystem will continue to 
thrive and that some of  the most valuable technol-thrive and that some of  the most valuable technol-
ogy companies in emerging markets are still yet to ogy companies in emerging markets are still yet to 
be started,” Gul wrote in a letter to the staff. be started,” Gul wrote in a letter to the staff. nn
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Economic dwindling 
leads Airlift to shut 
operation Pakistan

Airlift founder Usman Gul 
confirmed that the startup is 
shutting down and provided 

detailed notes about the events 
of the recent months

Back in May this year, Airlift Technologies, the startup that in 
August 2021 raised a record USD 85 million in a fundraising 
round, said it is slashing its global headcount by 31 per cent, and 
pulling out of several markets both in and outside Pakistan as it 
is realigning its strategy amidst a global recession



vv
ivo, a leading technology brand, announced ivo, a leading technology brand, announced 
launch of  its latest Y55 smartphone in Paki-launch of  its latest Y55 smartphone in Paki-
stan that offers premium design, smooth ex-stan that offers premium design, smooth ex-
perience, superior technology, and advanced perience, superior technology, and advanced 

camera features.  The latest addition under the um-camera features.  The latest addition under the um-
brella of  youth-oriented Y series —Y55 is equipped brella of  youth-oriented Y series —Y55 is equipped 
with a 50MP HD Rear Camera, AI triple camera for with a 50MP HD Rear Camera, AI triple camera for 
a stunning photography experience. It comes with an a stunning photography experience. It comes with an 
advanced 8GB + 4GB Extended RAM 2.0 to ensure advanced 8GB + 4GB Extended RAM 2.0 to ensure 
seamless multiple apps usage experience, along with seamless multiple apps usage experience, along with 
44W FlashCharge, making it a ‘feature rich smart-44W FlashCharge, making it a ‘feature rich smart-
phone’ for fashionable and tech savvy consumers.phone’ for fashionable and tech savvy consumers.

Y55 incorporates vivo’s noteworthy innovative Y55 incorporates vivo’s noteworthy innovative 
design and technology, giving consumers the ability design and technology, giving consumers the ability 
to express their individuality with powerful perfor-to express their individuality with powerful perfor-
mance through 128GB large memory, expandable mance through 128GB large memory, expandable 
to 1TB + Extended RAM 2.0 (8GB+4GB Extend-to 1TB + Extended RAM 2.0 (8GB+4GB Extend-
ed RAM) together with 5000mAh large battery and ed RAM) together with 5000mAh large battery and 
VEG (vivo Energy Guardian) technology. VEG (vivo Energy Guardian) technology. 

Housing a beautiful 50MP HD Rear Camera Housing a beautiful 50MP HD Rear Camera 
module, the handset flaunts an exquisite design that module, the handset flaunts an exquisite design that 
perfectly fits in for a trendy device that looks aston-perfectly fits in for a trendy device that looks aston-

ishing with its 3D Shape and eye-catching design. ishing with its 3D Shape and eye-catching design. 
The all-new vivo Y55 has been strategically craft-The all-new vivo Y55 has been strategically craft-

ed to match the lifestyles of  the young consumers ed to match the lifestyles of  the young consumers 
that demand power-packed devices with innovative that demand power-packed devices with innovative 
features to keep them up to date on social media and features to keep them up to date on social media and 
in real life. in real life. 

Versatile Camera Experience to Create, Com-Versatile Camera Experience to Create, Com-
municate and Express Yourselfmunicate and Express Yourself

Y55 is packed with a 50MP HD Rear Camera Y55 is packed with a 50MP HD Rear Camera 
for sharp photography and videography experience. for sharp photography and videography experience. 
With a 16MP front camera, Y55 also makes it possi-With a 16MP front camera, Y55 also makes it possi-
ble to click cool selfies channelled by vivo’s advanced ble to click cool selfies channelled by vivo’s advanced 
portrait algorithm. The Super Night Selfie noise re-portrait algorithm. The Super Night Selfie noise re-
duction algorithm, a Natural Portrait algorithm and duction algorithm, a Natural Portrait algorithm and 
Aura Screen Light improves self-portraits in dark Aura Screen Light improves self-portraits in dark 
light.  The selfie camera naturally lights up the face light.  The selfie camera naturally lights up the face 
and supports the preview of the brightening effect in and supports the preview of the brightening effect in 
real time. Furthermore, the Aura Screen Light can real time. Furthermore, the Aura Screen Light can 
be manually turned on to enhance soft light and be manually turned on to enhance soft light and 
brighten up the face with warm light that automat-brighten up the face with warm light that automat-
ically adapts and adjusts the balance of  light in the ically adapts and adjusts the balance of  light in the 
surrounding.surrounding.

The Y55 has Ultra Stable Video feature that uses The Y55 has Ultra Stable Video feature that uses 
EIS (Electronic Image Stabilization) technology, EIS (Electronic Image Stabilization) technology, 
which electronically adjusts the frame to eliminate which electronically adjusts the frame to eliminate 
camera shake during hand-held shots for smooth, camera shake during hand-held shots for smooth, 
steady, and stable video capture. The smartphone steady, and stable video capture. The smartphone 
also has an advanced AI Multi-Frame Denoising also has an advanced AI Multi-Frame Denoising 
Algorithm, Stylish Night Filters, Fun shot, AI Face Algorithm, Stylish Night Filters, Fun shot, AI Face 
Beauty, and Double Exposure features to make sub-Beauty, and Double Exposure features to make sub-
ject details sharper and richer while minimising false ject details sharper and richer while minimising false 
colors and delivering a superior camera experience.colors and delivering a superior camera experience.

Swift Performance and Entertainment Any-Swift Performance and Entertainment Any-
time, Anywheretime, Anywhere

Y55 boasts a massive Extended RAM 2.0 (8GB Y55 boasts a massive Extended RAM 2.0 (8GB 
+ 4GB Extended RAM), along with 128GB ROM + 4GB Extended RAM), along with 128GB ROM 
+ 1TB Memory Expansion that allows users to + 1TB Memory Expansion that allows users to 
use more apps with ease and without lags.  The use more apps with ease and without lags.  The 
smartphone uses an optimization algorithm, which smartphone uses an optimization algorithm, which 
combines the RAM and ROM effectively to switch combines the RAM and ROM effectively to switch 
between apps easily and increases memory usage between apps easily and increases memory usage 
efficiency. With 44W FlashCharge and 5000mAh efficiency. With 44W FlashCharge and 5000mAh 
high-capacity battery together with VEG (vivo Ener-high-capacity battery together with VEG (vivo Ener-
gy Guardian) helps the smartphone to power up fast, gy Guardian) helps the smartphone to power up fast, 
make full use of  the large battery capacity and enjoy make full use of  the large battery capacity and enjoy 
efficient energy management. efficient energy management. 

The Y55 is fuelled by the powerful Qualcomm® The Y55 is fuelled by the powerful Qualcomm® 
Snapdragon™ 680 processor that consumes low Snapdragon™ 680 processor that consumes low 
power and delivers smooth and steady performance power and delivers smooth and steady performance 
for applications and games. Additionally, Y55 offers for applications and games. Additionally, Y55 offers 
Ultra Game Mode 2.0, Audio Super Resolution, Su-Ultra Game Mode 2.0, Audio Super Resolution, Su-
per System Process, Nano Music Player, and Fun-per System Process, Nano Music Player, and Fun-
Touch OS 12 for a creative experience. Touch OS 12 for a creative experience. 

Be Seen with an Impressive Display and Re-Be Seen with an Impressive Display and Re-
fined Designfined Design

Y55 redefines luxury with its modern design and Y55 redefines luxury with its modern design and 
bright colours that impeccably fit in with the evolv-bright colours that impeccably fit in with the evolv-
ing lifestyles of  millennials. The device stands out ing lifestyles of  millennials. The device stands out 
in the clutter for its 3D shape that has a premium in the clutter for its 3D shape that has a premium 
decorative ring.  The device is extremely lightweight decorative ring.  The device is extremely lightweight 
and designed to be held comfortably in your hand. and designed to be held comfortably in your hand. 
Y55 offers a 6.44-inch FHD+ AMOLED that brings Y55 offers a 6.44-inch FHD+ AMOLED that brings 
a life-like viewing experience. The screen provides a a life-like viewing experience. The screen provides a 
visual balance with a minimalist and dynamic aes-visual balance with a minimalist and dynamic aes-
thetic, and a harmony of  various elements providing thetic, and a harmony of  various elements providing 

a soothing look and feel.  Y55 features an In-Display a soothing look and feel.  Y55 features an In-Display 
Fingerprint Scanning that brings vivo’s advanced Fingerprint Scanning that brings vivo’s advanced 
technology for effortless unlocking with just a light technology for effortless unlocking with just a light 
touch on the display. The smartphone offers a deli-touch on the display. The smartphone offers a deli-
cate matte touch here to redefine the look and feel of  cate matte touch here to redefine the look and feel of  
a premium-range of  handsets with its ever-stunning a premium-range of  handsets with its ever-stunning 
design and high-on fashion style quotient. In line design and high-on fashion style quotient. In line 
with one’s personal style and choice, the vivo Y55 with one’s personal style and choice, the vivo Y55 
comes in two bright colours - Midnight Galaxy and comes in two bright colours - Midnight Galaxy and 
Ice Dawn. Ice Dawn. 

Price and availabilityPrice and availability
The all new-vivo Y55 is currently available for The all new-vivo Y55 is currently available for 

purchase across Pakistan with the price tag of  Rs. purchase across Pakistan with the price tag of  Rs. 
49,999 only. 49,999 only. nn

vivo Y55 launched in 
Pakistan — Ensuring 
sharp photography 
and superior 
performance 

Housing a beautiful 50MP HD 
Rear Camera module, the hand-

set flaunts an exquisite design 
that perfectly fits in for a trendy 

device that looks 
astonishing with its 3D Shape 

and eye-catching design

Y55 is equipped with a 50MP HD Rear Camera, AI triple 
camera for a stunning photography experience. It comes with 
an advanced 8GB + 4GB Extended RAM 2.0 to ensure seamless 
multiple apps usage experience, along with 44W FlashCharge, 
making it a ‘feature rich smartphone’ for fashionable and tech 
savvy consumers
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N
o doubt, Pakistan is blessed with natural 
resources but it needs honest leadership 
and competent bureaucracy to utilize 
the same for the benefit of  the nation. 

Pakistan has coal reserves of  185 billion tons which 
are now worth $25 trillion and out of  175 billion tons 
in the Thardesert making it one of  the largest lignite 
coal reserves in the world. Pakistan is currently fac-
ing a serious energy crisis. The rapid increase in en-
ergy demand from growing demographic pressure 
and intense industrialization has contributed to the 
energy crisis. Coal plays a major role in Pakistan’s 
energy mix, despite the Thar Desert with one of  the 
largest undeveloped coal reserves in the world. Pa-
kistan’s annual demand for coal exceeds the supply, 
therefore, Pakistan relies on imported coal to meet 
itsrequirements, particularly for industrial uses. The 
overall objective of  developing Thar coal deposits 
is to generate electric power from in-country coal 
resources to reduce the country’s dependence on 
imported coal and contribute to bridging the gap 
between electricity supply and demand.

India and Pakistan both share the Thar region. 
The Indian side started power generation way back 
in the 1950s and utilized all its reserves, which were 
equivalent to eight per cent of  Pakistan’s total Thar 
coal deposits. Pakistan’s Thar reserves were discov-
ered in 1980 and they continued to be largely un-
tapped.

Pakistani mining companies are now weighing 
multiple options to utilize the coal reserves, includ-
ing their conversion into gas and liquid fuels and 
export to other countries.

“Across the border, India has installed some 
8,000-megawatt power plants that are designed to 
use the same coal,” Ahmed Muneeb, General Man-
ager, Administration and External Affairs, at Sindh 
Engro Coal Mining Company (SECMC) said while 
briefing a group of  journalists in Thar. “India is im-
porting coal, which can be supplied from Pakistan.”

However, he said that the Company would 
abide by the country’s foreign policy stance.

“We will seek guidance from the foreign office 
and our leadership before exporting Thar coal to 
India,” Muneeb said. “The whole thing depends on 
our foreign policy orientation.”

Trade and diplomatic relations between the two 
South Asian nuclear-armed rivals deteriorated af-
ter India revoked the special status of  Jammu and 
Kashmir in August 2019 and Pakistan responded 
by downgrading its diplomatic ties with New Del-
hi and suspending all kinds of  trade. The admin-
istration in Islamabad later allowed the import of  
life-saving drugs from India.

Former Federal Minister of  the PTI government 
Abdul RazakDawood had raised voice in favour of  
trading with the neighbouring state, calling it the 
“need of  the hour and beneficial for both coun-
tries.”

“As far as the Ministry of  Commerce is con-
cerned, its position is to do trade with India,” he 
told a group of  reporters in Lahore. “My stance was 
that we should do trade with India and it should be 
opened now.”

However, the government’s spokesperson reject-
ed the statement and described it as the Minister’s 
personal view that did not reflect Pakistan’s official 
policy.

While Muneeb ruled out an immediate plan 
to export coal from Pakistan to India, he said the 
country’s coal deposits could meet its electricity de-
mand for several centuries.

“The entire stock of  coal will not be burned to 
produce power,” he said. “There are many other 
uses of  these deposits including their conversion 
into gas and liquid fuels [like diesel]. Work on the 
production of  syngas [synthesis gas] from coal is 
already underway by a consortium, also including 
Engro Corporation.”

Pakistan is currently generating some 660 mega-
watts of  electricity from Thar coal under the Chi-
na-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) frame-
work which is expected to increase to around 2,000 
megawatts by the next year.

The coal mining company has already achieved 
a 3.8 million tons per annum of  production rate 

and is in the process of  increasing it to 7.6 million 
tons per annum in the second phase.

Pakistan has divided Thar into 13 blocks for 
coal extraction, and only the first two blocks are 
operational.

Sindh Engro Coal Mining Company is operat-
ing in Block-II while Shanghai Electric has started 
mining Block-I where the first layer of  a 3 billion 
ton of  deposits was unearthed by the end of  Janu-
ary 2022.

Pakistan is also expected to supply coal to lo-
cal power stations in the future after making slight 
modifications to the existing designs of  these 
plants.

“Thar coal can be supplied to local power 
plants which are currently utilizing imported coal,” 
Muneeb said. “We are already supplying coal from 
Thar to Lucky group’s power project that is located 
in Karachi.”

Pakistan’s power generation is continuously in-
creasing, going up by 8.9 per cent to 11,824 mega-

watts during January 2022 as compared to 10,859 
megawatts generated a year before. During the last 
month, the fuel cost for power generation increased 
by 102 per cent to Rs12.22 kilowatt per hour.

Power generation through coal remained the 
top source with 2,917 megawatts which is 14 per 
cent higher than the last year.

It is pertinent to mention that late last year, 
following widespread power shortages, China’s 
leadership repeatedly emphasised the importance 
of  ensuring energy security – a country’s ability 
to secure sufficient and affordable energy supplies 
without interruption. 

Since then, China – the world’s current largest 
emitter of  carbon dioxide (CO2) – has seen an in-
tense push to increase the production and supply 
of  coal, its main energy source.

Coal mining has set “record highs” multiple 
times in recent months due to boosts in production 
capacity. The coal stock at coal-fired power plants 
has been kept at “historically high levels.” 

Administratively, at least five new major coal-
fired power projects were approved for construc-
tion in the first six weeks of  the year and three “bil-
lion-dollar” coal mine projects were greenlighted 
in February last. 

In terms of  policy, China’s top administrative 
organ announced in mid-February that coal supply 
“will be increased” and coal power plants “will be 
supported” to run “at full capacity” to meet elec-
tricity demand. n
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Vast coal reserves to 
meet energy needs 
of Pakistan for 
centuries

India and Pakistan both share 
the Thar region. The Indian side 

started power generation way 
back in the 1950s and utilized all 

its reserves

Pakistan relies on imported coal to meet its requirements, 
particularly for industrial uses. The overall objective of 
developing Thar coal deposits is to generate electric power 
from in-country coal resources in order to lower the country’s 
dependence on imported coal and contribute to bridging the 
gap between electricity supply and demand





AA
n estimated 71 million people in the de-n estimated 71 million people in the de-
veloping world have fallen into poverty veloping world have fallen into poverty 
since March as a direct consequence since March as a direct consequence 
of  global food and energy price surges, of  global food and energy price surges, 

according to a new report released by the UN De-according to a new report released by the UN De-
velopment Programme (UNDP).velopment Programme (UNDP).

Developing countries, grappling with depleted Developing countries, grappling with depleted 
fiscal reserves and high levels of  sovereign debt as fiscal reserves and high levels of  sovereign debt as 
well as rising interest rates on global financial mar-well as rising interest rates on global financial mar-
kets, face challenges that cannot be solved without kets, face challenges that cannot be solved without 
the urgent attention of  the global community, the the urgent attention of  the global community, the 
report said.report said.

Meanwhile, according to the World Bank, the Meanwhile, according to the World Bank, the 
coronavirus pandemic alone has pushed debt in coronavirus pandemic alone has pushed debt in 
developing countries to a 50-year high, equivalent developing countries to a 50-year high, equivalent 
to more than two and a half  times their revenues. to more than two and a half  times their revenues. 

Countries facing the most drastic impacts of  Countries facing the most drastic impacts of  
the crisis across all poverty lines are Pakistan and the crisis across all poverty lines are Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka in South Asia, Armenia and Uzbekistan Sri Lanka in South Asia, Armenia and Uzbekistan 
in Central Asia, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Kenya, in Central Asia, Burkina Faso, Ghana, Kenya, 
Rwanda, and Sudan in Sub-Saharan Africa, and Rwanda, and Sudan in Sub-Saharan Africa, and 
Haiti in Latin America.Haiti in Latin America.

In Ethiopia, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tan-In Ethiopia, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tan-
zania, and Yemen the impacts could be particu-zania, and Yemen the impacts could be particu-
larly hard at the lowest poverty lines, whereas in larly hard at the lowest poverty lines, whereas in 
Albania, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Mongolia, Albania, Kyrgyz Republic, Moldova, Mongolia, 
and Tajikistan the hits could be hardest. and Tajikistan the hits could be hardest. 

The report said as interest rates rise in response The report said as interest rates rise in response 
to soaring inflation, there is a risk of  triggering to soaring inflation, there is a risk of  triggering 
further recession-induced poverty that will exacer-further recession-induced poverty that will exacer-
bate and accelerate the crisis even more as well as bate and accelerate the crisis even more as well as 

deepen poverty worldwide, the report said.deepen poverty worldwide, the report said.
Developing countries, grappling with depleted Developing countries, grappling with depleted 

fiscal reserves and high levels of  sovereign debt as fiscal reserves and high levels of  sovereign debt as 
well as rising interest rates on global financial mar-well as rising interest rates on global financial mar-
kets, face challenges that cannot be solved without kets, face challenges that cannot be solved without 
the urgent attention of  the global community.the urgent attention of  the global community.

Analysis of  159 developing countries globally Analysis of  159 developing countries globally 
indicated that price spikes in the key commodities indicated that price spikes in the key commodities 
are already having an immediate and devastat-are already having an immediate and devastat-
ing impact on the poorest households, with clear ing impact on the poorest households, with clear 
hotspots in the Balkans, countries in the Caspian hotspots in the Balkans, countries in the Caspian 
Sea region and Sub-Saharan Africa (in particular Sea region and Sub-Saharan Africa (in particular 
the Sahel region), according to the UNDP esti-the Sahel region), according to the UNDP esti-
mates. This report zooms in on the insights pro-mates. This report zooms in on the insights pro-
vided by the two briefs of  the UN Secretary-Gen-vided by the two briefs of  the UN Secretary-Gen-
eral Global Crisis Response Group on the ripple eral Global Crisis Response Group on the ripple 
effects of  the war in Ukraine. effects of  the war in Ukraine. 

“Unprecedented price surges mean that for “Unprecedented price surges mean that for 
many people across the world, the food that they many people across the world, the food that they 
could afford yesterday is no longer attainable to-could afford yesterday is no longer attainable to-
day,” UNDP Administrator Achim Steiner said in day,” UNDP Administrator Achim Steiner said in 
a statement. a statement. 

“This cost-of-living crisis is tipping millions of  “This cost-of-living crisis is tipping millions of  
people into poverty and even starvation at breath-people into poverty and even starvation at breath-
taking speed and with that, the threat of  increased taking speed and with that, the threat of  increased 
social unrest grows by the day.”social unrest grows by the day.”

Policymakers responding to the cost-of-living Policymakers responding to the cost-of-living 
crisis, particularly in poorer nations, face difficult crisis, particularly in poorer nations, face difficult 
choices, it was pointed out. The challenge is how choices, it was pointed out. The challenge is how 
to balance meaningful short-term relief  to poor to balance meaningful short-term relief  to poor 
and vulnerable households, at a moment when and vulnerable households, at a moment when 

most developing countries are struggling with most developing countries are struggling with 
shrinking fiscal space and ballooning debt.shrinking fiscal space and ballooning debt.

“We are witnessing an alarming growing di-“We are witnessing an alarming growing di-
vergence in the global economy as entire develop-vergence in the global economy as entire develop-
ing countries face the threat of  being left behind ing countries face the threat of  being left behind 
as they struggle to contend with the continuing as they struggle to contend with the continuing 
COVID-19 pandemic, crushing debt levels and COVID-19 pandemic, crushing debt levels and 
now an accelerating food and energy crisis”, says now an accelerating food and energy crisis”, says 
Steiner. “Yet new international efforts can take the Steiner. “Yet new international efforts can take the 
wind out of  this vicious economic cycle, saving wind out of  this vicious economic cycle, saving 
lives and livelihoods that includes decisive debt re-lives and livelihoods that includes decisive debt re-
lief  measures; keeping international supply chains lief  measures; keeping international supply chains 
open; and coordinated action to ensure that some open; and coordinated action to ensure that some 
of  the world’s most marginalised communities can of  the world’s most marginalised communities can 
access affordable food and energy.”access affordable food and energy.”

The countries have tried to dilute the worst im-The countries have tried to dilute the worst im-
pacts of  the current crisis using trade restrictions, pacts of  the current crisis using trade restrictions, 
tax rebates, blanket energy subsidies and targeted tax rebates, blanket energy subsidies and targeted 
cash transfers, the report said.cash transfers, the report said.

The report finds that targeted cash transfers The report finds that targeted cash transfers 
are more equitable and cost-effective than blanket are more equitable and cost-effective than blanket 
subsidies.subsidies.

“While blanket energy subsidies may help in “While blanket energy subsidies may help in 
the short term, in the longer term they drive in-the short term, in the longer term they drive in-
equality, further exacerbate the climate crisis, and equality, further exacerbate the climate crisis, and 
do not soften the immediate blow of  the cost-of-do not soften the immediate blow of  the cost-of-
living increase as much as targeted cash transfers living increase as much as targeted cash transfers 
do,” says the report author, George Gray Molina, do,” says the report author, George Gray Molina, 
UNDP Head of  Strategic Policy Engagement. UNDP Head of  Strategic Policy Engagement. 
“They offer some relief  as an immediate band-aid, “They offer some relief  as an immediate band-aid, 
but risk causing worse injury over time.”but risk causing worse injury over time.”

The report shows that energy subsidies dispro-The report shows that energy subsidies dispro-
portionately benefit wealthier people, with more portionately benefit wealthier people, with more 
than half  of  the benefits of  a universal energy sub-than half  of  the benefits of  a universal energy sub-
sidy favouring the richest 20% of  the population. sidy favouring the richest 20% of  the population. 
By contrast, cash transfers mostly go to the poorest By contrast, cash transfers mostly go to the poorest 
40% of  the population.40% of  the population.

“Cash in the hands of  the people who are reel-“Cash in the hands of  the people who are reel-
ing from the astronomical price increases to food ing from the astronomical price increases to food 
and fuel will have a widespread impact in positive and fuel will have a widespread impact in positive 
ways,” Molina says. “Our modeling shows that ways,” Molina says. “Our modeling shows that 
even very modest cash transfers can have dra-even very modest cash transfers can have dra-
matic and stabilizing effects for the poorest and matic and stabilizing effects for the poorest and 
most vulnerable in this crisis. And we know from most vulnerable in this crisis. And we know from 
COVID-19 responses that developing countries COVID-19 responses that developing countries 
must be supported by the global community to must be supported by the global community to 
have the fiscal space to fund these schemes.”have the fiscal space to fund these schemes.”

Another UN report revealed that the number Another UN report revealed that the number 
of  people affected by hunger globally rose to as of  people affected by hunger globally rose to as 
many as 828 million in 2021, according to a new many as 828 million in 2021, according to a new 
UN report that provides fresh evidence that the UN report that provides fresh evidence that the 
world is moving in reverse, away from the Sustain-world is moving in reverse, away from the Sustain-
able Development Goal of  ending hunger, food in-able Development Goal of  ending hunger, food in-
security and malnutrition in all its forms, by 2030, security and malnutrition in all its forms, by 2030, 
when the SDGs are supposed to be realized. when the SDGs are supposed to be realized. 

The new number represents an increase of  The new number represents an increase of  
about 46 million since 2020, when the COVID-19 about 46 million since 2020, when the COVID-19 
pandemic plunged the world’s economy into a pandemic plunged the world’s economy into a 
downward spiral, and 150 million more since downward spiral, and 150 million more since 
2019. 2019. 

The 2022 edition of  The State of  Food Se-The 2022 edition of  The State of  Food Se-
curity and Nutrition in the World (SOFI) report curity and Nutrition in the World (SOFI) report 
presents updates on the food security and nutrition presents updates on the food security and nutrition 
situation around the world, including the latest es-situation around the world, including the latest es-
timates of  the cost and affordability of  a healthy timates of  the cost and affordability of  a healthy 
diet. diet. 

It also examined ways governments could re-It also examined ways governments could re-
purpose their current support to agriculture to purpose their current support to agriculture to 
help make healthy and nutritious food cheaper, help make healthy and nutritious food cheaper, 
mindful of  the limited public resources available mindful of  the limited public resources available 
in many parts of  the world. in many parts of  the world. nn
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Pakistan among 
countries facing acute 
poverty due to inflation

In Ethiopia, Mali, Nigeria, Sierra 
Leone, Tanzania, and Yemen 

the impacts could be 
particularly hard at the lowest 

poverty lines, whereas in 
Albania, Kyrgyz Republic, 

Moldova, Mongolia, and Tajiki-
stan the hits could be hardest

Countries facing the most drastic impacts of the crisis across 
all poverty lines are Pakistan and Sri Lanka in South Asia, 
Armenia and Uzbekistan in Central Asia, Burkina Faso, Ghana, 
Kenya, Rwanda, and Sudan in Sub-Saharan Africa, and Haiti 
in Latin America



KK
nown as  ‘Games of  Kings’, the inter-nown as  ‘Games of  Kings’, the inter-
nationally popular annual Shandur polo nationally popular annual Shandur polo 
festival is a unique historical sport be-festival is a unique historical sport be-
ing played at the world’s highest polo ing played at the world’s highest polo 

ground. The game played between Chitral and Gilg-ground. The game played between Chitral and Gilg-
itBaltistan teams since 1937 this time around attract-itBaltistan teams since 1937 this time around attract-
ed a large number of  tourists and adventure sports ed a large number of  tourists and adventure sports 
enthusiasts. The festival concluded successfully.enthusiasts. The festival concluded successfully.

Played at an altitude of  some 12,000 feet of  the Played at an altitude of  some 12,000 feet of  the 
sea level at Shandur pass of  the Upper Chitral from sea level at Shandur pass of  the Upper Chitral from 
July 1 to 3, 2022, the festival was participated by a July 1 to 3, 2022, the festival was participated by a 
huge number of  tourists, adventurers and polo lov-huge number of  tourists, adventurers and polo lov-
ers from across the country who enjoyed the game ers from across the country who enjoyed the game 
and applauded performances of  both experienced and applauded performances of  both experienced 
and young players during the thrilling freestyle polo and young players during the thrilling freestyle polo 
matches which were played with great sportsmen matches which were played with great sportsmen 
spirit, backed by the fun and excitement from the spirit, backed by the fun and excitement from the 
spectators. Being organised successfully since 1937, spectators. Being organised successfully since 1937, 
the imprssive festival was inaugurated this year by the imprssive festival was inaugurated this year by 
Secretary Sports, Tourism and Youth Affairs Khy-Secretary Sports, Tourism and Youth Affairs Khy-
ber Pakhtunkhwa, Muhammad Tahir Orakzai and ber Pakhtunkhwa, Muhammad Tahir Orakzai and 
Director-General Cultural and Tourism Authority Director-General Cultural and Tourism Authority 
KP, AbidWazir.  Besides exciting matches, the fes-KP, AbidWazir.  Besides exciting matches, the fes-
tival was studded with paragliding, adventure and tival was studded with paragliding, adventure and 
cultural events that took place in the beautiful valley cultural events that took place in the beautiful valley 
of  Shandur surrounded by the snow-clad mountains of  Shandur surrounded by the snow-clad mountains 
and lush green meadows and forests echoing with and lush green meadows and forests echoing with 
chirping birds, and a hide and seek of  the sun and chirping birds, and a hide and seek of  the sun and 
clouds, while the whiffs of  cold breeze adding to the clouds, while the whiffs of  cold breeze adding to the 
joys of  sports enthusiasts. The event was organized joys of  sports enthusiasts. The event was organized 
by the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Culture and Tourism by the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Culture and Tourism 
Authority (KPCTA) in collaboration with Head-Authority (KPCTA) in collaboration with Head-
quarters XI Corps Peshawar, Frontier Corps North, quarters XI Corps Peshawar, Frontier Corps North, 
District Administration Chitral Upper and Lower. District Administration Chitral Upper and Lower. 
The festival could not be held over the last two years The festival could not be held over the last two years 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Secretary Tourism, Muhammad Tahir Orakzai Secretary Tourism, Muhammad Tahir Orakzai 
on the occasion, told the media that It was due to on the occasion, told the media that It was due to 
the efforts of  the KPK government that this beauti-the efforts of  the KPK government that this beauti-
ful and culturally rich festival could be made possible ful and culturally rich festival could be made possible 
to feast the eyes of  a huge number of  people from to feast the eyes of  a huge number of  people from 
across the country who specially came here to wit-across the country who specially came here to wit-
ness the successful Shandur polo festival after they ness the successful Shandur polo festival after they 
waited for two years. waited for two years. 

“The rugged polo is our traditional game that “The rugged polo is our traditional game that 
plays an important role in promoting adventure tour-plays an important role in promoting adventure tour-
ism. The mountain range of  Malakand division is ism. The mountain range of  Malakand division is 
perfect for adventure tourism and the provincial gov-perfect for adventure tourism and the provincial gov-
ernment, tourism department and tourism and cul-ernment, tourism department and tourism and cul-

ture authority are working together to develop and ture authority are working together to develop and 
equip this area with all necessary facilities to make it equip this area with all necessary facilities to make it 
a favourite tourism destination.”a favourite tourism destination.”

He said the authorities had also been constituted He said the authorities had also been constituted 
at the regional level to promote tourism in the prov-at the regional level to promote tourism in the prov-
ince. Laspur team of the Chitral and Ghizer team ince. Laspur team of the Chitral and Ghizer team 
of Gilgit-Baltistan battled against each other in the of  Gilgit-Baltistan battled against each other in the 
opening match. Laspur team of Chitral comfortably opening match. Laspur team of Chitral comfortably 
won the match by scoring 16 goals against four by won the match by scoring 16 goals against four by 
Ghizer team. The spectators applauded the para-Ghizer team. The spectators applauded the para-
gliders of  Pakistan Army Physical Training School gliders of  Pakistan Army Physical Training School 
Abbottabad and SSG Commandos of  the Pakistan Abbottabad and SSG Commandos of  the Pakistan 
Army, who exhibited a spectacular show of para Army, who exhibited a spectacular show of para 
trooping and performed various daring tricks in the trooping and performed various daring tricks in the 
sky making the event memorable for a long.sky making the event memorable for a long.

Children from Gilgit-Baltistan in the background Children from Gilgit-Baltistan in the background 
of  national songs gave a performance, whereas tra-of  national songs gave a performance, whereas tra-
ditional dances were shown by young boys of  Ka-ditional dances were shown by young boys of  Ka-
lash Valley. The audience enjoyed the concert that lash Valley. The audience enjoyed the concert that 
included traditional music of  GilgitBaltistan and included traditional music of  GilgitBaltistan and 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa besides the Shandur song of  Khyber Pakhtunkhwa besides the Shandur song of  
ZekAfridi.ZekAfridi.

The excellent arrangements made for the success-The excellent arrangements made for the success-
ful holding of  the historic event impressed tourists ful holding of  the historic event impressed tourists 
tremendously. “I have heard a lot about Shandur tremendously. “I have heard a lot about Shandur 
polo festival and today my dream to watch my favou-polo festival and today my dream to watch my favou-
rite freestyle polo matches in the highest polo ground rite freestyle polo matches in the highest polo ground 
in the world has come true,” said Shahryar Khan, a in the world has come true,” said Shahryar Khan, a 
resident of  Peshawar while talking to the media.resident of  Peshawar while talking to the media.

“The horse riding skills and sportsmen spirit “The horse riding skills and sportsmen spirit 
demonstrated by the polo players impressed me the demonstrated by the polo players impressed me the 
most,” he said.most,” he said.

Impressed by paragliding, Shahryar said that Impressed by paragliding, Shahryar said that 
tourists took a keen interest in adventure sports in-tourists took a keen interest in adventure sports in-
cluding mountaineering and hiking besides enjoying cluding mountaineering and hiking besides enjoying 
the traditional foods. Enjoying the pleasant but rel-the traditional foods. Enjoying the pleasant but rel-

atively cool nights at Shandur, he said cultural and atively cool nights at Shandur, he said cultural and 
musical shows with traditional ‘tabla and rabab’ en-musical shows with traditional ‘tabla and rabab’ en-
thralled the tourists.thralled the tourists.

Such events would help promote sustainable Such events would help promote sustainable 
tourism and adventure sports in northern areas of  tourism and adventure sports in northern areas of  
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa besides projecting the soft im-Khyber Pakhtunkhwa besides projecting the soft im-
age of  the country to the outside world, he added. age of  the country to the outside world, he added. 

Saad Khan, spokesman of  the Cultural and Tour-Saad Khan, spokesman of  the Cultural and Tour-
ism Authority KP told APP that Shandur sports fes-ism Authority KP told APP that Shandur sports fes-
tival remained highly successful.tival remained highly successful.

He said such events will help ensure sustain live-He said such events will help ensure sustain live-
liness and public exictement in polo sports and pro-liness and public exictement in polo sports and pro-
motion of  new tourism sites.motion of  new tourism sites.

To promote adventure sports, he said a 14-km To promote adventure sports, he said a 14-km 
long cable car service between Upper Dir and Chitral long cable car service between Upper Dir and Chitral 
Lower would be put in place with an estimated cost Lower would be put in place with an estimated cost 
of  Rs32 billion that would make KP a hub of  tour-of  Rs32 billion that would make KP a hub of  tour-
ism. Four integrated tourism zones (ITZs) would be ism. Four integrated tourism zones (ITZs) would be 
developed at Mankiyal Swat, Thandyani Abbotta-developed at Mankiyal Swat, Thandyani Abbotta-
bad, GanolManshera and Madaskhast Lower Chi-bad, GanolManshera and Madaskhast Lower Chi-
tral to promote adventure tourism.tral to promote adventure tourism.

These ITZs would be constructed with the fi-These ITZs would be constructed with the fi-
nancial assistance of  the World Bank to the tune nancial assistance of  the World Bank to the tune 
of  USD70 million for which, feasibility studies and of  USD70 million for which, feasibility studies and 
master plan are in the final stage. It would be linked master plan are in the final stage. It would be linked 
with Hazara and Swat Motorways through approach with Hazara and Swat Motorways through approach 
roads.  In HundSwabi,  a sports theme park would be roads.  In HundSwabi,  a sports theme park would be 
constructed on 400-Kanal of  land for which MoU constructed on 400-Kanal of  land for which MoU 
has already been signed. Saad Khan said recreation-has already been signed. Saad Khan said recreation-
al spots on the premises of  five small dams including al spots on the premises of  five small dams including 
TandaKohat, Kundal dam Swabi, Chatri dam Hari-TandaKohat, Kundal dam Swabi, Chatri dam Hari-
pur, Jalozai dam Nowshera and Jangza dam in Ab-pur, Jalozai dam Nowshera and Jangza dam in Ab-
bottabad district would be developed. bottabad district would be developed. 

Three new ski resorts in Kaghan, Chitral and Three new ski resorts in Kaghan, Chitral and 
Swat would be established besides four new hill sta-Swat would be established besides four new hill sta-
tions including two in Kaghan, one each in Chitral tions including two in Kaghan, one each in Chitral 
and Abbottabad. Under Tourist Facilitation Hub and Abbottabad. Under Tourist Facilitation Hub 
(TFH) project, he said that 69 archaeological sign-(TFH) project, he said that 69 archaeological sign-
boards in Mardan, 102 signboards were installed on boards in Mardan, 102 signboards were installed on 
the Swat Motorway, in addition to 93 boards in Swat the Swat Motorway, in addition to 93 boards in Swat 
and 48 boards in DI Khan.  RESCUE 1122 stations and 48 boards in DI Khan.  RESCUE 1122 stations 
had been set up at Ayubia, Thandiyani, Kewai, Ka-had been set up at Ayubia, Thandiyani, Kewai, Ka-
lash and Kumrat having facilities of  two ambulances, lash and Kumrat having facilities of  two ambulances, 
one firefighting vehicle, and emergency equipment. one firefighting vehicle, and emergency equipment. 

The Federal and KP Government’s pro-tourism The Federal and KP Government’s pro-tourism 
policies have helped Pakistan to make a big strike by policies have helped Pakistan to make a big strike by 
improving sixth place i.e, 83rd from 89th in the In-improving sixth place i.e, 83rd from 89th in the In-
ternational Travel and Tourism Development Index ternational Travel and Tourism Development Index 
(TTDI), which was a great honour for Pakistan. (TTDI), which was a great honour for Pakistan. 

Shandur polo festival mesmerizes 
tourists after two years gap

Such events would help
promote sustainable tourism 

and adventure sports in
northern areas of Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa besides
projecting the  soft image of the

country

Being organised successfully since 1937, the impressive festival this year was inaugurated by 
Secretary Sports, Tourism and Youth Affairs Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Muhammad Tahir Orakzai 
and Director-General, Cultural and Tourism Authority KP, AbidWazir
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CC
hief Executive Officer (CEO), Engineering hief  Executive Officer (CEO), Engineering 
Development Board (EBD) Almas Hyder Development Board (EBD) Almas Hyder 
disclosed that first time, a record number disclosed that first time, a record number 
of  over 50 million smart and feature mo-of over 50 million smart and feature mo-

bile phones were assembled in Pakistan just in one bile phones were assembled in Pakistan just in one 
year. Talking to media in Lahore, he said during the year. Talking to media in Lahore, he said during the 
period under review, as many as 22 million smart period under review, as many as 22 million smart 
mobile phones were assembled of  which 99 per cent mobile phones were assembled of  which 99 per cent 
sold out so far in markets while 28 million feature sold out so far in markets while 28 million feature 
mobile phones were pieced together of  which 97 per mobile phones were pieced together of  which 97 per 
cent were purchased. He said mobile phone parts cent were purchased. He said mobile phone parts 
valuing $1.12m were imported to Pakistan by the as-valuing $1.12m were imported to Pakistan by the as-
semblers, according to a press release.semblers, according to a press release.

A total of  31 local and foreign mobile phone A total of  31 local and foreign mobile phone 
companies were awarded licenses of  which 21 are companies were awarded licenses of  which 21 are 
operational while the remaining are in the process of  operational while the remaining are in the process of  
setting up plants for production including Nokia. Al-setting up plants for production including Nokia. Al-
mas Hyder said only one foreign company imported mas Hyder said only one foreign company imported 
3.8 million feature phones during this period which 3.8 million feature phones during this period which 
is also now going to establish its own plant in Paki-is also now going to establish its own plant in Paki-
stan. Almas said the best quality locally assembled stan. Almas said the best quality locally assembled 
smart and feature mobile phones equipped with ul-smart and feature mobile phones equipped with ul-
tra model technology have restored the confidence tra model technology have restored the confidence 
of  buyers in Pakistan which, he added, are much of  buyers in Pakistan which, he added, are much 
cheaper and most economical than foreign assem-cheaper and most economical than foreign assem-
bled mobiles. He said the moment mobile phones are bled mobiles. He said the moment mobile phones are 
assembled, they are absorbed in the market imme-assembled, they are absorbed in the market imme-
diately which speaks volumes of  good governance diately which speaks volumes of  good governance 
and transparent policy being pursued by the EDB and transparent policy being pursued by the EDB 
for luring local and foreign investment in Pakistan. for luring local and foreign investment in Pakistan. 
He said the Pakistan engineering industry has a huge He said the Pakistan engineering industry has a huge 
potential to grow and contribute a significant role to potential to grow and contribute a significant role to 
national development for robust economic activities. national development for robust economic activities. 
He expressed the commitment to strengthening the He expressed the commitment to strengthening the 
engineering base by attracting foreign direct invest-engineering base by attracting foreign direct invest-
ment in this sector.ment in this sector.

He said: “We have one of  the best liberal invest-He said: “We have one of  the best liberal invest-
ment regimes in the region coupled with plenty of  ment regimes in the region coupled with plenty of  
natural resources and manpower”. Almas Hyder natural resources and manpower”. Almas Hyder 
said EDB is endeavouring to harmonize and align said EDB is endeavouring to harmonize and align 
all standards to have a better and favourable business all standards to have a better and favourable business 
environment for all businesses in Pakistan, especial-environment for all businesses in Pakistan, especial-
ly for foreign investors. He said EDB is also making ly for foreign investors. He said EDB is also making 
all-out efforts to facilitate investors to materialize all-out efforts to facilitate investors to materialize 
their commitments to focus on simplifying the pro-their commitments to focus on simplifying the pro-
cedural hassle to a  maximum extent through various cedural hassle to a  maximum extent through various 

initiatives. On the other hand, media reports suggest initiatives. On the other hand, media reports suggest 
that the operations at major mobile phone assem-that the operations at major mobile phone assem-
bly plants are on the verge of  a halt as the letters of  bly plants are on the verge of  a halt as the letters of  
credit (LCs) for import of  completely knocked down credit (LCs) for import of  completely knocked down 
(CKD) units are not being opened due to the short-(CKD) units are not being opened due to the short-
age of  dollars since May 20, as such the industry is age of  dollars since May 20, as such the industry is 
facing the depletion of  raw material inventory.facing the depletion of  raw material inventory.

The State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) through its The State Bank of  Pakistan (SBP) through its 
tweet clarified that it did not stop import payments tweet clarified that it did not stop import payments 
and that commercial banks have sufficient dollar li-and that commercial banks have sufficient dollar li-
quidity to make the payments. Indeed, import pay-quidity to make the payments. Indeed, import pay-
ments of  around $4.7 billion have been executed ments of  around $4.7 billion have been executed 
through the inter-bank market during the current through the inter-bank market during the current 
month so far. There is growing anxiety among the month so far. There is growing anxiety among the 
manufacturers and businessmen over the crisis due manufacturers and businessmen over the crisis due 
to LC restrictions, allegedly caused by the scarcity of  to LC restrictions, allegedly caused by the scarcity of  
dollars in the market.dollars in the market.

“Banks are not opening LCs for mobile phone “Banks are not opening LCs for mobile phone 
CKD units due to shortage of  dollars since May 20,” CKD units due to shortage of  dollars since May 20,” 
Tecno Pack Electronics CEO AamirAllawala told Tecno Pack Electronics CEO AamirAllawala told 
the media. “Now, the industry has used all its raw the media. “Now, the industry has used all its raw 
material and unfortunately 80% of the industry is material and unfortunately 80% of the industry is 
closed,” he said adding, “jobs of  almost 50,000 peo-closed,” he said adding, “jobs of  almost 50,000 peo-
ple working in the industry are at risk by that.”ple working in the industry are at risk by that.”

Consequently, “the supply of  locally manufac-Consequently, “the supply of  locally manufac-
tured low-cost mobile phones will stop,” said ICT ex-tured low-cost mobile phones will stop,” said ICT ex-
pert ParvezIftikhar. Thus, only those who can afford pert ParvezIftikhar. Thus, only those who can afford 
costly imported phones, by paying high duties and costly imported phones, by paying high duties and 
taxes, will be able to buy mobile phones.taxes, will be able to buy mobile phones.

“We will have to say goodbye to our dream of  “We will have to say goodbye to our dream of  
becoming an exporter of  mobile phones,” he said.becoming an exporter of  mobile phones,” he said.

“It is an emerging industry of  nearly two years,” “It is an emerging industry of  nearly two years,” 
SI Global CEO Noman Ahmed Said commented. SI Global CEO Noman Ahmed Said commented. 
“Failure to open LCs for CKD import may have a “Failure to open LCs for CKD import may have a 

negative impact on jobs as well as foreign invest-negative impact on jobs as well as foreign invest-
ment.” Manufacturing companies like Samsung, ment.” Manufacturing companies like Samsung, 
ITEL and Techno have announced layoffs and auto-ITEL and Techno have announced layoffs and auto-
mobile manufacturing companies like Proton, Toyo-mobile manufacturing companies like Proton, Toyo-
ta and KIA are also opting for a similar move.ta and KIA are also opting for a similar move.

“It will render over 50,000 people jobless at a “It will render over 50,000 people jobless at a 
time when the cost of  living has gone up due to high time when the cost of  living has gone up due to high 
inflation,” Said maintained.inflation,” Said maintained.

“The government needs to maintain a balance “The government needs to maintain a balance 
instead of  immediate cut down of any industry; this instead of  immediate cut down of any industry; this 
will cause more dent to the economy and will cer-will cause more dent to the economy and will cer-
tainly increase unemployment and uncertainty in tainly increase unemployment and uncertainty in 
the market,” startup funding specialist Kapeel Ku-the market,” startup funding specialist Kapeel Ku-
mar said. “The SBP may take other measures as a mar said. “The SBP may take other measures as a 
substitute,” he added. AHL Head of  Research Tahir substitute,” he added. AHL Head of  Research Tahir 
Abbas was hopeful that the government was trying Abbas was hopeful that the government was trying 
to prioritise imports based on necessity, as imports to prioritise imports based on necessity, as imports 
had declined to 1.3 times compared to 2.3 times had declined to 1.3 times compared to 2.3 times 
four months ago. However, the situation will im-four months ago. However, the situation will im-
prove with the revival of  the IMF programme, loan prove with the revival of  the IMF programme, loan 
rollover by China amounting to $2.4 billion along rollover by China amounting to $2.4 billion along 
with the expected Sukuk launch by the government, with the expected Sukuk launch by the government, 
which will further support the country’s foreign ex-which will further support the country’s foreign ex-
change reserves.change reserves.

“Some companies are negotiating with the gov-“Some companies are negotiating with the gov-
ernment, asking it to allow LCs for import of  low-ernment, asking it to allow LCs for import of  low-
end feature phones and smartphones to save jobs,” end feature phones and smartphones to save jobs,” 
Said revealed. The technology sector is performing Said revealed. The technology sector is performing 
well but due to recent developments and challeng-well but due to recent developments and challeng-
es, this may hamper the trail blaze. If  supported, es, this may hamper the trail blaze. If  supported, 
this sector can generate not only revenue but foreign this sector can generate not only revenue but foreign 
exchange, which can support the country and help exchange, which can support the country and help 
bridge the gap in the balance of  payments.“Desper-bridge the gap in the balance of  payments.“Desper-
ate times and call for desperate measures,” said Tau-ate times and call for desperate measures,” said Tau-
rus Securities Head of  Research Mustafa Mustansir. rus Securities Head of  Research Mustafa Mustansir. 
“We have very limited options in the current scenar-“We have very limited options in the current scenar-
io. And things should be expected to get even worse io. And things should be expected to get even worse 
if  the IMF loan delay continues.”if  the IMF loan delay continues.”

“It is only because of  this political and economic “It is only because of  this political and economic 
mess that several industries are on the brink of  clo-mess that several industries are on the brink of  clo-
sure and not just the mobile phone industry,” said sure and not just the mobile phone industry,” said 
Mustansir.Mustansir.

“Salaried people are already struggling to make “Salaried people are already struggling to make 
ends meet with low income,” he said. “The govern-ends meet with low income,” he said. “The govern-
ment needs to take solid steps to get the IMF’s nod ment needs to take solid steps to get the IMF’s nod 
fast.” fast.” nn
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Over 50m smart, feature 
handsets assembled in Pakistan

There is growing anxiety among 
the manufacturers and 

businessmen over the crisis 
due to LC restrictions, allegedly 
caused by the scarcity of dollars 

in the market

As many as  22 million smart mobile phones were assembled of which 99 per cent sold out so 
far in markets while 28 million feature mobile phones were pieced together of which 97 per 
cent were purchased. He said mobile phone parts valuing $1.12m were imported to Pakistan 
by the assemblers, according to a press release



DD
espite ecological diversity, suitable cli-espite ecological diversity, suitable cli-
mate and vast fertile land, Pakistan is un-mate and vast fertile land, Pakistan is un-
fortunately among the countries which fortunately among the countries which 
produce the lowest edible oil.produce the lowest edible oil.

With just 20 per cent domestic production of  the With just 20 per cent domestic production of  the 
total requirement, the country spends approximately total requirement, the country spends approximately 
US$ 4 billion annually on the import of  edible oil to US$ 4 billion annually on the import of  edible oil to 
meet the pressing demand of  its around 220 million meet the pressing demand of  its around 220 million 
people. Respective governments and policy-makers people. Respective governments and policy-makers 
could not fully benefit from over 4.4 million hectares could not fully benefit from over 4.4 million hectares 
of  fertile land suitable for the cultivation of  olive, of  fertile land suitable for the cultivation of  olive, 
sunflower, soybean, corn, canola and other variet-sunflower, soybean, corn, canola and other variet-
ies of  edible oils. “Pakistan’s annual requirement of  ies of  edible oils. “Pakistan’s annual requirement of  
edible oil is about five million tons (MT) with ap-edible oil is about five million tons (MT) with ap-
proximately 16kg per capita use and a big chunk of  proximately 16kg per capita use and a big chunk of  
it is imported from Malaysia and Indonesia,” said it is imported from Malaysia and Indonesia,” said 
DrEhsan Khan, Director, Edible Oil Productivity In-DrEhsan Khan, Director, Edible Oil Productivity In-
stitute.  DrEhsan said that in 2006 the import bill of  stitute.  DrEhsan said that in 2006 the import bill of  
edible oil was only US$ 615 million which jumped edible oil was only US$ 615 million which jumped 
to US$ 3.8 billion in 2022 with the country at present to US$ 3.8 billion in 2022 with the country at present 
producing around six metric tons. producing around six metric tons. 

“If  edible oil prices increase by five per cent annu-“If  edible oil prices increase by five per cent annu-
ally, the country’s import bill on this item would fur-ally, the country’s import bill on this item would fur-
ther jump. In this situation, sunflower, olive, canola ther jump. In this situation, sunflower, olive, canola 
and other products would go beyond the purchasing and other products would go beyond the purchasing 
reach of  the common man,” he said.reach of  the common man,” he said.

Quoting an example, he said, Spain was pro-Quoting an example, he said, Spain was pro-
ducing about 45 per cent of  the world’s total edible ducing about 45 per cent of  the world’s total edible 
oil by utilizing 2.6 million hectares of  land. On the oil by utilizing 2.6 million hectares of  land. On the 
contrary, Pakistan despite having vast tracts of  fer-contrary, Pakistan despite having vast tracts of  fer-
tile lands, was importing around 80 per cent of  the tile lands, was importing around 80 per cent of  the 
required commodity. It is heartening that in recent required commodity. It is heartening that in recent 
years, the government realized this challenge and fo-years, the government realized this challenge and fo-

cused on fully utilizing olive potential land in Khyber cused on fully utilizing olive potential land in Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa, Merged Areas, Balochistan, Punjab, Pakhtunkhwa, Merged Areas, Balochistan, Punjab, 
Azad Kashmir and GilgitBaltistan through the sub-Azad Kashmir and GilgitBaltistan through the sub-
stantial plantation of  edible oil plants and declared stantial plantation of  edible oil plants and declared 
several areas as ‘Olive Valleys.’ several areas as ‘Olive Valleys.’ 

“About 100,000 and 300,000 hectares of  land in “About 100,000 and 300,000 hectares of  land in 
Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is now under use Azad Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan is now under use 
for sunflower and canola cultivation respectively,” for sunflower and canola cultivation respectively,” 
DrEhsan informed.DrEhsan informed.

“Besides introducing edible oil policy and train-“Besides introducing edible oil policy and train-
ing of  farmers, a five-year mega project ‘Enhance-ing of  farmers, a five-year mega project ‘Enhance-
ment of  Productivity of  Oil Seeds’ was also launched ment of  Productivity of  Oil Seeds’ was also launched 
in 2019-20 to promote edible oil farming,” he added.in 2019-20 to promote edible oil farming,” he added.

He said that the first olive promotion project He said that the first olive promotion project 
worth Rs 3.82 billion funded by the Government of  worth Rs 3.82 billion funded by the Government of  
Italy was launched on June 1, 2012 to cultivate oil Italy was launched on June 1, 2012 to cultivate oil 
seeds on over 1,500 hectares of  land. The project was seeds on over 1,500 hectares of  land. The project was 
handed over to Pakistan Agriculture Research Coun-handed over to Pakistan Agriculture Research Coun-
cil (PARC) on February 12, 2012, and completed on cil (PARC) on February 12, 2012, and completed on 
June 30, 2015.June 30, 2015.

To capitalize on this project, the Government of  To capitalize on this project, the Government of  
Pakistan launched the ‘Promotion of  Olive Trees Pakistan launched the ‘Promotion of  Olive Trees 
Cultivation on Commercial Scale (POTCCS)’ proj-Cultivation on Commercial Scale (POTCCS)’ proj-

ect worth Rs 3.2 billion in 2015 for increasing the ect worth Rs 3.2 billion in 2015 for increasing the 
production of  edible oil.production of  edible oil.

Thousands of  olive grafting trees mostly of  Ital-Thousands of  olive grafting trees mostly of  Ital-
ian variety planted under POTCCS could be seen on ian variety planted under POTCCS could be seen on 
the mountains of  Talash in Lower Dir, on way to the mountains of  Talash in Lower Dir, on way to 
Chitral. Chitral. 

“I am glad to see olive cultivation in my native “I am glad to see olive cultivation in my native 
Talash area. These trees were distributed among Talash area. These trees were distributed among 
farmers by the federal government under POTCCS,” farmers by the federal government under POTCCS,” 
said EngrKhushal Khan, a progressive farmer from said EngrKhushal Khan, a progressive farmer from 
Lower Dir. Lower Dir. 

“Our villagers participated in the mass plantation “Our villagers participated in the mass plantation 
at Talashmountains and the trees planted, have now at Talashmountains and the trees planted, have now 
started producing olives,” EngrKhushal said.started producing olives,” EngrKhushal said.

Dr Abdul Rauf Khan, Director General, Agri-Dr Abdul Rauf Khan, Director General, Agri-
culture Extension KP said that fertile land was most-culture Extension KP said that fertile land was most-
ly preferred for sunflowers’ cultivation as it required ly preferred for sunflowers’ cultivation as it required 
less water than others. “Sunflower is a cost-efficient less water than others. “Sunflower is a cost-efficient 
crop with three months tenure. Farmers can easily crop with three months tenure. Farmers can easily 
earn Rs 200,000 to Rs 250,000 from one-acre sun-earn Rs 200,000 to Rs 250,000 from one-acre sun-
flower as compared to Rs 130,000 to Rs 150,000 flower as compared to Rs 130,000 to Rs 150,000 
from one-acre olive.”from one-acre olive.”

DrRauf said that progressive farmers had started DrRauf said that progressive farmers had started 
shifting to the commercial cultivation of  edible oil shifting to the commercial cultivation of  edible oil 
crops in Pakistan. At present, eight to ten varieties crops in Pakistan. At present, eight to ten varieties 
were under cultivation while research on around were under cultivation while research on around 
50 others was underway to ascertain their weather 50 others was underway to ascertain their weather 
adaptability and climate change resistance.  A four-adaptability and climate change resistance.  A four-
year ‘Edible Oil Seeds’ PSDP project has also been year ‘Edible Oil Seeds’ PSDP project has also been 
launched across the country with 50 per cent shared launched across the country with 50 per cent shared 
financing by federal and provincial governments.financing by federal and provincial governments.

“We have set up eight oil processing and purifi-“We have set up eight oil processing and purifi-
cation plants in different research centres at Bajaur, cation plants in different research centres at Bajaur, 
Peshawar, Lower Dir, Swat and Kohat districts to fa-Peshawar, Lower Dir, Swat and Kohat districts to fa-
cilitate edible oil farmers,” Rauf said.cilitate edible oil farmers,” Rauf said.

Ahmad Said, Chief  Planning Officer, Agriculture Ahmad Said, Chief  Planning Officer, Agriculture 
Department KP, said that around 70 million wild ol-Department KP, said that around 70 million wild ol-
ive plants were discovered in merged tribal districts ive plants were discovered in merged tribal districts 
and in Malakand, Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, Karak, and in Malakand, Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, Karak, 
Nowshehra, Hangu and Chitral districts. “It means, Nowshehra, Hangu and Chitral districts. “It means, 
these areas are suitable for olive cultivation.”these areas are suitable for olive cultivation.”

“Over 1.2 million olive plants on 1,300 hectares “Over 1.2 million olive plants on 1,300 hectares 
were planted in KP and each tree produced three were planted in KP and each tree produced three 
kilograms of  oil,” he said and added, “olive tree kilograms of  oil,” he said and added, “olive tree 
starts production in five years and continues with starts production in five years and continues with 
it till decades. A farmer can earn Rs 450,000 from it till decades. A farmer can earn Rs 450,000 from 
1,500 kg olive.” He said that under the National Ag-1,500 kg olive.” He said that under the National Ag-
riculture Program, 75,000 acres of  land across the riculture Program, 75,000 acres of  land across the 
country would be brought under olive cultivation in country would be brought under olive cultivation in 
five years besides grafting of  two million wild olives five years besides grafting of  two million wild olives 
under the Agriculture Transformation Plan. Poto-under the Agriculture Transformation Plan. Poto-
har region including Rawalpindi, Attock, Chakwal, har region including Rawalpindi, Attock, Chakwal, 
Jhelum and Khushab in the Punjab Government Jhelum and Khushab in the Punjab Government 
and Santa Bhatta in Mardan had been declared Ol-and Santa Bhatta in Mardan had been declared Ol-
ive Valleys, Ahmad said. A mega ‘Olive Promotion ive Valleys, Ahmad said. A mega ‘Olive Promotion 
Project’ worth Rstwo billion has been approved for Project’ worth Rstwo billion has been approved for 
merged tribal districts in KP budget 2022-23 to raise merged tribal districts in KP budget 2022-23 to raise 
olive orchards on 14,000 acres and grafting of  1.3 olive orchards on 14,000 acres and grafting of  1.3 
million wild olives. Moreover, a subsidy of  Rs 5,000 million wild olives. Moreover, a subsidy of  Rs 5,000 
per acre and 50 per cent relaxation on agriculture per acre and 50 per cent relaxation on agriculture 
equipment are being provided to farmers. The pro-equipment are being provided to farmers. The pro-
vision of  free seeds to growers under the ‘National vision of  free seeds to growers under the ‘National 
Edible Oils Project’ launched in 2019-20 has im-Edible Oils Project’ launched in 2019-20 has im-
mensely helped increase the cultivation of  canola mensely helped increase the cultivation of  canola 
and other plants. Till 2019-20, only 3,087 acres of  and other plants. Till 2019-20, only 3,087 acres of  
land in KP was used for the cultivation of  edible land in KP was used for the cultivation of  edible 
oil plants which later increased to 7,271 and 12,213 oil plants which later increased to 7,271 and 12,213 
acres in 2020-21 and 2021-22 respectively. The ex-acres in 2020-21 and 2021-22 respectively. The ex-
perts believe that focusing on the cultivation of  edi-perts believe that focusing on the cultivation of  edi-
ble oil would help save a considerable amount of  our ble oil would help save a considerable amount of  our 
foreign exchange. foreign exchange. nn

Edible oil plantation 
can earn Pakistan 
huge forex

About 100,000 and 300,000 
hectares of land in Azad 

Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan 
are under use for sunflower and 
canola cultivation respectively

It is heartening that in recent years, the government realized 
this challenge and focused on fully utilizing the olive potential 
land in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Merged Areas, Balochistan, 
Punjab, Azad Kashmir and GilgitBaltistan through a substantial 
plantation of edible oil plants and declared several areas as 
‘Olive Valleys’
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SS
ince the 1970s the fluctuations in oil prices ince the 1970s the fluctuations in oil prices 
have created difficulties for policymakers have created difficulties for policymakers 
and business leaders. In particular, the POL and business leaders. In particular, the POL 
prices swung in the last 10 years or so that prices swung in the last 10 years or so that 

had been presenting a quite dramatic situation in our had been presenting a quite dramatic situation in our 
economic system. International oil prices fluctuated economic system. International oil prices fluctuated 
at around US$ 20 per barrel in the 1990s before they at around US$ 20 per barrel in the 1990s before they 
had a sharp rise.had a sharp rise.

Especially from 2004-2005, oil prices had a sharp Especially from 2004-2005, oil prices had a sharp 
upward trend to reach the all-time high to the close upward trend to reach the all-time high to the close 
of  US$ 150 per barrel while at one point, in mid-of  US$ 150 per barrel while at one point, in mid-
2007-2008, they came down to US$ 30 per barrel. 2007-2008, they came down to US$ 30 per barrel. 
After that decline oil prices swelled again (with mi-After that decline oil prices swelled again (with mi-
nor plunges in between) and they averaged around nor plunges in between) and they averaged around 
US$ 104 per barrel in the period 2012-2013. Yet in US$ 104 per barrel in the period 2012-2013. Yet in 
the last quarter of  2014, there has been a deep fall the last quarter of  2014, there has been a deep fall 
in the prices of  oil close to US$ 57 per barrel, which in the prices of  oil close to US$ 57 per barrel, which 
even dropped to US$ 47 per barrel at the beginning even dropped to US$ 47 per barrel at the beginning 
of  2015.of  2015.

In the last some years, it has been observed that In the last some years, it has been observed that 
the prices of  fuel increased day by day which com-the prices of  fuel increased day by day which com-
pelled the poor only to cut down fuel consumption pelled the poor only to cut down fuel consumption 
but lessen their expenses on food items to sustain but lessen their expenses on food items to sustain 
themselves with minimum cost as well. With the themselves with minimum cost as well. With the 
continuous rise in the prices of  petroleum products, continuous rise in the prices of  petroleum products, 

the country has witnessed a decline in the consump-the country has witnessed a decline in the consump-
tion of  fuel during the month of  June.tion of  fuel during the month of  June.

In a bid to strike a deal with the International In a bid to strike a deal with the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), the incumbent government Monetary Fund (IMF), the incumbent government 
removed fuel subsidies and jacked up the fuel prices removed fuel subsidies and jacked up the fuel prices 
for a third time in 36 days.for a third time in 36 days.

The coalition government had first raised the The coalition government had first raised the 
perlitre petrol price by Rs30 on May 26, followed by perlitre petrol price by Rs30 on May 26, followed by 
another increase of  Rs30 another increase of  Rs30 
on June 2. On June 15, it on June 2. On June 15, it 
hiked the price by another hiked the price by another 
Rs24 and later it announced Rs24 and later it announced 
aRs 15 per litre raise.aRs 15 per litre raise.

With the continuous rise With the continuous rise 
in prices, the country had in prices, the country had 
an 11 per cent overall de-an 11 per cent overall de-
cline in the consumption of  cline in the consumption of  
petroleum products in one petroleum products in one 
month.month.

There was a sharp de-There was a sharp de-
cline of  16 per cent in the consumption of  diesel, cline of  16 per cent in the consumption of  diesel, 
similarly, a 12 per cent decrease in the consumption similarly, a 12 per cent decrease in the consumption 
of  kerosene oil, and a two per cent in petrol con-of  kerosene oil, and a two per cent in petrol con-
sumption.sumption.

According to the data released by Oil Companies According to the data released by Oil Companies 

Advisory Council (OCAC), the country’s oil sales Advisory Council (OCAC), the country’s oil sales 
jumped 11 per cent to 22.5 million tonnes in the fis-jumped 11 per cent to 22.5 million tonnes in the fis-
cal year 2021-22.cal year 2021-22.

However, during the month of  June 2022, the However, during the month of  June 2022, the 
sale of  petroleum products remained stagnant com-sale of  petroleum products remained stagnant com-
pared to 1.9 million tonnes in the same month last pared to 1.9 million tonnes in the same month last 
year.year.

As per the oil industry, the high prices of  diesel As per the oil industry, the high prices of  diesel 
and petrol compelled the people to slash their fuel and petrol compelled the people to slash their fuel 
costs by reducing their trips within town drastically, costs by reducing their trips within town drastically, 
compared to previous months. After the latest revi-compared to previous months. After the latest revi-
sion of  petrol prices at the end of  June, fuel sales sion of  petrol prices at the end of  June, fuel sales 
dropped further.dropped further.

The sale of  high-speed diesel (HSD) reflected The sale of  high-speed diesel (HSD) reflected 
an eight per cent decline to 713,000 tonnes in June an eight per cent decline to 713,000 tonnes in June 
2022, compared to the same month last year when 2022, compared to the same month last year when 
776,000 tonnes of  HSD were sold.776,000 tonnes of  HSD were sold.

The sale of  petrol in June slumped 10 per cent The sale of  petrol in June slumped 10 per cent 
to 702,000 tonnes from 776,000 tonnes in the same to 702,000 tonnes from 776,000 tonnes in the same 
month of  the previous year.month of  the previous year.

The sale of  diesel and petrol in the month of  June The sale of  diesel and petrol in the month of  June 
also dropped by 16 per cent and 12 per cent com-also dropped by 16 per cent and 12 per cent com-
pared to May this year, respectively.pared to May this year, respectively.

Furnace oil, however, registered a massive in-Furnace oil, however, registered a massive in-
crease of  33 per cent in the month of  June against the crease of  33 per cent in the month of  June against the 
same month last year on the back of  higher demand same month last year on the back of  higher demand 
for power generation as a gas shortage had forced the for power generation as a gas shortage had forced the 
government to switch to this fuel commodity.government to switch to this fuel commodity.

The company-wise sale of  petroleum products The company-wise sale of  petroleum products 
showed that Pakistan State Oil (PSO) registered a 29 showed that Pakistan State Oil (PSO) registered a 29 
per cent increase in the last fiscal, followed by Attock per cent increase in the last fiscal, followed by Attock 
Petroleum Limited and Shell Pakistan which post-Petroleum Limited and Shell Pakistan which post-
ed 22 per cent and 14 per cent growth respectively, ed 22 per cent and 14 per cent growth respectively, 
whereas Hascol’s sales plunged by 66 per cent in whereas Hascol’s sales plunged by 66 per cent in 
FY2022.FY2022.

The Government of  Pakistan sharply increased The Government of  Pakistan sharply increased 
fuel prices for consumers to level ground to receive fuel prices for consumers to level ground to receive 
a $6 billion bailout package from the International a $6 billion bailout package from the International 
Monetary Fund and stabilize the country’s cratering Monetary Fund and stabilize the country’s cratering 
economy amid deepening political turmoil.economy amid deepening political turmoil.

The move raising gasoline and diesel prices by The move raising gasoline and diesel prices by 
about 20 per cent — or about 15 cents — a litr staved about 20 per cent — or about 15 cents — a litr staved 
off  concerns that Pakistan, which already faces dou-off  concerns that Pakistan, which already faces dou-
ble-digit inflation, would join a wave of  global de-ble-digit inflation, would join a wave of  global de-
faults as the financial shocks from the pandemic, the faults as the financial shocks from the pandemic, the 
war in Ukraine and rising interest rates batter many war in Ukraine and rising interest rates batter many 
poorer nations.poorer nations.

But the decision may cost the new coalition gov-But the decision may cost the new coalition gov-
ernment popular support, analysts say, adding to the ernment popular support, analysts say, adding to the 
political uncertainty that has embroiled the country political uncertainty that has embroiled the country 
since Prime Minister Imran Khan was ousted in a since Prime Minister Imran Khan was ousted in a 
no-confidence vote in Parliament early last month.no-confidence vote in Parliament early last month.

“The price hike signals that the government de-“The price hike signals that the government de-
cided to bite the bullet and make choices that were cided to bite the bullet and make choices that were 
necessary, even if  they cost near-term political capi-necessary, even if  they cost near-term political capi-
tal,” said UzairYounus, the director of  the Pakistan tal,” said UzairYounus, the director of  the Pakistan 
Initiative at the Atlantic Council. Initiative at the Atlantic Council. 

Since his ouster, Mr. Khan has held a series of  Since his ouster, Mr. Khan has held a series of  
political rallies, drawing huge crowds and heavily political rallies, drawing huge crowds and heavily 
criticizing the current coalition government and the criticizing the current coalition government and the 
military, blaming them for his removal from office. military, blaming them for his removal from office. 
Some officials feared that the government’s move Some officials feared that the government’s move 
to appease the IMF could hand Mr. Khan a wave to appease the IMF could hand Mr. Khan a wave 
of  public outrage that he could manipulate on the of  public outrage that he could manipulate on the 
streets.streets.

Discussions between the IMF and the govern-Discussions between the IMF and the govern-
ment of  Shehbaz Sharif  had been deadlocked for ment of  Shehbaz Sharif  had been deadlocked for 
weeks over the terms of  reviving the bailout, which weeks over the terms of  reviving the bailout, which 
was announced in 2019 and later suspended after was announced in 2019 and later suspended after 
Pakistan’s previous government failed to meet some Pakistan’s previous government failed to meet some 

loan conditions, like cutting loan conditions, like cutting 
energy subsidies.energy subsidies.

Pakistan had hoped for Pakistan had hoped for 
a release of  over one billion a release of  over one billion 
dollars seventh tranche of  dollars seventh tranche of  
the $6 billion IMF bailout the $6 billion IMF bailout 
package. Initially, the round package. Initially, the round 
of  talks between the IMF of talks between the IMF 
and the Pakistani govern-and the Pakistani govern-
ment in Doha, Qatar, failed ment in Doha, Qatar, failed 
after fund officials declined after fund officials declined 
to accept the Pakistani re-to accept the Pakistani re-

quest to delay the ending of  government subsidies. quest to delay the ending of  government subsidies. 
However, later the situation changed after the Paki-However, later the situation changed after the Paki-
stan government satisfied the Fund on most of  the stan government satisfied the Fund on most of  the 
key conditionalities.  key conditionalities.  nn
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High POL prices 
bring down fuel 
consumption

There was a sharp decline of 16 
per cent in the consumption of 
diesel, similarly, a 12 per cent 

decrease in the consumption of 
kerosene oil and a two per cent 

in the petrol consumption

It has been observed that the prices of fuel increased day 
by day had compelled the poor not only to cut down fuel 
consumption but to lessen their expenses on food items 
to sustain themselves with minimum cost as well. With the 
continuous rise in the prices of petroleum products, the 
country has witnessed a decline in the consumption of fuel 
during the month of June
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M
inistry of  Information Technology 
and Telecommunication informed 
that the spectrum auctions for NGMS 
in Pakistan were conducted in 2014, 

2016, 2017 and 2021 under the policy directives is-
sued by the federal government. Consequently, a 
paired spectrum of  30 MHz in 1900/ 2100 MHz 
band, 29 MHz in 1800 MHz band and 10 MHz in 

850 MHz band were 
auctioned and as-
signed to the cellular 
mobile operators. In 
October 2020, the 
Federal Govern-
ment constituted an 
Advisory Commit-
tee on the “Release 
of  Next Generation 
Mobile Services 
(NGMS) Spectrum 
in Pakistan for Im-

provement of  Mobile Broadband Services amid 
COVID-19” which was later revised in March 2021 
for inclusion of  representatives of  Azad Jammu 
and Kashmir (AJ&K) and Gilgit-Biltastan (GB) in 
Advisory Committee.

Pak Telecom 
Mobile Limited 
( P T M L / U f o n e ) 
acquired 2x9 MHz 
in the 1,800 MHz 
bands for 15 years 
while there was no 
bid for the offered 
spectrum in the 
2100 MHz band. 
For enhancement 
of  capacity and im-
proved quality of  

service, the Federal Government was competent to 
issue the policy directive to undertake a spectrum 
auction under section 8(2) of  the Pakistan Telecom-
munication (Re-organization) Act 1996 to offer the 
available frequency bands to all interested new and 
existing operators in an open, transparent and com-
petitive way.

Ministry of  Information Technology and Tele-
communication further revealed that previous ex-
ercises for the release of  the spectrum had been 
conducted through an auction under the oversight 
of  an Advisory Committee constituted by the 
Prime Minister/ Federal Cabinet. On similar lines, 
it was proposed that an Advisory Committee may 
be constituted with the following composition and 
Terms of  Reference (ToRs): (i) Federal Minister for 
Finance & Revenue (Chairman);(ii) Federal Min-
ister for Information Technology & Telecommuni-
cation;(iii) Federal Minister for Economic Affairs 
Division;(iv) Federal Minister for Science & Tech-
nology;(v) Secretary, Finance Division; (vi) Secre-
tary, IT & Telecom Division Secretary; (vii) Law & 

Justice Division; (viii) Chairman, PTA; (ix) Execu-
tive Director, FAB; (x) Representative of  GHQ; (xi) 
Director General Tech — ISI; (xiv) Member Legal 
MoIT&T; (xv) Member Telecom, MoIT&T (Com-
mittee Secretary); and (xvi) any other person that 
Committee may wish to co-opt.

The Terms of  Reference (ToRs) of  the Commit-
tee would be as follows; (i) to examine & evaluate 
the Market assessment report, spectrum demand 
and supply and recommendations of  the Pakistan 
Telecommunication Authority (PTA) for the re-
lease of  available spectrum for the Next Generation 
Mobile Services (NGMS) in Pakistan;(ii) to exam-
ine and finalize the Policy Directive for the Feder-
al Government for the release of  Next Generation 
Mobile Services (NGMS) spectrum in Pakistan; 
and (iii) to oversee the spectrum auction/release 
process to be conducted by the PTA.

The ECC approved the proposal with the mod-
ification in the composition of  the Advisory Com-
mittee to the extent that the Minister for Power and 
the Minister for Commerce will be included as a 
replacement for the Minister of  Science and Tech-
nology. It is pertinent to mention here that the last 
year in September 2021 the Pakistan Telecommu-
nication Authority (PTA) received only one bid for 
the auction of  the Next Generation Mobile Services 
(NGMS) spectrum.

The PTA had stated that the estimates of  rev-
enue from spectrum auction were dependent on 
various factors such as: (i) if  all the spectrum avail-
able for auction is sold at the base price then an 
estimated revenue of  $831.8 million is expected; 
(ii) however, the expected revenue can vary if  any 
spectrum remains unsold; and (iii) or the estimat-

ed revenue can be higher if  the spectrum is sold at 
a higher than the base price through auction. The 
Ministry of  Information Technology and Telecom-
munication had issued a policy directive to the PTA 
for holding the auction of  the NGMS spectrum. In 
the last two years alone, Jazz has invested over $560 
million towards an ambitious 4G network expan-
sion plan mainly in rural and semi-urban areas in a 
bid to empower the underserved and it will contin-
ue to do so going forward.

Properly designed spectrum auctions, with rea-
sonable pricing, fair license conditions and roll-
out obligations, can deliver strong socio-economic 
benefits. However, after careful assessment of  the 
Spectrum Auction 2021, Jazz has decided not to 
participate in it. It is considered that the release 
of  the Next Generation Mobile Services (NGMS) 
spectrum in Pakistan would contribute to the over-
all economic growth through digitalisation and im-
prove the quality of  broadband services.

Essentially, it is the right time to ensure that the 
release of  the NGMS spectrum and the entire pro-
cess of  auction must be transparent for strengthen-
ing and expanding communications and IT services 
across the country.

More spectrums are the dire need of  the hour, 
as the existing ones are not enough to cater to the 
growing demand for data and it is not possible with-
out significant investments. It is a good step from 
the government and the PTA to provide the op-
portunity to the cellular operators to acquire more 
spectrums. It is yet to be seen if  the cellular oper-

ators would prefer 
acquiring the spec-
trum at a hefty base 
price or re-use the 
existing spectrum 
with significant in-
vestment.

Consumers are 
the most important 
stakeholders, but 
there is no opportu-
nity given to them 
in the consultation 

process. Their voice is totally missing in this very 
important process of  finalising terms and condi-
tions of  allocation of  spectrum, roll-out and QoS. 
The PTA might have gained by keeping sector ex-
perts in the loop from their contributions.

The government anticipates raising roughly Rs. 
30 billion from the auction of  the additional 3G/4G 
spectrum known as top up. According to reliable 
sources, roughly 15 MHz of  spectrum is available 

for the top up and once the cellular providers’ re-
quests are submitted, the government will make the 
final choice. The government would enable the re-
lease of  an additional spectrum after obtaining an 
agreement/approval from the Cabinet’s Economic 
Coordination Committee (ECC) and the Federal 
Cabinet. The additional spectrum would be primar-
ily used to improve service quality. In addition, the 
release of  additional spectrum is expected to gen-
erate roughly Rs. 30 billion in non-tax revenue for 
the government. Because cellular carriers were hes-
itant to participate in the latest auction due to high 
pricing and difficult conditions, the expected reve-
nue prediction of  $1 billion made by the govern-
ment was missing. In another allied development, 
Secretary of  State for Information Technology and 
Telecommunications, MohsinMushtaqChandna 

presiding over a high-level meeting in the MoITT, 
reviewed service quality, consumer complaints, and 
spectrum infrastructure requirements.

Telecom executives, the chairman of  the Paki-
stan Telecommunication Authority (PTA), the ex-
ecutive director of  the Frequency Allocation Board, 
a member of  the Telecom MoITT, and other gov-
ernment officials attended the meeting. n 29
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MM
eta, in collaboration with the Paki-eta, in collaboration with the Paki-
stan Telecommunication Authority stan Telecommunication Authority 
(PTA), has launched an educational (PTA), has launched an educational 
series, ‘Chai Chats’ to create aware-series, ‘Chai Chats’ to create aware-

ness among young Pakistani Facebook users on ness among young Pakistani Facebook users on 
digital literacy and social cohesion through im-digital literacy and social cohesion through im-
proved digital experiences. proved digital experiences. 

The series features a close-knit group of  univer-The series features a close-knit group of  univer-
sity friends encountering difficult online situations sity friends encountering difficult online situations 
which they overcome with grace, friendship, and which they overcome with grace, friendship, and 
humour to inspire and persuade youth to adopt humour to inspire and persuade youth to adopt 
positive and responsible online behaviour, said a positive and responsible online behaviour, said a 
news release.news release.

The program aims to reach millions of  young The program aims to reach millions of  young 
Pakistanis online through the web series, as well Pakistanis online through the web series, as well 
as 180 secondary school teachers and over 1,000 as 180 secondary school teachers and over 1,000 
secondary school students through local commu-secondary school students through local commu-
nity training, which will also train educators in at-nity training, which will also train educators in at-
risk communities to enable them to handle online risk communities to enable them to handle online 
difficulties..difficulties..

The webisode series ‘Chai Chats’ is centred The webisode series ‘Chai Chats’ is centred 
on the day-to-day online experiences of  five uni-on the day-to-day online experiences of  five uni-
versity friends and the way they help each other versity friends and the way they help each other 
navigate both their online and offline lives, while navigate both their online and offline lives, while 
their different socio-cultural and behavioural dis-their different socio-cultural and behavioural dis-
positions also come into play. positions also come into play. 

The characters and their stories are expected to The characters and their stories are expected to 
serve as role models by resonating well with young serve as role models by resonating well with young 
audiences.audiences.

Commenting on the initiative, Chairman PTA, Commenting on the initiative, Chairman PTA, 
Maj-Gen (R) Amir AzeemBajwa, applauded Me-Maj-Gen (R) Amir AzeemBajwa, applauded Me-
ta’s efforts. “This initiative will enhance Pakistani ta’s efforts. “This initiative will enhance Pakistani 
youth’s ability to make positive, productive and youth’s ability to make positive, productive and 
legitimate use of  social media platforms for per-legitimate use of  social media platforms for per-
sonal and collective well-being. Meta has been at sonal and collective well-being. Meta has been at 
the forefront of  promoting digital literacy through the forefront of  promoting digital literacy through 
improved digital experiences.” improved digital experiences.” 

He further said: “The Government of  Pakistan He further said: “The Government of  Pakistan 
is committed to leveraging digital technology to is committed to leveraging digital technology to 
accelerate socio-economic development nation-accelerate socio-economic development nation-
wide and I hope this initiative will prove an im-wide and I hope this initiative will prove an im-
portant step-stone in this regard.”portant step-stone in this regard.”

Also sharing his thoughts, RuiciTio, Policy Also sharing his thoughts, RuiciTio, Policy 
Program Manager, APAC- Meta said: “The initia-Program Manager, APAC- Meta said: “The initia-
tive furthers Meta’s long-term commitment to fos-tive furthers Meta’s long-term commitment to fos-
tering digital literacy in Pakistan and supporting tering digital literacy in Pakistan and supporting 
all users to harness the benefits of  technological all users to harness the benefits of  technological 
innovation for their growth and socioeconomic innovation for their growth and socioeconomic 
advancement.”advancement.”

H said that this series aims to engage young H said that this series aims to engage young 
Pakistanis in the important discourse of  being re-Pakistanis in the important discourse of  being re-
sponsible digital citizens through creative messag-sponsible digital citizens through creative messag-
es to ultimately enable them to use social media es to ultimately enable them to use social media 
platforms for learning and growth. “We are espe-platforms for learning and growth. “We are espe-
cially grateful to PTA for partnering with us on cially grateful to PTA for partnering with us on 
this important initiative.”this important initiative.”

He further said, there will be six weekly epi-He further said, there will be six weekly epi-
sodes, with two focusing on each key area, includ-sodes, with two focusing on each key area, includ-
ing ‘think before you act,’ ‘Women’s experience ing ‘think before you act,’ ‘Women’s experience 
online’, ‘critical discussions’, and ‘empathy’. Each online’, ‘critical discussions’, and ‘empathy’. Each 
episode addresses real problems that people face episode addresses real problems that people face 
online every day and expect to highlight useful online every day and expect to highlight useful 
ways to overcome difficult online situations. The ways to overcome difficult online situations. The 
series will be available at (https://www.facebook.series will be available at (https://www.facebook.
com/chaichatspk/) com/chaichatspk/) 

The Chai Chats program is also collaborating The Chai Chats program is also collaborating 
on a teachers’ training program on digital litera-on a teachers’ training program on digital litera-
cy and empowered behaviours in partnership with cy and empowered behaviours in partnership with 
Meta’s program partner, Shaoor Foundation, he Meta’s program partner, Shaoor Foundation, he 
added. Under Shaoor’s School Program, he said added. Under Shaoor’s School Program, he said 
that the curriculum will include Facebook’s exist-that the curriculum will include Facebook’s exist-
ing ‘We Think Digital’ modules and ‘Chai Chats ing ‘We Think Digital’ modules and ‘Chai Chats 
Webisodes.’  The training will take place in six Webisodes.’  The training will take place in six 
districts across Pakistan, including Rajanpur, Der-districts across Pakistan, including Rajanpur, Der-
aGazi Khan, and Multan in Southern Punjab and aGazi Khan, and Multan in Southern Punjab and 
Kohat, Swat, and Banu in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Kohat, Swat, and Banu in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, 
he added.he added.

 It, he said, aimed to reach 180 teachers and  It, he said, aimed to reach 180 teachers and 
over 1,000 students in these communities to en-over 1,000 students in these communities to en-
hance their digital and critical thinking skills.hance their digital and critical thinking skills.

Meta will now be known as the overarching Meta will now be known as the overarching 
company that runs Facebook, Whatsapp, Insta-company that runs Facebook, Whatsapp, Insta-
gram, and Oculus among others. gram, and Oculus among others. 

Mark Zuckerberg, CEO and founder of  Face-Mark Zuckerberg, CEO and founder of  Face-
book, has said that he wants to build the metaverse; book, has said that he wants to build the metaverse; 
with it being a virtual world where people can do with it being a virtual world where people can do 

anything and everything, including work, games, anything and everything, including work, games, 
and socialise. Zuckerberg said: “We believe the and socialise. Zuckerberg said: “We believe the 
metaverse will be the successor of  the mobile in-metaverse will be the successor of  the mobile in-
ternet…We’ll be able to feel present – like we’re ternet…We’ll be able to feel present – like we’re 
right there with people no matter how far apart we right there with people no matter how far apart we 
actually are.”actually are.”

Meta also reported that the revenue of  their Meta also reported that the revenue of  their 
VR segment had grown so substantially that they VR segment had grown so substantially that they 
will now need to count this revenue separately and will now need to count this revenue separately and 

divide it into two categories. One category is the divide it into two categories. One category is the 
family of  apps mentioned above, and the second family of  apps mentioned above, and the second 
category is its Reality Labs products featuring category is its Reality Labs products featuring 
their VR and AR technology. their VR and AR technology. 

This change comes at a time when Zuckerberg This change comes at a time when Zuckerberg 
is expecting the metaverse to reach a population is expecting the metaverse to reach a population 
of  one billion people within the next 10 years. of  one billion people within the next 10 years. 
Therefore, this rebrand is to support his vision of  Therefore, this rebrand is to support his vision of  
building a metaverse to meet that demand. Users building a metaverse to meet that demand. Users 
will be able to design their own avatars, decorate will be able to design their own avatars, decorate 
their own virtual space, meet with people, and their own virtual space, meet with people, and 
even attend virtual concerts and events all from even attend virtual concerts and events all from 
the comfort of  their own homes. All of  this is not the comfort of  their own homes. All of  this is not 
too far stretched from what we see now, with both too far stretched from what we see now, with both 
Fortnite and Roblox hosting virtual concerts very Fortnite and Roblox hosting virtual concerts very 
recently.recently.

“Meta represents the future not only for Face-“Meta represents the future not only for Face-
book but for marketing… The metaverse rep-book but for marketing… The metaverse rep-
resents the next massive opportunity for brands to resents the next massive opportunity for brands to 
engage consumers in new ways,” Aaron Goldman, engage consumers in new ways,” Aaron Goldman, 
Chief  Marketing Officer at Mediaocean opined. Chief  Marketing Officer at Mediaocean opined. 
“The key to success for brands in the metaverse “The key to success for brands in the metaverse 
will be ensuring that their assets are built into the will be ensuring that their assets are built into the 
ecosystem for easy access by consumers.”ecosystem for easy access by consumers.”

This future vision certainly has the tech indus-This future vision certainly has the tech indus-
try divided. With Meta planning on spending $10 try divided. With Meta planning on spending $10 
billion in the next year alone on this bet, the social billion in the next year alone on this bet, the social 
media giant is most certainly committed no matter media giant is most certainly committed no matter 
what other issues hamper it. what other issues hamper it. nn
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Meta partners PTA 
to promote digital 
literacy in Pakistan

The program aims to reach 
millions of young Pakistanis 

online through the web series, 
as well as 180 secondary school 

teachers and over 1,000 
secondary school students 
through local community 

training, which will also train 
educators in at-risk communi-
ties to enable them to handle 

online difficulties

Commenting on the initiative, Chairman PTA, Maj-Gen (R) 
Amir AzeemBajwa, applauded Meta’s efforts. This initiative will 
enhance the ability of Pakistani youth to make positive, productive 
and legitimate use of social media platforms for personal and 
collective well-being. Meta has been at the forefront of promoting 
digital literacy through improved digital experiences
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BB
eekeeping and honey production are envi-eekeeping and honey production are envi-
ronmentally favourable non-farming busi-ronmentally favourable non-farming busi-
ness activities with a huge potential to de-ness activities with a huge potential to de-
liver a diverse range of economic benefits in liver a diverse range of economic benefits in 

Pakistan, but unfortunately, this sector is underdevel-Pakistan, but unfortunately, this sector is underdevel-
oped due to a host of factors, including pesticide-dam-oped due to a host of factors, including pesticide-dam-
aged nectariferous plants, non-application of current aged nectariferous plants, non-application of current 
technologies, and a lack of certification resulting in technologies, and a lack of certification resulting in 
low production. The country’s pleasant environment low production. The country’s pleasant environment 
and bee flora provide an ideal potential for expansion and bee flora provide an ideal potential for expansion 
of the beekeeping business. Beehive flora can support of the beekeeping business. Beehive flora can support 
over 1,000,000 honeybee colonies and can be found over 1,000,000 honeybee colonies and can be found 
in all provinces, including northern regions, FATA, in all provinces, including northern regions, FATA, 
and AJK. With the growth of the beekeeping sector, and AJK. With the growth of the beekeeping sector, 
more people are turning to self-employment as com-more people are turning to self-employment as com-
mercial beekeepers to supplement their income. Hon-mercial beekeepers to supplement their income. Hon-
ey production is planned for locations with a lot of  ey production is planned for locations with a lot of  
wild plantations and agricultural farms.wild plantations and agricultural farms.

Chakwal, Mianwali, Attock, Sargodha, and Das-Chakwal, Mianwali, Attock, Sargodha, and Das-
ka in the Punjab province are great locations for rais-ka in the Punjab province are great locations for rais-
ing honey bees, while Karak, Kohat, Swat, Bannu, ing honey bees, while Karak, Kohat, Swat, Bannu, 
and Chitral in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are the best for and Chitral in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa are the best for 
this business. According to experts, a few places in this business. According to experts, a few places in 
Sindh, including Thatta, Sujawal, Mirpurkhas, Hy-Sindh, including Thatta, Sujawal, Mirpurkhas, Hy-
derabad, and Gularchi, are also fit for honey produc-derabad, and Gularchi, are also fit for honey produc-
tion. Beekeepers, particularly exporters, have urged tion. Beekeepers, particularly exporters, have urged 
the authorities concerned to take pragmatic steps to the authorities concerned to take pragmatic steps to 
remove hurdles in honey export.remove hurdles in honey export.

The honey exporters raised their voice to this ef-The honey exporters raised their voice to this ef-
fect during an awareness session on the ‘Certification fect during an awareness session on the ‘Certification 
Programme”, launched by the Federal Ministry of  Programme”, launched by the Federal Ministry of  

Science and Technology, in collaboration with the Science and Technology, in collaboration with the 
Sarhad Chamber of Commerce and Industry Stand-Sarhad Chamber of Commerce and Industry Stand-
ing Committee on Honey at the Chamber’s house.ing Committee on Honey at the Chamber’s house.

The session was presided over by the Chairman, The session was presided over by the Chairman, 
SCCI Standing Committee on Honey, NaeemQasmi SCCI Standing Committee on Honey, NaeemQasmi 
while Secretary-General of the Chamber Sajjad Aziz, while Secretary-General of the Chamber Sajjad Aziz, 
also addressed as keynote speaker on the occasion. also addressed as keynote speaker on the occasion. 
Besides, the SCCI’s committee Senior Vice-Chair-Besides, the SCCI’s committee Senior Vice-Chair-
man, Nowroz Khan, Vice-Chairmen Basit Ali Khan, man, Nowroz Khan, Vice-Chairmen Basit Ali Khan, 
Sheikh GulBadshah, ZahoorulHaq, along with Sheikh GulBadshah, ZahoorulHaq, along with 
Project Manager Certification, MoST Islamabad, Project Manager Certification, MoST Islamabad, 
Shaheen Raja, Director Shaheen Raja, Director 
Pakistan Council of Scien-Pakistan Council of Scien-
tific and Industrial Research tific and Industrial Research 
(PCSIR) Peshawar, Jehangir (PCSIR) Peshawar, Jehangir 
Shah, SRO/Deputy Direc-Shah, SRO/Deputy Direc-
tor Honey Production ARI tor Honey Production ARI 
Tarnab Farm Peshawar Mu-Tarnab Farm Peshawar Mu-
hammad Younas, a large hammad Younas, a large 
number of office-bearers number of office-bearers 
of beekeepers association, of beekeepers association, 
honey exporters were pres-honey exporters were pres-
ent at the session.ent at the session.

Shaheen Raja, through his multi-media presen-Shaheen Raja, through his multi-media presen-
tation, briefed the participants about the importance tation, briefed the participants about the importance 
of the ‘Certification Programme of MOST, Govern-of the ‘Certification Programme of MOST, Govern-
ment of Pakistan. He stressed the need for certifica-ment of Pakistan. He stressed the need for certifica-
tion of Pakistan’s honey and other food products for tion of Pakistan’s honey and other food products for 
bringing them up to international standards.bringing them up to international standards.

The senior official asked the traders and exporters The senior official asked the traders and exporters 
attached to the honey sector, to take full benefits from attached to the honey sector, to take full benefits from 

the certification programme and improve the quality the certification programme and improve the quality 
of their honey. He said the certification programme of their honey. He said the certification programme 
would ensure quality assurance and production as would ensure quality assurance and production as 
well as eliminate sub-standard/adulterated honey well as eliminate sub-standard/adulterated honey 
production and its sale, buying and exports.production and its sale, buying and exports.

The exporters also complained about the export The exporters also complained about the export 
of substandard/adulterated honey and for facing is-of substandard/adulterated honey and for facing is-
sues about the issuance of visas and lack of sufficient sues about the issuance of visas and lack of sufficient 
testing labs along with other allied problems.testing labs along with other allied problems.

They urged the SCCI and MOST to take up their They urged the SCCI and MOST to take up their 
issues with authorities concerned and play their due issues with authorities concerned and play their due 
role in their amicable resolution. Participants of the role in their amicable resolution. Participants of the 
session also urged the PCSIR and TDAP to take pro-session also urged the PCSIR and TDAP to take pro-
active initiatives to enhance exports and check the active initiatives to enhance exports and check the 
sale and purchase and manufacturing of adulterated sale and purchase and manufacturing of adulterated 
honey, saying that policy would not only help im-honey, saying that policy would not only help im-
prove export to the Middle East, Central Asian coun-prove export to the Middle East, Central Asian coun-
tries but also enhance the honey export to the Euro-tries but also enhance the honey export to the Euro-
pean states. Participants thanked the SCCI, MOST pean states. Participants thanked the SCCI, MOST 
and PCSIR for arranging this informative session and and PCSIR for arranging this informative session and 
called upon the authorities to address the problems called upon the authorities to address the problems 
of the honey exporters on a priority basis. They also of the honey exporters on a priority basis. They also 
sought more awareness sessions about the MOST sought more awareness sessions about the MOST 
‘certification’ programme. Pakistan is now exporting ‘certification’ programme. Pakistan is now exporting 
honey worth approximately $10 million to the world honey worth approximately $10 million to the world 
annually, Pakistan Agricultural Research Council annually, Pakistan Agricultural Research Council 
(PARC) Chairman DrGhulam Mohammad Ali said. (PARC) Chairman DrGhulam Mohammad Ali said. 
Speaking at a ceremony held at the National Agricul-Speaking at a ceremony held at the National Agricul-
tural Research Council (NARC) in connection with tural Research Council (NARC) in connection with 
World Bee Day, Dr Ali said finding research-based World Bee Day, Dr Ali said finding research-based 
solutions for the beekeeping industry was the prime solutions for the beekeeping industry was the prime 
function of PARC and in this regard, the Honeybee function of PARC and in this regard, the Honeybee 
Research Institute had clear guidelines for future re-Research Institute had clear guidelines for future re-
search on the clinical trials of each floral honey to search on the clinical trials of each floral honey to 
find out its value.find out its value.

Beekeeping is a global activity, with millions of  Beekeeping is a global activity, with millions of  
beekeepers depending on bees for their livelihoods beekeepers depending on bees for their livelihoods 
and well-being. Together with wild pollinators, bees and well-being. Together with wild pollinators, bees 
play a major role in maintaining biodiversity, ensur-play a major role in maintaining biodiversity, ensur-
ing the survival and reproduction of many plants, ing the survival and reproduction of many plants, 
supporting forest regeneration, promoting sustain-supporting forest regeneration, promoting sustain-
ability and adaptation to climate change, and improv-ability and adaptation to climate change, and improv-
ing the quantity and quality of agricultural produc-ing the quantity and quality of agricultural produc-
tion. This year Food and Agriculture Organisation tion. This year Food and Agriculture Organisation 
(FAO) celebrated ‘World Bee Day’ under the theme (FAO) celebrated ‘World Bee Day’ under the theme 
‘Bee Engaged: Celebrating the Diversity of Bees and ‘Bee Engaged: Celebrating the Diversity of Bees and 
Beekeeping Systems’.Beekeeping Systems’.

According to FAO, the declining population of  According to FAO, the declining population of  
bees is a growing threat, leading to food insecuri-bees is a growing threat, leading to food insecuri-
ty and biodiversity issues. About 75 per cent of the ty and biodiversity issues. About 75 per cent of the 
world’s crops that produce fruits and seeds for human world’s crops that produce fruits and seeds for human 
consumption depend, at least in part on pollinators consumption depend, at least in part on pollinators 
like bees for sustained production, yield and quality. like bees for sustained production, yield and quality. 
The organisation has also highlighted that a decline The organisation has also highlighted that a decline 
in the population of bees could have disastrous effects in the population of bees could have disastrous effects 
on the future of food, adding that nutritious crops like on the future of food, adding that nutritious crops like 
fruits, nuts, and many vegetables will be increasingly fruits, nuts, and many vegetables will be increasingly 
substituted by staple crops like rice, corn, and pota-substituted by staple crops like rice, corn, and pota-
toes, resulting in an imbalanced diet.toes, resulting in an imbalanced diet.

A progressive beekeeper from Hassanabdal, Af-A progressive beekeeper from Hassanabdal, Af-
tab Ahmed spoke about challenges to beekeeping tab Ahmed spoke about challenges to beekeeping 
posed by climate change. He added that deforestation posed by climate change. He added that deforestation 
is causing a huge loss to the beekeeping industry in is causing a huge loss to the beekeeping industry in 
the country. There is a dire need to plant bee flora in the country. There is a dire need to plant bee flora in 
the country.the country.

Another local beekeeper and a vendor of bee-Another local beekeeper and a vendor of bee-
keeping gadgets, Abdullah keeping gadgets, Abdullah 
Chaudhry spoke about his Chaudhry spoke about his 
experience when NARC experience when NARC 
motivated him towards bee-motivated him towards bee-
keeping entrepreneurship. keeping entrepreneurship. 
Dr Rashid Mahmood, na-Dr Rashid Mahmood, na-
tional coordinator (honey-tional coordinator (honey-
bees), highlighted the im-bees), highlighted the im-
portance of bees in our lives.portance of bees in our lives.

Mohammad Ismail, a Mohammad Ismail, a 
country representative of  country representative of  

the International Centre for Integrated Mountain the International Centre for Integrated Mountain 
Development (ICIMOD) expressed interest in join-Development (ICIMOD) expressed interest in join-
ing hands with PARC to save bees in the country.ing hands with PARC to save bees in the country.

PARC Member Natural Resources Division PARC Member Natural Resources Division 
DrShahidMaqsood Gill laid stress on the focused DrShahidMaqsood Gill laid stress on the focused 
strategy to conserve and save bees in the country. strategy to conserve and save bees in the country. 
Some beekeepers and farmers expressed concern Some beekeepers and farmers expressed concern 
over current challenges and issues to beekeeping in over current challenges and issues to beekeeping in 
the country. the country. nn
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Beekeepers demand 
facilities to promote 
honey export

Pakistan is now exporting 
honey worth approximately $10 

million to the world annually, 
Pakistan Agricultural Research 

Council (PARC) Chairman 
DrGhulam Mohammad Ali said

Beekeeping is a global activity, with millions of beekeepers 
depending on bees for their livelihoods and well-being. Together 
with wild pollinators, bees play a major role in maintaining 
biodiversity, ensuring the survival and reproduction of many 
plants, supporting forest regeneration, promoting sustainability 
and adaptation to climate change, improving the quantity and 
quality of agricultural production
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here are many online business companies in here are many online business companies in 
Pakistan like Alibaba, Daraz, Airlift, Rider Pakistan like Alibaba, Daraz, Airlift, Rider 
and many others but for the international and many others but for the international 
giant Amazon, after the United States and giant Amazon, after the United States and 

China, Pakistan is now the third-largest popular new China, Pakistan is now the third-largest popular new 
seller on Amazon Marketplace with over 1.2 million seller on Amazon Marketplace with over 1.2 million 
registered vendors. registered vendors. 

Pakistan was allowed to enter Amazon in May Pakistan was allowed to enter Amazon in May 
2021, a year after the talks began in 2020, following 2021, a year after the talks began in 2020, following 
the implementation of Pakistan’s first e-commerce the implementation of Pakistan’s first e-commerce 
policy, a research conducted by Marketplace Pulse re-policy, a research conducted by Marketplace Pulse re-
ported.  Pakistani vendors count more than the rest of  ported.  Pakistani vendors count more than the rest of  
the countries in the world and there are more sellers the countries in the world and there are more sellers 
in this country compared to India, Vietnam, the UK, in this country compared to India, Vietnam, the UK, 
and Canada. The country which just registered itself  and Canada. The country which just registered itself  
with the market is now home to the world’s three larg-with the market is now home to the world’s three larg-
est Amazon seller groups: “eCommerce by Enablers” est Amazon seller groups: “eCommerce by Enablers” 
with over 1.2 million members, “Extreme Commerce with over 1.2 million members, “Extreme Commerce 
by Sunny Ali” which has 1.1 million members, and by Sunny Ali” which has 1.1 million members, and 
“Ecommerce Success Pakistan” with nearly 200,000 “Ecommerce Success Pakistan” with nearly 200,000 
members. These groups started off  long ago before members. These groups started off  long ago before 
Pakistani sellers were officially allowed to sell on Am-Pakistani sellers were officially allowed to sell on Am-
azon, the research revealed.azon, the research revealed.

These vendors are expected to contribute to Paki-These vendors are expected to contribute to Paki-
stan’s over $28 billion export.  Young entrepreneurs stan’s over $28 billion export.  Young entrepreneurs 
and small and medium-sized enterprises across the and small and medium-sized enterprises across the 
country will be able to avail the benefits offered by country will be able to avail the benefits offered by 
the platform which will widen and diversify Paki-the platform which will widen and diversify Paki-
stan’s export basket. This will not only enhance their stan’s export basket. This will not only enhance their 
revenues but also help the government improve the revenues but also help the government improve the 
macroeconomic outlook of the country, it added.macroeconomic outlook of the country, it added.

The expansion of the e-commerce industry is im-The expansion of the e-commerce industry is im-
portant to support the medium and small-sized busi-portant to support the medium and small-sized busi-
nesses to help operate profitability with the rising cost nesses to help operate profitability with the rising cost 
of business. The Pakistan e-Commerce policy is part of business. The Pakistan e-Commerce policy is part 
of the overall ‘Digital Pakistan’ policy launched with of the overall ‘Digital Pakistan’ policy launched with 
an aim to pave the way for holistic growth of e-Com-an aim to pave the way for holistic growth of e-Com-
merce in the country by way of creating an enabling merce in the country by way of creating an enabling 
environment in which enterprises have equal oppor-environment in which enterprises have equal oppor-
tunities to grow steadily.tunities to grow steadily.

The major exports of Pakistan that contribute The major exports of Pakistan that contribute 
over $28 billion per annum to the national economy over $28 billion per annum to the national economy 
included textiles, leather and sports goods, chemicals, included textiles, leather and sports goods, chemicals, 
carpets, and rugs.  Pakistan also exports significant carpets, and rugs.  Pakistan also exports significant 
quantities of rice, sugar, cotton, fish, fruits, and vege-quantities of rice, sugar, cotton, fish, fruits, and vege-
tables. According to eCommerce analysis, ”Pakistan tables. According to eCommerce analysis, ”Pakistan 
is the 37th largest market for eCommerce with a rev-is the 37th largest market for eCommerce with a rev-
enue of US$5.9 billion in 2021, placing it ahead of  enue of US$5.9 billion in 2021, placing it ahead of  
Iran and after Israel. With an increase of 45 per cent, Iran and after Israel. With an increase of 45 per cent, 
the Pakistani eCommerce market contributed to the the Pakistani eCommerce market contributed to the 
worldwide growth rate of 15 per cent in 2021. Just worldwide growth rate of 15 per cent in 2021. Just 
like in Pakistan, global eCommerce sales are expect-like in Pakistan, global eCommerce sales are expect-
ed to increase over the next years. As new markets are ed to increase over the next years. As new markets are 
emerging, global growth will continue over the next emerging, global growth will continue over the next 
years. Pakistan had adopted an e-commerce policy in years. Pakistan had adopted an e-commerce policy in 
2019 but a lot more is required to do on a privacy stat-2019 but a lot more is required to do on a privacy stat-
ute of general application or the national consumer ute of general application or the national consumer 
protection, which applies directly to electronic com-protection, which applies directly to electronic com-
merce. The success of e-commerce is solely linked to merce. The success of e-commerce is solely linked to 
the consumer’s trust and sense of satisfaction which the consumer’s trust and sense of satisfaction which 
must be ensured on industrial and state levels to give must be ensured on industrial and state levels to give 
a stride to the exports.a stride to the exports.

Meanwhile, Rider is on a mission to provide Meanwhile, Rider is on a mission to provide 
online shoppers in Pakistan with “Amazon-like” online shoppers in Pakistan with “Amazon-like” 
next-day deliveries. The Karachi-based company next-day deliveries. The Karachi-based company 
announced it has raised $3.1 million in new funding announced it has raised $3.1 million in new funding 
from Y Combinatior along with new investors i2i, from Y Combinatior along with new investors i2i, 
Flexport, Soma Capital and Rebel Fund. Return-Flexport, Soma Capital and Rebel Fund. Return-
ing investors included GFC, Fatima Gobi and TPL ing investors included GFC, Fatima Gobi and TPL 
E-ventures, along with Dropbox co-founder Arash-E-ventures, along with Dropbox co-founder Arash-
Ferdowsi. This has raised Rider’s total to $5.4 million Ferdowsi. This has raised Rider’s total to $5.4 million 
since September 2021.since September 2021.

Founded in 2019 by former UPS Pakistan exec-Founded in 2019 by former UPS Pakistan exec-
utive Salman Allana, Rider is building a network of  utive Salman Allana, Rider is building a network of  
sorting hubs, delivery centres, and a digitized fleet. sorting hubs, delivery centres, and a digitized fleet. 
The platform enables sellers to offer next-day delivery The platform enables sellers to offer next-day delivery 
with route optimization, live tracking and scheduling with route optimization, live tracking and scheduling 
for buyers. The company claims that since their pre-for buyers. The company claims that since their pre-
seed investment round in September 2021, monthly seed investment round in September 2021, monthly 
revenues have grown 110 per cent and they have dou-revenues have grown 110 per cent and they have dou-

bled their customer base to 650 online sellers. So far, bled their customer base to 650 online sellers. So far, 
Rider has delivered three million parcels across 60 Rider has delivered three million parcels across 60 
cities in Pakistan. It currently runs a network of 16 cities in Pakistan. It currently runs a network of 16 
hubs that cover 60 cities across Pakistan, which Alla-hubs that cover 60 cities across Pakistan, which Alla-
na said accounts for about 60 per cent of e-commerce na said accounts for about 60 per cent of e-commerce 
demand in the country.demand in the country.

Allana told TechCrunch that growing up in Ka-Allana told TechCrunch that growing up in Ka-
rachi and spending his early career in sub-Saharan rachi and spending his early career in sub-Saharan 
Africa meant he was used to poor supply chains and Africa meant he was used to poor supply chains and 
logistics services. “If  you ordered something online, logistics services. “If  you ordered something online, 
you accepted the huge risk it might never show up,” you accepted the huge risk it might never show up,” 
he said. When he moved to London for his Master he said. When he moved to London for his Master 
in Business Administration (MBA), he became “ob-in Business Administration (MBA), he became “ob-
sessed” with Amazon delivery. “How could an order sessed” with Amazon delivery. “How could an order 
I placed at midnight be at my doorstep the next morn-I placed at midnight be at my doorstep the next morn-
ing? I believed there was a clear and large opportu-ing? I believed there was a clear and large opportu-
nity to bring this service quality to online sellers in nity to bring this service quality to online sellers in 
Pakistan and eradicate ‘parcel anxiety’ for all online Pakistan and eradicate ‘parcel anxiety’ for all online 
buyers in Pakistan — including myself.” After com-buyers in Pakistan — including myself.” After com-
pleting his studies in the MBA, Allana started work-pleting his studies in the MBA, Allana started work-
ing for UPS Pakistan as head of the strategy and busi-ing for UPS Pakistan as head of the strategy and busi-
ness development. He saw for himself  the challenges ness development. He saw for himself  the challenges 
logistics incumbents face, including lost orders, buy-logistics incumbents face, including lost orders, buy-
ers who are reluctant to order online again and, for ers who are reluctant to order online again and, for 
online sellers, headaches like manual cash-on-deliv-online sellers, headaches like manual cash-on-deliv-
ery, reconciliation and slow payback, which created ery, reconciliation and slow payback, which created 
working capital challenges, especially for Pakistan’s working capital challenges, especially for Pakistan’s 
one million SMEs that rely on Instagram and Face-one million SMEs that rely on Instagram and Face-
book to reach buyers.book to reach buyers.

“I learnt that the traditional delivery payers were “I learnt that the traditional delivery payers were 
not set up or equipped to service the online retail not set up or equipped to service the online retail 
trend and that change from the inside would be slow trend and that change from the inside would be slow 
and costly,” Allana said. “The COVID pandemic and costly,” Allana said. “The COVID pandemic 
saw a huge and irreversible shift to online shopping saw a huge and irreversible shift to online shopping 
across Pakistan. Only a built-for-purpose, dynamic, across Pakistan. Only a built-for-purpose, dynamic, 
growth-focused startup could capture this opportuni-growth-focused startup could capture this opportuni-
ty on time.” Allana said that the network of delivery ty on time.” Allana said that the network of delivery 
centres Rider is building isn’t what you would usual-centres Rider is building isn’t what you would usual-
ly imagine. Instead, they include mobile warehouses ly imagine. Instead, they include mobile warehouses 
(or pre-sorted vans), empty spaces in the parking lot (or pre-sorted vans), empty spaces in the parking lot 
of malls and petrol stations. Moving forward, Rider of malls and petrol stations. Moving forward, Rider 
would also like to have delivery centres in ‘kiranas’ would also like to have delivery centres in ‘kiranas’ 
or convenience stores. This means delivery centres or convenience stores. This means delivery centres 
are flexible enough to move as high-volume e-com-are flexible enough to move as high-volume e-com-
merce zones change. “We’re fundamentally building merce zones change. “We’re fundamentally building 
for ‘urban logistics,’ so we don’t have requirements for ‘urban logistics,’ so we don’t have requirements 
for large sorting centres and spaces,” he said. “Our for large sorting centres and spaces,” he said. “Our 
network consists of numerous small delivery centres network consists of numerous small delivery centres 
which are purposely placed to cover high-volume which are purposely placed to cover high-volume 
e-commerce zones, and which ultimately are flexible e-commerce zones, and which ultimately are flexible 

to move as these zones change.” Rider’s new funding to move as these zones change.” Rider’s new funding 
will be used on its in-house tech, including e-com-will be used on its in-house tech, including e-com-
merce enablement tools like plug-ins and built-in merce enablement tools like plug-ins and built-in 
wallets to help SMEs, which Allana said are mostly wallets to help SMEs, which Allana said are mostly 
owned by women, grow their businesses. “Our am-owned by women, grow their businesses. “Our am-
bition from day one — we want to be the country’s bition from day one — we want to be the country’s 
No. 1 end-to-end e-commerce logistics solution pro-No. 1 end-to-end e-commerce logistics solution pro-
vider,” Allana said. “But we see logistics as a series of  vider,” Allana said. “But we see logistics as a series of  
building blocks, each of which we need to get right, building blocks, each of which we need to get right, 
operationally and financially, before we can build the operationally and financially, before we can build the 
next. Today, Rider is doing last-mile delivery to the next. Today, Rider is doing last-mile delivery to the 
customers’ doorstep. We’ve proven our last-mile solu-customers’ doorstep. We’ve proven our last-mile solu-
tions work, we’ve proven they work at scale and we tions work, we’ve proven they work at scale and we 
now need to prove they work sustainably before we now need to prove they work sustainably before we 
enter other verticals.” He added Rider already has an enter other verticals.” He added Rider already has an 
eye on its next phase and piloted its B2B movement, eye on its next phase and piloted its B2B movement, 
or overland trucking, in January.or overland trucking, in January.

In a prepared statement, i2i general partner In a prepared statement, i2i general partner 
Kalsoom Lakhani said, “As the e-commerce industry Kalsoom Lakhani said, “As the e-commerce industry 
in Pakistan grows, so will the need for a next-genera-in Pakistan grows, so will the need for a next-genera-
tion 3PL player that understands the Pakistani mar-tion 3PL player that understands the Pakistani mar-
ket realities and knows how to build both aggressively ket realities and knows how to build both aggressively 
but also efficiently. We believe that this player is Rid-but also efficiently. We believe that this player is Rid-
er and have so much conviction in Salman and his er and have so much conviction in Salman and his 
vision. vision. nn
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Amazon lifts 
e-commerce business to 
new heights in Pakistan

Pakistani vendors count more 
than the rest of the countries in 
the world and there are more 

sellers in this country compared 
to India, Vietnam, the UK, 

and Canada

The Pakistan e-Commerce policy is part of the overall ‘Digital 
Pakistan’ policy launched with an aim to pave the way for 
holistic growth of e-Commerce in the country by way of creating 
an enabling environment in which enterprises have equal 
opportunities to grow steadily



SS
oaring inflation. Squabbles over fuel prices. A oaring inflation. Squabbles over fuel prices. A 
fractious political environment. For months, fractious political environment. For months, 
Pakistan has struggled to keep its economy Pakistan has struggled to keep its economy 
afloat, raising the prospect that the sixth afloat, raising the prospect that the sixth 

most populated country in the world could soon fol-most populated country in the world could soon fol-
low Sri Lanka in a wave of  potential global defaults. low Sri Lanka in a wave of  potential global defaults. 
Investors are getting confused. Without a bailout Investors are getting confused. Without a bailout 
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Pa-from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), Pa-
kistan may default for the second time in its history. kistan may default for the second time in its history. 
As talks with the IMF concluded in Doha, officials As talks with the IMF concluded in Doha, officials 
acknowledged that winning a loan from the multi-acknowledged that winning a loan from the multi-
lateral lender might involve trade-offs, including the lateral lender might involve trade-offs, including the 
politically tough decision of  raising fuel prices. “We politically tough decision of  raising fuel prices. “We 
are confident we’ll get to the finish line,” Murtaza are confident we’ll get to the finish line,” Murtaza 
Syed, acting governor of  the State Bank of  Pakistan, Syed, acting governor of  the State Bank of  Pakistan, 
said in an interview. The negotiations come at a time said in an interview. The negotiations come at a time 
when citizens are confronting Asia’s second-fastest when citizens are confronting Asia’s second-fastest 
inflation in the country in the backdrop of  ousted inflation in the country in the backdrop of  ousted 
premier Imran Khan’s struggle to reach the power premier Imran Khan’s struggle to reach the power 
corridors again for which he and his supporters are corridors again for which he and his supporters are 
raising voices for early election in the country. With raising voices for early election in the country. With 
a barrage of  financial shocks caused by the pandem-a barrage of  financial shocks caused by the pandem-
ic, the Russian attack on Ukraine, and rising interest ic, the Russian attack on Ukraine, and rising interest 
rates, Pakistan is one of  several emerging economies rates, Pakistan is one of  several emerging economies 
facing debt restructuring. Pakistan is seeking the re-facing debt restructuring. Pakistan is seeking the re-
lease of  $3 billion from the IMF. That amount would lease of  $3 billion from the IMF. That amount would 
augment the nation’s foreign-exchange reserves, augment the nation’s foreign-exchange reserves, 
which at $10.2 billion can cater to the imports to the which at $10.2 billion can cater to the imports to the 
country for less than two months only.  The govern-country for less than two months only.  The govern-
ment is facing a $45 billion trade deficit this year.ment is facing a $45 billion trade deficit this year.

The bond market has been pointing towards The bond market has been pointing towards 
rising concerns. Pakistan’s dollar notes due in 2031 rising concerns. Pakistan’s dollar notes due in 2031 
have dropped about 14 cents this month — even after have dropped about 14 cents this month — even after 
rebounding some — to 63 cents. Investors generally rebounding some — to 63 cents. Investors generally 
view prices below 70 cents on the dollar as indicat-view prices below 70 cents on the dollar as indicat-
ing distress and an increased risk that borrowers may ing distress and an increased risk that borrowers may 
face future challenges meeting obligations if  condi-face future challenges meeting obligations if  condi-
tions deteriorate.tions deteriorate.

“Pakistan is in a tight situation,” said Lars Ja-“Pakistan is in a tight situation,” said Lars Ja-
kobKrabbe, portfolio manager for Frontier Markets kobKrabbe, portfolio manager for Frontier Markets 
fixed income at Coeli Frontier Markets AB in Stock-fixed income at Coeli Frontier Markets AB in Stock-
holm. Fighting between the government and former holm. Fighting between the government and former 
Prime Minister Khan has made the wayforward with Prime Minister Khan has made the wayforward with 
the IMF quite complicated. In recent weeks, Khan’s the IMF quite complicated. In recent weeks, Khan’s 
party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, has pushed for elec-party, Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, has pushed for elec-
tions a year earlier than planned in a bid to recapture tions a year earlier than planned in a bid to recapture 
power. And Khan called upon his supporters to hold power. And Khan called upon his supporters to hold 
protests in Islamabad on May 25. As countermea-protests in Islamabad on May 25. As countermea-
sures, the police placed barricades in front of  the sures, the police placed barricades in front of  the 
Red Zone, a neighbourhood with key government Red Zone, a neighbourhood with key government 
buildings, including Parliament, embassies and the buildings, including Parliament, embassies and the 
prime minister’s offices. The government was poised prime minister’s offices. The government was poised 
to check the demonstrations which raised concerns to check the demonstrations which raised concerns 
that more mayhem and social unrest would follow.that more mayhem and social unrest would follow.

A sticking point for the IMF connects to Khan’s A sticking point for the IMF connects to Khan’s 
tenure. Before leaving office in April, he reduced tenure. Before leaving office in April, he reduced 
fuel and gasoline prices and then froze them for four fuel and gasoline prices and then froze them for four 
months, apparently as a  last-ditch attempt to im-months, apparently as a  last-ditch attempt to im-
prove his image among voters and to scuttle the then prove his image among voters and to scuttle the then 
PDM move for putting put him out of  the office on PDM move for putting put him out of  the office on 
the note that the PTI government has failed to deliv-the note that the PTI government has failed to deliv-
er.  The IMF had delayed giving Pakistan more mon-er.  The IMF had delayed giving Pakistan more mon-
ey until the government scrapped the fuel subsidies. ey until the government scrapped the fuel subsidies. 
And Khan’s successor, Shehbaz Sharif, has raised And Khan’s successor, Shehbaz Sharif, has raised 
POL prices withdrawing the subsidies of  $600 mil-POL prices withdrawing the subsidies of  $600 mil-
lion a month on these items. The government deci-lion a month on these items. The government deci-
sion has angered the masses sion has angered the masses 
that were already struggling that were already struggling 
to afford staples like wheat to afford staples like wheat 
and sugar.and sugar.

“Some weeks ago, I “Some weeks ago, I 
would have said there’s a would have said there’s a 
0% chance of  Pakistan be-0% chance of  Pakistan be-
coming the next Sri Lanka,” coming the next Sri Lanka,” 
said MattiasMartinsson, said MattiasMartinsson, 
chief  investment officer chief  investment officer 
of  Tundra Fonder AB in of  Tundra Fonder AB in 
Stockholm. “The inaction Stockholm. “The inaction 
of  the new government is, of  the new government is, 
however, worrying.”however, worrying.”

Pakistani officials had said that were confident Pakistani officials had said that were confident 
of  finding a middle ground with the IMF, even if  of  finding a middle ground with the IMF, even if  
the subsidies remain. In the Bloomberg TV inter-the subsidies remain. In the Bloomberg TV inter-
view, SBP acting goveror Murtaza Syed said, “gaps view, SBP acting goveror Murtaza Syed said, “gaps 
are being closed.” He expressed optimism that IMF are being closed.” He expressed optimism that IMF 
money would enable the country to easily fill fund-money would enable the country to easily fill fund-

ing holes until the end of  the next fiscal year. Apart ing holes until the end of  the next fiscal year. Apart 
from reviving a rescue package from 2019, Pakistan from reviving a rescue package from 2019, Pakistan 
is asking for an additional $2 billion from the IMF.is asking for an additional $2 billion from the IMF.

Edwin Gutierrez, London-based head of  emerg-Edwin Gutierrez, London-based head of  emerg-
ing-market sovereign debt at abrdnplc, which owns ing-market sovereign debt at abrdnplc, which owns 
Pakistan’s bonds, said the company is comfortable Pakistan’s bonds, said the company is comfortable 
with some volatility and doesn’t plan to sell its hold-with some volatility and doesn’t plan to sell its hold-
ings. “It will be a rocky path given the politics, but ings. “It will be a rocky path given the politics, but 
in the end, neither Pakistan nor the IMF will be in the end, neither Pakistan nor the IMF will be 

walking away,” he said. A walking away,” he said. A 
recent IMF decision to ex-recent IMF decision to ex-
tend a multi-billion dollar tend a multi-billion dollar 
loan program has offered loan program has offered 
some sense of  relief, but some sense of  relief, but 
ordinary people say a new ordinary people say a new 
IMF deal will lead to an end IMF deal will lead to an end 
in subsidies and cause more in subsidies and cause more 
hardship.  The International hardship.  The International 
Monetary Fund increased a Monetary Fund increased a 
loan program for Pakistan loan program for Pakistan 
to $8 billion in an effort to to $8 billion in an effort to 
prop up the country’s cash-prop up the country’s cash-

starved economy, according to media reports. We starved economy, according to media reports. We 
asked some questions common man regarding the asked some questions common man regarding the 
IMF loan what they said: IMF loan what they said: 

“I do not understand the complexities of  this “I do not understand the complexities of  this 
package, but I want to know if  it will help reduce package, but I want to know if  it will help reduce 
inflation and poverty,” said Mansoor Raja, an Uber inflation and poverty,” said Mansoor Raja, an Uber 
driver based in Rawalpindi, a town outside of  Islam-driver based in Rawalpindi, a town outside of  Islam-

abad. He had heard about such packages in the past. abad. He had heard about such packages in the past. 
“But all we saw was more inflation and more pov-“But all we saw was more inflation and more pov-
erty,” he added. SairaFeroz, a homemaker in Kara-erty,” he added. SairaFeroz, a homemaker in Kara-
chi, said her utility bills have tripled with the gradual chi, said her utility bills have tripled with the gradual 
withdrawal of  subsidies. If  any further subsides are withdrawal of  subsidies. If  any further subsides are 
abolished now, it will really make our life miserable, abolished now, it will really make our life miserable, 
said Feroz Julianna Williams, a senior nurse at Is-said Feroz Julianna Williams, a senior nurse at Is-
lamabad’s Pakistan Institute of  Medical Sciences lamabad’s Pakistan Institute of  Medical Sciences 
told DW she fears that the package will pave the way told DW she fears that the package will pave the way 
for more privatization of  health care facilities, fuel-for more privatization of  health care facilities, fuel-
ing more unemployment. The government of  Prime ing more unemployment. The government of  Prime 
Minister Shehbaz Sharif  has hinted it would end fuel Minister Shehbaz Sharif  has hinted it would end fuel 
subsidies and assistance for construction and other subsidies and assistance for construction and other 
sectors. sectors. 

Karachi-based economist Kaiser Bengali said Karachi-based economist Kaiser Bengali said 
that given Pakistan’s critical economic situation, the that given Pakistan’s critical economic situation, the 
government had no option but to approach the IMF. government had no option but to approach the IMF. 
However, there is likely to be a public backlash if  However, there is likely to be a public backlash if  
subsidies are removed in toto. Thallo said that if  the subsidies are removed in toto. Thallo said that if  the 
government wants to lower the deficit then it must government wants to lower the deficit then it must 
reduce the defence budget, which in his view is ex-reduce the defence budget, which in his view is ex-
tremely high. The government should also opt for tremely high. The government should also opt for 
progressive taxation instead of  slashing the develop-progressive taxation instead of  slashing the develop-
ment budget, he added.ment budget, he added.

Nasir Mansoor, secretary-general of  the National Nasir Mansoor, secretary-general of  the National 
Trade Union Federation, told DW that his Federa-Trade Union Federation, told DW that his Federa-
tion would also hold protests against the IMF pack-tion would also hold protests against the IMF pack-
age. “IMF policies have always stoked more poverty, age. “IMF policies have always stoked more poverty, 
inflation and unemployment,” he said. inflation and unemployment,” he said. nn

Investors, citizens 
concerned over 
price-hike and taxes 
on IMF demands

SairaFeroz, a homemaker in 
Karachi, said her utility bills 
have tripled with the gradual 

withdrawal of subsidies. If any 
further subsides are abolished 
now, it will really make our life 

miserable, said Feroz

Investors are getting confused. Without a bailout from the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF), Pakistan may default for the 
second time in its history. As talks with the IMF conclude in Doha, 
officials acknowledged that winning a loan from the multilateral 
lender might involve trade-offs, including the politically tough 
decision of raising fuel prices
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he United Kingdom (the UK) is the he United Kingdom (the UK) is the 
third-largest global trading partner of  third-largest global trading partner of  
Pakistan and is keen to double its bilat-Pakistan and is keen to double its bilat-
eral trade with Pakistan to £7 billion in eral trade with Pakistan to £7 billion in 

the next few years to achieve the mutual goal of  the next few years to achieve the mutual goal of  
prosperity.prosperity.

This was stated by Mahesh Mishra, Coun-This was stated by Mahesh Mishra, Coun-
sellor and Group Head (Economic and Trade), sellor and Group Head (Economic and Trade), 
British High Commission while addressing the British High Commission while addressing the 
business community during his visit to the Islam-business community during his visit to the Islam-
abad Chamber of  Commerce and Industry (ICCI) abad Chamber of  Commerce and Industry (ICCI) 
recently.recently.

The Commercial Counsellor said that the The Commercial Counsellor said that the 
UK was uniquely placed to support Pakistan in UK was uniquely placed to support Pakistan in 
transforming its economy. He said that the UK transforming its economy. He said that the UK 
was also the third-largest investor in Pakistan and was also the third-largest investor in Pakistan and 
many British businessmen wanted to explore Pa-many British businessmen wanted to explore Pa-
kistan for joint ventures and investment.kistan for joint ventures and investment.

He said that around 1.6 million Pakistanis liv-He said that around 1.6 million Pakistanis liv-
ing in the UK are sending remittances of  about ing in the UK are sending remittances of  about 
US$ 4.5 billion annually providing important US$ 4.5 billion annually providing important 
support to Pakistan’s economy. He said that the support to Pakistan’s economy. He said that the 
UK had placed Pakistan in the “Enhanced Frame-UK had placed Pakistan in the “Enhanced Frame-
work” to provide the same level of  market access work” to provide the same level of  market access 
(preferential tariffs) for exports to the UK as were (preferential tariffs) for exports to the UK as were 
available to it under the EU’s GSP Plus status. He available to it under the EU’s GSP Plus status. He 
highlighted development support by the British highlighted development support by the British 
government to Pakistan in cooperation with the government to Pakistan in cooperation with the 

World Bank Group and Asian Development Bank World Bank Group and Asian Development Bank 
for the economic reform programmes of  Pakistan.for the economic reform programmes of  Pakistan.

He said that he would love to work with the He said that he would love to work with the 
private sector of  Pakistan to further promote bi-private sector of  Pakistan to further promote bi-
lateral trade ties between the two countries.lateral trade ties between the two countries.

Speaking on the occasion, Muhammad Sha-Speaking on the occasion, Muhammad Sha-
keelMunir, President ICCI said the bilateral trade keelMunir, President ICCI said the bilateral trade 
between Pakistan and the UK was still below their between Pakistan and the UK was still below their 
actual potential which could be improved with actual potential which could be improved with 
strong mutual efforts of  the private sectors of  both strong mutual efforts of  the private sectors of  both 
countries.countries.

“Pakistan is an attractive market for business “Pakistan is an attractive market for business 
and investment,” ShakeelMunir said while invit-and investment,” ShakeelMunir said while invit-
ing the investors of  the UK to Pakistan for busi-ing the investors of  the UK to Pakistan for busi-
ness with technology transfer to capitalize on the ness with technology transfer to capitalize on the 
highly favourable opportunities.highly favourable opportunities.

He emphasized the need for frequent exchange He emphasized the need for frequent exchange 
of  trade delegations and participation in each oth-of  trade delegations and participation in each oth-

er’s exhibitions to explore new areas of  mutual er’s exhibitions to explore new areas of  mutual 
cooperation between Pakistan and the UK.cooperation between Pakistan and the UK.

He said that both countries were doing trade He said that both countries were doing trade 
in limited items and they should focus on diversi-in limited items and they should focus on diversi-
fication of  trade to achieve better results. He also fication of  trade to achieve better results. He also 
highlighted the opportunities of  JVs and invest-highlighted the opportunities of  JVs and invest-
ment in CPEC projects for British investors.ment in CPEC projects for British investors.

As significant internationalist powers howev-As significant internationalist powers howev-
er short of  superpowers, Pakistan and the Unit-er short of  superpowers, Pakistan and the Unit-
ed Kingdom have an interest in the preservation ed Kingdom have an interest in the preservation 
of  an international order based on the applica-of  an international order based on the applica-
tion of  law rather than might. Pakistan has sac-tion of  law rather than might. Pakistan has sac-
rificed much alone but Pakistan knows well that rificed much alone but Pakistan knows well that 
in a world with global problems, no country is in a world with global problems, no country is 
able to address all the challenges alone. Allianc-able to address all the challenges alone. Allianc-
es and partnerships are more important than ever es and partnerships are more important than ever 
and Pakistan finds the UK as a global partner. and Pakistan finds the UK as a global partner. 
Furthermore, the UK and Pakistan also have a Furthermore, the UK and Pakistan also have a 
shared stake in strengthening the rules-based in-shared stake in strengthening the rules-based in-
ternational order to be fit for the challenges of  the ternational order to be fit for the challenges of  the 
21st century. Against the backdrop of  the grow-21st century. Against the backdrop of  the grow-
ing challenges to the international order, the UK ing challenges to the international order, the UK 
and Pakistan have a particular shared interest in a and Pakistan have a particular shared interest in a 
multilateral system that works.multilateral system that works.

UK‘s diplomatic mission in Pakistan is the sec-UK‘s diplomatic mission in Pakistan is the sec-
ond largest in the world and also the DFID‘s (De-ond largest in the world and also the DFID‘s (De-
partment for International Development) was the partment for International Development) was the 
largest bilateral Programme in the world with al-largest bilateral Programme in the world with al-
most half  a billion dollars. In addition, more than most half  a billion dollars. In addition, more than 
two per cent of  the UK’s population now traces two per cent of  the UK’s population now traces 
its roots back to Pakistan. British Pakistanis have its roots back to Pakistan. British Pakistanis have 
a significant contribution to the social, econom-a significant contribution to the social, econom-
ic, academic, cultural, and political fabric of  the ic, academic, cultural, and political fabric of  the 
country, with 12 members in the House of  Com-country, with 12 members in the House of  Com-
mons of  Pakistani origin acting as a connecting mons of  Pakistani origin acting as a connecting 
bridge between Pakistan and the UK. It is no co-bridge between Pakistan and the UK. It is no co-
incidence that both countries invest heavily in the incidence that both countries invest heavily in the 
United Nations; an example of  both states shared United Nations; an example of  both states shared 
interests. In addition, both Pakistan and the Unit-interests. In addition, both Pakistan and the Unit-
ed Kingdom are members of  the Commonwealth ed Kingdom are members of  the Commonwealth 
of  Nations and the United Nations.of  Nations and the United Nations.

Now, as the United Kingdom has left the Now, as the United Kingdom has left the 
European Union, it is looking to renew its glob-European Union, it is looking to renew its glob-
al partnerships. This includes seeking free trade al partnerships. This includes seeking free trade 
agreements with newly emerging and fast-grow-agreements with newly emerging and fast-grow-
ing economies and as Pakistan’s biggest trading ing economies and as Pakistan’s biggest trading 
partner in Europe, the UK may continue to cham-partner in Europe, the UK may continue to cham-
pion Pakistan’s cause. In the post-Brexit world, pion Pakistan’s cause. In the post-Brexit world, 
the UK and Pakistan can benefit from each oth-the UK and Pakistan can benefit from each oth-
er’s economic success. Furthermore, the UK is er’s economic success. Furthermore, the UK is 
Pakistan’s biggest trading partner in Europe and Pakistan’s biggest trading partner in Europe and 
the third-biggest investor globally. This will be the the third-biggest investor globally. This will be the 
best guarantee of  the future stability and prosperi-best guarantee of  the future stability and prosperi-
ty of  both countries, particularly in the post-Brex-ty of  both countries, particularly in the post-Brex-
it world. Moreover, the United Kingdom admires it world. Moreover, the United Kingdom admires 
the second consecutive democratic transition of  the second consecutive democratic transition of  
power that will shape Pakistan’s future. Pakistan power that will shape Pakistan’s future. Pakistan 
and UK share a joint vision of  a peaceful, stable and UK share a joint vision of  a peaceful, stable 
and prosperous Pakistan becoming once again the and prosperous Pakistan becoming once again the 
vibrant hub of  trade and commerce that its geog-vibrant hub of  trade and commerce that its geog-
raphy and size demand.raphy and size demand.

Pakistan seems to have increased its allure for Pakistan seems to have increased its allure for 
the United Kingdom. Moreover, the relationship the United Kingdom. Moreover, the relationship 
between UK and Pakistan requires vigorous peo-between UK and Pakistan requires vigorous peo-
ple-to-people contact through bilateral exchanges ple-to-people contact through bilateral exchanges 
in order to gradually eliminate misperceptions in order to gradually eliminate misperceptions 
between the two countries. Pakistan also needs between the two countries. Pakistan also needs 
to work to ensure that post-Brexit, it continues to to work to ensure that post-Brexit, it continues to 
have market access to the UK along the lines of  have market access to the UK along the lines of  
the current GSP+ status. Furthermore, Pakistan the current GSP+ status. Furthermore, Pakistan 
needs to improve its trade complementarity with needs to improve its trade complementarity with 
the UK, so it can meet UK’s import demands. In the UK, so it can meet UK’s import demands. In 
addition to this, Pakistan should also push to have addition to this, Pakistan should also push to have 
more products, currently not covered under the more products, currently not covered under the 
GSP+, for inclusion in any preferential market GSP+, for inclusion in any preferential market 
access agreement with the UK.access agreement with the UK.

Strengthening trade and economic relations Strengthening trade and economic relations 
with the United Kingdom may be the cornerstone with the United Kingdom may be the cornerstone 
of  Pakistan’s foreign policy as this lucrative desti-of  Pakistan’s foreign policy as this lucrative desti-
nation can help boost national exports to the re-nation can help boost national exports to the re-
quired level. Pakistan and the UK have to work quired level. Pakistan and the UK have to work 
hard together operationally and through their hard together operationally and through their 
legal systems to deal with threats to both coun-legal systems to deal with threats to both coun-
tries, whether from crime, terrorism or illegal mi-tries, whether from crime, terrorism or illegal mi-
gration. Criminals of  neither country should be gration. Criminals of  neither country should be 
allowed to find refuge in the other. allowed to find refuge in the other. nn
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UK wants to double 
trade with Pakistan 
to £7 billion

He said that he would love to 
work with the private sector 

of Pakistan to further promote 
bilateral trade ties between the 

two countries

The Commercial Counsellor said that the UK was uniquely 
placed to support Pakistan in transforming its economy. He 
said  the UK was also the third-largest investor in Pakistan and 
more investors wanted to explore Pakistan for joint ventures 
and investment





EE
id-ul-Azha, an id-ul-Azha, an 
Islamic sacrad Islamic sacrad 
occasion, held occasion, held 
in commemo-in commemo-

ration of  the sacrifice of  ration of  the sacrifice of  
Prophet Ibrahim (AS), Prophet Ibrahim (AS), 
requires the faithful to requires the faithful to 
follow religious teach-follow religious teach-
ings in true letter and ings in true letter and 
spirit. Muslims all over spirit. Muslims all over 
the world on the occa-the world on the occa-
sion sacrifice halal ani-sion sacrifice halal ani-
mals and distribute the mals and distribute the 
meat to the poor and the meat to the poor and the 
needy. This act is not needy. This act is not 
only a source of  earning only a source of  earning 
the pleasure of  Allah, the the pleasure of  Allah, the 
Almighty it also helps Almighty it also helps 
bridge the gap between bridge the gap between 
the privileged and the the privileged and the 
underprivileged people underprivileged people 
of  the society through of  the society through 
the act of  Qurbanii.e, the the act of  Qurbanii.e, the 
sacrifice of  an animal sacrifice of  an animal 
like goats, sheep, cow or like goats, sheep, cow or 
camel – by those who camel – by those who 
can afford to do so. The can afford to do so. The 
festival is of  dire impor-festival is of  dire impor-
tance for the needy as tance for the needy as 
according to a govern-according to a govern-
ment survey, four in ten ment survey, four in ten 
children under the age children under the age 
of  five years are stunt-of  five years are stunt-
ed in the country since ed in the country since 
they are deprived of  the they are deprived of  the 
nutrient food. In this as-nutrient food. In this as-
pect, Qurbani is attached pect, Qurbani is attached 
with a beautiful spirit as with a beautiful spirit as 
those who cannot afford those who cannot afford 
nutritious meals dusting nutritious meals dusting 
most parts of  the year get most parts of  the year get 
to enjoy delicious foods to enjoy delicious foods 
during this festival.during this festival.

Sacrificial animals Sacrificial animals 
are expensive this year. are expensive this year. 
Therefore, a majority of  Therefore, a majority of  
people preferred to par-people preferred to par-
ticipate in collective sac-ticipate in collective sac-
rifices this Eid. Follow-rifices this Eid. Follow-
ing the Sunnah of  Hazrat ing the Sunnah of  Hazrat 
Ibrahim (AS), they sac-Ibrahim (AS), they sac-
rificed the animal and rificed the animal and 
felt for the poor and the felt for the poor and the 
needy took the meat to needy took the meat to 
their houses.their houses.

A sacrificial cow, bull, A sacrificial cow, bull, 
buffalo or camel has sev-buffalo or camel has sev-
en shares, as per Islamic en shares, as per Islamic 
Shariah, which allows Shariah, which allows 
people to pool their mon-people to pool their mon-
ey equally and get the ey equally and get the 
bull or camel and fulfil bull or camel and fulfil 
their religious obligation. their religious obligation. 
However, of  late, many However, of  late, many 
philanthropic and welfare organisations and ma-philanthropic and welfare organisations and ma-
drassas (religious seminaries) have started offer-drassas (religious seminaries) have started offer-
ing combined sacrifice, keeping the hides - which ing combined sacrifice, keeping the hides - which 
they sell to generate funds to help the needy and they sell to generate funds to help the needy and 
the destitute. Despite higher prices of  the sac-the destitute. Despite higher prices of  the sac-
rificial animals, Eid-ul-Azha generated a huge rificial animals, Eid-ul-Azha generated a huge 
economic activity of  around Rs 329 billion this economic activity of  around Rs 329 billion this 
year. The number of  animals slaughtered this year year. The number of  animals slaughtered this year 
almost remained the same as the preceding year almost remained the same as the preceding year 
notwithstanding the inflation. According to the notwithstanding the inflation. According to the 
initial break-up of  estimates by the Pakistan Tan-initial break-up of  estimates by the Pakistan Tan-
ners Association (PTA), the economic activity of  ners Association (PTA), the economic activity of  
Rs 325 billion was generated by the sale of  five Rs 325 billion was generated by the sale of  five 
million sacrificial animals while hides and skins million sacrificial animals while hides and skins 
of  sacrificial animals generated a sale of  Rs 4.55 of  sacrificial animals generated a sale of  Rs 4.55 
billion.billion.

However, if  the expenses incurred on trans-However, if  the expenses incurred on trans-
portation of  these animals, their feed and expens-portation of  these animals, their feed and expens-
es on slaughtering are also added,  the amount es on slaughtering are also added,  the amount 
comes to around Rs 500 billion, said Agha Said-comes to around Rs 500 billion, said Agha Said-
dain head of  the Hide & Skin Improvement Sub dain head of  the Hide & Skin Improvement Sub 
Committee of  the PTA while talking to media. Committee of  the PTA while talking to media. 

He said that every year an increase of  10 to 15 per He said that every year an increase of  10 to 15 per 
cent is registered in the sale of  sacrificial animals cent is registered in the sale of  sacrificial animals 
which could not happen this year due to higher which could not happen this year due to higher 
rates and higher transportation and other charges.rates and higher transportation and other charges.

Agha said that the Association had estimated Agha said that the Association had estimated 
that a total of  5.9 million animals were sold at this that a total of  5.9 million animals were sold at this 

festival; including two million cows, three million festival; including two million cows, three million 
goats, 800,000 sheep and 100,000 camels.goats, 800,000 sheep and 100,000 camels.

“If  we calculate the average price of  a cow at “If  we calculate the average price of  a cow at 
Rs 90,000 then its sale generated the activity of  Rs 90,000 then its sale generated the activity of  

Rs 180 billion, Rs 105 Rs 180 billion, Rs 105 
billion activity was gener-billion activity was gener-
ated by the sale of  three ated by the sale of  three 
million goats with an million goats with an 
average price estimated average price estimated 
at Rs 35,000 and Rs 20 at Rs 35,000 and Rs 20 
billion activity was gen-billion activity was gen-
erated each by sheep and erated each by sheep and 
camel. The average price camel. The average price 
of  a camel has been esti-of  a camel has been esti-
mated at Rs 200,000 and mated at Rs 200,000 and 
sheep over Rs 25,000,” he sheep over Rs 25,000,” he 
claimed.claimed.

Agha said the hides Agha said the hides 
and skin of  2 million and skin of  2 million 
cows generated the busi-cows generated the busi-
ness activity of  Rs 3.60 ness activity of  Rs 3.60 
billion fetching an aver-billion fetching an aver-
age price of  Rs 1800 per age price of  Rs 1800 per 
skin; goat hide generated skin; goat hide generated 
activity of  Rs 660 million activity of  Rs 660 million 
with an average price of  with an average price of  
Rs 220 per skin, sheep Rs 220 per skin, sheep 
hides generated activity hides generated activity 
of  Rs 40 million with the of  Rs 40 million with the 
average price of  Rs 50 per average price of  Rs 50 per 
piece and camel skin gen-piece and camel skin gen-
erated activity of  Rs 25 erated activity of  Rs 25 
million with an average million with an average 
price of  Rs 250 per skin.price of  Rs 250 per skin.

Regarding any impact Regarding any impact 
of  Lumpy Skin Disease of  Lumpy Skin Disease 
(LSD) on hides and skin (LSD) on hides and skin 
business, he said as it was business, he said as it was 
reported only in cows and reported only in cows and 
bulls so it had no issue bulls so it had no issue 
with hides of  other ani-with hides of  other ani-
mals. He said, however, mals. He said, however, 
increase in camel slaugh-increase in camel slaugh-
tering was witnessed as tering was witnessed as 
people opted for those people opted for those 
than cows.than cows.

He said prices were He said prices were 
higher in Urban markets higher in Urban markets 
and mundiswhile in ru-and mundiswhile in ru-
ral animals were cheaper ral animals were cheaper 
as shepherds do not have as shepherds do not have 
to incur any charges on to incur any charges on 
transportation and oth-transportation and oth-
ers which they otherwise ers which they otherwise 
have to spend by taking have to spend by taking 
the animals to big cities.the animals to big cities.

Eid-ulAzha, the festi-Eid-ulAzha, the festi-
val of  sacrifice is directly val of  sacrifice is directly 
related to the economic related to the economic 
affairs of  our society as it affairs of  our society as it 
has a multiplier effect on has a multiplier effect on 
the economy. The festival the economy. The festival 
is surely a driver of  social is surely a driver of  social 
bonding but in hindsight, bonding but in hindsight, 
it plays an important role it plays an important role 
as an economic catalyst as an economic catalyst 
too. The total number of  too. The total number of  
sacrificial animals in the sacrificial animals in the 

world is around 82.5 million and Pakistan ranks world is around 82.5 million and Pakistan ranks 
third globally, with around 10.4 million sacrifi-third globally, with around 10.4 million sacrifi-
cial animals, after Saudi Arabia (15 million) and cial animals, after Saudi Arabia (15 million) and 
Indonesia (10.9 million). The estimated amount Indonesia (10.9 million). The estimated amount 
involved in the sacrifice of  animals in Pakistan involved in the sacrifice of  animals in Pakistan 
is more than Rs500 billion and after considering is more than Rs500 billion and after considering 
other industries, this amount would be much high-other industries, this amount would be much high-
er. Eid-ulAzha creates many economic opportu-er. Eid-ulAzha creates many economic opportu-
nities at all levels of  the economy and is a vital nities at all levels of  the economy and is a vital 
contributor to the export sector and the net capital contributor to the export sector and the net capital 
outflow of  our economy. Last year at the time of  outflow of  our economy. Last year at the time of  
Eid-ulAzha Remittances from overseas Pakistanis Eid-ulAzha Remittances from overseas Pakistanis 
reached $2768 million; the highest ever amount in reached $2768 million; the highest ever amount in 
one month in the history of  Pakistan. According one month in the history of  Pakistan. According 
to the Economic Survey of  Pakistan, the estimated to the Economic Survey of  Pakistan, the estimated 
value of  the livestock industry was Rs 5 trillion in value of  the livestock industry was Rs 5 trillion in 
2019, around 60 per cent of  the agriculture indus-2019, around 60 per cent of  the agriculture indus-
try and 13 per cent of  the GDP. Pakistan’s GDP try and 13 per cent of  the GDP. Pakistan’s GDP 
in 2019 stood at around Rs 38 trillion. According in 2019 stood at around Rs 38 trillion. According 
to one estimate, the value of  the Eid economy was to one estimate, the value of  the Eid economy was 
Rs 200 billion in 2019. This is a mere 4 per cent of  Rs 200 billion in 2019. This is a mere 4 per cent of  
the livestock sector and 0.5 per cent of  the GDP. the livestock sector and 0.5 per cent of  the GDP. nn
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The festival is of dire 
importance for the needy as 

according to a government sur-
vey, four in ten children under 

the age of five years are stunted 
in the country since they are 
deprived of the nutrient food

EideQurban: Sacrifice 
of over 5m animals 
generates Rs329b 
business activity

Despite higher prices of the sacrificial animals, Eid-ul-Azha 
generated a huge economic activity of around Rs 329 billion 

this year. The number of animals slaughtered this year almost 
remained the same as the preceding year notwithstanding 

the inflation



KK
ids and teens are now spending more ids and teens are now spending more 
time watching videos on TikTok than time watching videos on TikTok than 
on YouTube.  In fact, that’s been the on YouTube.  In fact, that’s been the 
case since June 2020 — the month case since June 2020 — the month 

when TikTok began to outrank YouTube in terms when TikTok began to outrank YouTube in terms 
of  the average minutes per day people ages 4 of  the average minutes per day people ages 4 
through 18 spent accessing these two competitive through 18 spent accessing these two competitive 
video platforms. That month, TikTok overtook video platforms. That month, TikTok overtook 
YouTube for the first time, as this younger demo-YouTube for the first time, as this younger demo-
graphic began averaging 82 minutes per day on graphic began averaging 82 minutes per day on 
TikTok versus an average of  75 minutes per day TikTok versus an average of  75 minutes per day 
on YouTube.on YouTube.

In the years since TikTok has continued to In the years since TikTok has continued to 
dominate with younger users. By the end of  dominate with younger users. By the end of  
2021, kids and teens were watching an average of  2021, kids and teens were watching an average of  
91 minutes of  TikTok per day compared with just 91 minutes of  TikTok per day compared with just 
56 minutes per day spent watching YouTube, on 56 minutes per day spent watching YouTube, on 
a global basis.a global basis.

This new data is based on kids’ and teens’ use This new data is based on kids’ and teens’ use 
of  TikTok and YouTube across platforms, by pa-of  TikTok and YouTube across platforms, by pa-
rental control software maker Qustodio using an rental control software maker Qustodio using an 
analysis of  400,000 families who have accounts analysis of  400,000 families who have accounts 
with its service for parental monitoring. The data with its service for parental monitoring. The data 
represent their real-world usage of  apps and web-represent their real-world usage of  apps and web-
sites, not an estimate.sites, not an estimate.

And to be clear, these figures are averages. And to be clear, these figures are averages. 
That means kids aren’t necessarily sitting down That means kids aren’t necessarily sitting down 
to watch an hour and a half  of  TikTok and an to watch an hour and a half  of  TikTok and an 

hour of  YouTube every day. Instead, the data hour of  YouTube every day. Instead, the data 
show how viewing trends have changed over show how viewing trends have changed over 
time, where some days kids will watch more on-time, where some days kids will watch more on-
line videos than others and will switch between line videos than others and will switch between 
their favourite apps.their favourite apps.

However, the broader picture these data paint However, the broader picture these data paint 
is one where the world’s largest video platform is one where the world’s largest video platform 
may be losing its grip on the next generation of  may be losing its grip on the next generation of  
web users — specifically, Gen Z and Gen Alpha. web users — specifically, Gen Z and Gen Alpha. 
Gen Z is typically thought to include people born Gen Z is typically thought to include people born 
between the mid-to-late-1990s and the 2010s. between the mid-to-late-1990s and the 2010s. 

Meanwhile, Gen Alpha — a generation whose Meanwhile, Gen Alpha — a generation whose 
childhood was put on pause by Covid, then driv-childhood was put on pause by Covid, then driv-
en online — includes those born after the early to en online — includes those born after the early to 
mid-2010s.mid-2010s.

In a prior annual report, Qustodio had an-In a prior annual report, Qustodio had an-
alyzed kids’ app usage and found that TikTok alyzed kids’ app usage and found that TikTok 
was nearing YouTube in terms of  average time was nearing YouTube in terms of  average time 

spent. However, that report examined the data spent. However, that report examined the data 
in a somewhat clunky fashion. It had included in a somewhat clunky fashion. It had included 
early 2020 app usage in a report largely focused early 2020 app usage in a report largely focused 
on 2019 trends — a decision the firm had made on 2019 trends — a decision the firm had made 
at the time in order to highlight the increased at the time in order to highlight the increased 
connectivity taking place at the beginning of  the connectivity taking place at the beginning of  the 
pandemic. The report also focused on a handful pandemic. The report also focused on a handful 
of  top markets, rather than global trends.of  top markets, rather than global trends.

The new data have been cleaned up to pro-The new data have been cleaned up to pro-
vide a clearer picture of  the year-over-year shift vide a clearer picture of  the year-over-year shift 
in video viewing trends among the web’s young-in video viewing trends among the web’s young-
est users.est users.

According to the firm’s findings, YouTube According to the firm’s findings, YouTube 
was still ahead in 2019 as kids and teens were was still ahead in 2019 as kids and teens were 
spending an average of  48 minutes on the plat-spending an average of  48 minutes on the plat-
form on a global basis, compared with 38 minutes form on a global basis, compared with 38 minutes 
on TikTok. But with the shift in usage that took on TikTok. But with the shift in usage that took 
place in June 2020, TikTok came out on top for place in June 2020, TikTok came out on top for 
2020 as a whole, with an average of  75 minutes 2020 as a whole, with an average of  75 minutes 
per day, compared with 64 minutes for YouTube.per day, compared with 64 minutes for YouTube.

This past year, the averages grew even further This past year, the averages grew even further 
apart. In 2021, this younger demographic spent apart. In 2021, this younger demographic spent 
an average of  91 minutes per day on TikTok ver-an average of  91 minutes per day on TikTok ver-
sus just 56 minutes on YouTube.sus just 56 minutes on YouTube.

The firm also broke out metrics for leading The firm also broke out metrics for leading 
countries like the U.S, the U.K. and Spain, which countries like the U.S, the U.K. and Spain, which 
demonstrate an even more incredible shift on a demonstrate an even more incredible shift on a 
regional basis, compared with the global trends. regional basis, compared with the global trends. 
For example, the US. kids and teens last year For example, the US. kids and teens last year 
spent an average of  99 minutes per day on TikTok spent an average of  99 minutes per day on TikTok 
versus 61 minutes on YouTube. In the U.K., Tik-versus 61 minutes on YouTube. In the U.K., Tik-
Tok usage was up to a whopping 102 minutes per Tok usage was up to a whopping 102 minutes per 
day, versus just 53 minutes on YouTube. These day, versus just 53 minutes on YouTube. These 
figures include both website and app usage.figures include both website and app usage.

YouTube, no doubt, is well aware of  this shift YouTube, no doubt, is well aware of  this shift 
in consumer behaviour as are all other social app in consumer behaviour as are all other social app 
makers, including Meta and Snap. That’s why makers, including Meta and Snap. That’s why 
YouTube, Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat YouTube, Instagram, Facebook and Snapchat 
have all now copied TikTok’s short-form vertical have all now copied TikTok’s short-form vertical 
video feed with their own products.video feed with their own products.

In YouTube’s case, that’s YouTube Shorts, a In YouTube’s case, that’s YouTube Shorts, a 
short video platform the company believes will short video platform the company believes will 
prove to be a discovery engine that will drive prove to be a discovery engine that will drive 
users to its long-form product. The company re-users to its long-form product. The company re-
cently touted that YouTube Shorts had topped cently touted that YouTube Shorts had topped 
1.5 billion logged-in monthly users, and suggest-1.5 billion logged-in monthly users, and suggest-
ed that channels producing videos of  different ed that channels producing videos of  different 
lengths were seeing gains in watch time. It didn’t, lengths were seeing gains in watch time. It didn’t, 
however, share any specific figures on that front.however, share any specific figures on that front.

YouTube’s first-party data, of  course, takes YouTube’s first-party data, of  course, takes 
into account a broader global audience — not just into account a broader global audience — not just 
kids and teens. And it includes cross-platform us-kids and teens. And it includes cross-platform us-
age on phones, tablets, the web, smart TVs, game age on phones, tablets, the web, smart TVs, game 
consoles, connected devices and more.consoles, connected devices and more.

But despite Shorts’ growing adoption per But despite Shorts’ growing adoption per 
YouTube’s data, Qustodio’s research seems to YouTube’s data, Qustodio’s research seems to 
indicate younger people have simply been opting indicate younger people have simply been opting 
for the short-form content provided by TikTok. for the short-form content provided by TikTok. 
At the same time, TikTok has been slowly push-At the same time, TikTok has been slowly push-
ing its user base to consume longer videos. ing its user base to consume longer videos. 

This year, for instance, TikTok expanded This year, for instance, TikTok expanded 
the max video length to 10 minutes, up from its the max video length to 10 minutes, up from its 
earlier expansion to 3 minutes. And while most earlier expansion to 3 minutes. And while most 
TikTok videos are not multiple minutes long, the TikTok videos are not multiple minutes long, the 
“optimal” video length for a TikTok video has “optimal” video length for a TikTok video has 
been growing.been growing.

In 2020, TikTok told creators that 11 to 17 In 2020, TikTok told creators that 11 to 17 
seconds was the sweet spot to find traction. In seconds was the sweet spot to find traction. In 
November 2021, it amended that to 21 to 34 sec-November 2021, it amended that to 21 to 34 sec-
onds.onds.

Over time, this could also help to drive up the Over time, this could also help to drive up the 
average watch time on TikTok as well.average watch time on TikTok as well.

Qustodio’s larger annual report on digital Qustodio’s larger annual report on digital 
trends indicates YouTube isn’t the only app to trends indicates YouTube isn’t the only app to 
feel the impact of  TikTok’s rise and the unique feel the impact of  TikTok’s rise and the unique 
interests of  Gens Z and Alpha. Young people use interests of  Gens Z and Alpha. Young people use 
a different mix of  apps than the generations be-a different mix of  apps than the generations be-
fore — like Roblox, for instance, which has been fore — like Roblox, for instance, which has been 
used by 56 per cent of  kids, or Snapchat, used by used by 56 per cent of  kids, or Snapchat, used by 
82 per cent. On average, they are totaling 4 hours 82 per cent. On average, they are totaling 4 hours 
of  screen time per day, which includes education-of  screen time per day, which includes education-
al apps.al apps.

Globally, kids spent 56 minutes per day on Globally, kids spent 56 minutes per day on 
YouTube last year, ahead of  Disney+ (47 min), YouTube last year, ahead of  Disney+ (47 min), 
Netflix (45 min), Amazon Prime (40 min), Hulu Netflix (45 min), Amazon Prime (40 min), Hulu 
(38 min) and Twitch (20 min). (38 min) and Twitch (20 min). nn

YouTube 
downgrades as kids 
shift to TikTok

The new data has been cleaned 
up to provide a clearer picture 

of the year-over-year shift in 
video viewing trends among the 

web’s youngest users

In the years since TikTok has continued to dominate with 
younger users. By the end of 2021, kids and teens were watching 
an average of 91 minutes of TikTok per day compared with just 
56 minutes per day spent watching YouTube, on a global basis
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OO
nce relatively well-off  Sri Lanka in the nce relatively well-off  Sri Lanka in the 
past suffers today a dire economic crisis past suffers today a dire economic crisis 
with shortages of  everything from med-with shortages of  everything from med-
icines to gas, which obliged the people icines to gas, which obliged the people 

to use firewood for cooking.to use firewood for cooking.
The switch began at the start of  the year when The switch began at the start of  the year when 

more than 1,000 kitchens exploded across the more than 1,000 kitchens exploded across the 
country, killing at least seven people and injuring country, killing at least seven people and injuring 
hundreds of  another.hundreds of  another.

The reason was suppliers bid to cut costs and The reason was suppliers bid to cut costs and 
increase the proportion of  propane, which raised increase the proportion of  propane, which raised 
the pressure of  the gas oven to dangerous levels.the pressure of  the gas oven to dangerous levels.

But now, along with much else in the country But now, along with much else in the country 
of  22 million people, gas is either unavailable or of  22 million people, gas is either unavailable or 
too expensive for most of  the inhabitants.too expensive for most of  the inhabitants.

Some tried to shift to kerosene oil cookers, but Some tried to shift to kerosene oil cookers, but 
the government did not have dollars to import the the government did not have dollars to import the 
kerosene along with petrol and diesel, which are kerosene along with petrol and diesel, which are 
also in short supply.also in short supply.

And those who bought electric cookers were in And those who bought electric cookers were in 
for a rude shock when the government imposed for a rude shock when the government imposed 
lengthy power blackouts as it ran out of  dollars to lengthy power blackouts as it ran out of  dollars to 
import fuel for generators.import fuel for generators.

NilukaHapuarachchi, 41, was miraculously NilukaHapuarachchi, 41, was miraculously 
unharmed when her gas range exploded soon after unharmed when her gas range exploded soon after 
cooking Sunday lunch.cooking Sunday lunch.

“Fortunately, no one was there at the time. “Fortunately, no one was there at the time. 
There were pieces of  glass all over the floor. The There were pieces of  glass all over the floor. The 
glass-top stove had exploded. I will never use gas glass-top stove had exploded. I will never use gas 
for cooking. It is not safe. We are now on fire-for cooking. It is not safe. We are now on fire-
wood,” she said, despite moves to address the pro-wood,” she said, despite moves to address the pro-
pane problem.pane problem.

Roadside eatery owner M.G. Karunawathi, Roadside eatery owner M.G. Karunawathi, 
67, also switched to wood and said it was a choice 67, also switched to wood and said it was a choice 
between closing her business or putting up with between closing her business or putting up with 
smoke and soot.smoke and soot.

“We suffer (smoke inhalation) when cooking “We suffer (smoke inhalation) when cooking 
with firewood, but we have no choice,” Karun-with firewood, but we have no choice,” Karun-
awathi told AFP. “It is also difficult to find fire-awathi told AFP. “It is also difficult to find fire-
wood and it is also becoming very expensive.”wood and it is also becoming very expensive.”

Sri Lanka used to be a middle-income country, Sri Lanka used to be a middle-income country, 
with GDP per head comparable to the Philippines with GDP per head comparable to the Philippines 
and living standards the envy of  neighbouring In-and living standards the envy of  neighbouring In-
dia.dia.

But with economic mismanagement and the But with economic mismanagement and the 
crucial tourism industry hammered by Covid-19, crucial tourism industry hammered by Covid-19, 
the nation has run out of  dollars needed to pay for the nation has run out of  dollars needed to pay for 
most imports.most imports.

And the pain will likely continue for some And the pain will likely continue for some 
time, with Prime Minister RanilWickremesinghe time, with Prime Minister RanilWickremesinghe 
in parliament saying: “We will have to face diffi-in parliament saying: “We will have to face diffi-
culties in 2023 as well.culties in 2023 as well.

“This is the truth. This is the reality.”“This is the truth. This is the reality.”
Unofficial inflation is now second only to Zim-Unofficial inflation is now second only to Zim-

babwe, and the United Nations estimates about 80 babwe, and the United Nations estimates about 80 
per cent of  people skip meals because they cannot per cent of  people skip meals because they cannot 
afford food.afford food.

Before the crisis, almost all households in Co-Before the crisis, almost all households in Co-
lombo could afford to use gas, but now woodcutter lombo could afford to use gas, but now woodcutter 
Selliah Raja, 60, is doing a roaring trade.Selliah Raja, 60, is doing a roaring trade.

“Earlier we had just one customer -- a restau-“Earlier we had just one customer -- a restau-
rant that had a wood-fired oven -- but we now have rant that had a wood-fired oven -- but we now have 
so many, we can’t meet the demand,” Raja told so many, we can’t meet the demand,” Raja told 
AFP.AFP.

He says his timber suppliers in the provinces He says his timber suppliers in the provinces 
have doubled their prices because of  the sharp rise have doubled their prices because of  the sharp rise 
in demand and skyrocketing transport costs.in demand and skyrocketing transport costs.

“Earlier, land owners paid us to uproot rubber “Earlier, land owners paid us to uproot rubber 
trees that are no longer productive,” lumberjack trees that are no longer productive,” lumberjack 
SampathThushara told AFP in the tea-and-rub-SampathThushara told AFP in the tea-and-rub-
ber-growing southern village of  Nehinna.ber-growing southern village of  Nehinna.

“Today, we have to pay to get these trees.”“Today, we have to pay to get these trees.”
Foraging for wood can also be dangerous in Foraging for wood can also be dangerous in 

snakes- and insects-infested forests. Last week, a snakes- and insects-infested forests. Last week, a 
father of  three died from wasp stings in central Sri father of  three died from wasp stings in central Sri 
Lanka and four others were hospitalised.Lanka and four others were hospitalised.

Demand is also surging for alternative energy, Demand is also surging for alternative energy, 
and entrepreneur Riyad Ismail, 51, has seen sales and entrepreneur Riyad Ismail, 51, has seen sales 
light up for the hi-tech firewood stove he invented light up for the hi-tech firewood stove he invented 
in 2008.in 2008.

He has attached a small battery-powered elec-He has attached a small battery-powered elec-
tric fan to blow air into the barrel-shaped stove to tric fan to blow air into the barrel-shaped stove to 
ensure better burning, thus reducing smoke and ensure better burning, thus reducing smoke and 
soot associated with traditional firewood burners.soot associated with traditional firewood burners.

His upmarket “Ezstove” and the mass-market His upmarket “Ezstove” and the mass-market 
“Janalipa”, which uses coconut charcoal promise “Janalipa”, which uses coconut charcoal promise 
a minimum 60 per cent savings compared with a minimum 60 per cent savings compared with 
cooking with gas.cooking with gas.

Both his stoves -- which cost around $20 and Both his stoves -- which cost around $20 and 
$50, respectively -- have become big sellers with $50, respectively -- have become big sellers with 
buyers having to go on a waiting list.buyers having to go on a waiting list.

It has been so successful, Ismail says, there are It has been so successful, Ismail says, there are 
several copies on the market.several copies on the market.

“You will see many renditions of  my design... “You will see many renditions of  my design... 
other people are piggybacking (on the design),” Is-other people are piggybacking (on the design),” Is-
mail said while making chicken stay.mail said while making chicken stay.

Sri Lanka is “bankrupt,” Prime Minister Ra-Sri Lanka is “bankrupt,” Prime Minister Ra-
nilWickremesinghe admitted, as the country suf-nilWickremesinghe admitted, as the country suf-
fers its worst financial crisis in decades, leaving fers its worst financial crisis in decades, leaving 
millions struggling to buy food, medicine and fuel.millions struggling to buy food, medicine and fuel.

Wickremesinghe told lawmakers that nego-Wickremesinghe told lawmakers that nego-
tiations with the International Monetary Fund tiations with the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) to revive the country’s “collapsed” econo-(IMF) to revive the country’s “collapsed” econo-
my are “difficult,” because the South Asian nation my are “difficult,” because the South Asian nation 
of  22 million has entered the talks as a bankrupt of  22 million has entered the talks as a bankrupt 
country, rather than a developing one.country, rather than a developing one.

“We are now participating in the negotiations “We are now participating in the negotiations 
as a bankrupt country. Therefore, we have to face as a bankrupt country. Therefore, we have to face 
a more difficult and complicated situation than a more difficult and complicated situation than 
previous negotiations,” Wickremesinghe said in previous negotiations,” Wickremesinghe said in 
parliament.parliament.

“Due to the state of  bankruptcy our country is “Due to the state of  bankruptcy our country is 
in, we have to submit a plan on our debt sustain-in, we have to submit a plan on our debt sustain-
ability to (the IMF) separately,” he added. “Only ability to (the IMF) separately,” he added. “Only 
when they are satisfied with that plan can we when they are satisfied with that plan can we 
reach an agreement at the staff  level. This is not a reach an agreement at the staff  level. This is not a 
straightforward process.”straightforward process.”

Sri Lanka is in the midst of  its worst financial Sri Lanka is in the midst of  its worst financial 
crisis in seven decades, after its foreign exchange crisis in seven decades, after its foreign exchange 
reserves plummeted to record lows, with dollars reserves plummeted to record lows, with dollars 
running out to pay for essential imports including running out to pay for essential imports including 
food, medicine and fuel.food, medicine and fuel.

Schools have been suspended and fuel has been Schools have been suspended and fuel has been 
limited to essential services. In several major cit-limited to essential services. In several major cit-
ies, including the commercial capital, Colombo, ies, including the commercial capital, Colombo, 
hundreds continue to queue for hours to buy fuel, hundreds continue to queue for hours to buy fuel, 
sometimes clashing with police and the military sometimes clashing with police and the military 
as they wait. Sri Lanka’s energy minister, Kan-as they wait. Sri Lanka’s energy minister, Kan-
chanaWijesekera, said the country had less than a chanaWijesekera, said the country had less than a 
day’s worth of  fuel left.day’s worth of  fuel left.

“In terms of  fuel and food, our country was “In terms of  fuel and food, our country was 
going to have to face this crisis at some point in going to have to face this crisis at some point in 
time. Fuel was scarce. Food prices went up,” he time. Fuel was scarce. Food prices went up,” he 
said, adding international crises like Russia’s war said, adding international crises like Russia’s war 
in Ukraine have made things worse.in Ukraine have made things worse.

“Due to the recent global crises, this situation “Due to the recent global crises, this situation 
has become more acute and we who were in the has become more acute and we who were in the 
frying pan fell into the oven,” Wijesekera said. frying pan fell into the oven,” Wijesekera said. nn
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Energy crisis 
returns Sri Lanka to 
firewood for cooking

Some tried to shift to kerosene 
oil cookers, but the government 
did not have dollars to import 
the kerosene along with petrol 

and diesel, which are also in 
short supply

Sri Lanka is “bankrupt,” Prime Minister RanilWickremesinghe 
admitted, as the country suffers the worst financial crisis in 
decades, leaving millions struggling to buy food, medicines 
and fuel





RR
oad traffic accidents claim nearly 1.3 oad traffic accidents claim nearly 1.3 
million lives every year, cost some million lives every year, cost some 
countries up to 3 per cent of  their annu-countries up to 3 per cent of  their annu-
al Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and al Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and 

are the biggest killer of  people falling in the age are the biggest killer of  people falling in the age 
group of  five to 29-year-globally, the UN General group of  five to 29-year-globally, the UN General 
Assembly President Abdulla Shahid has said.Assembly President Abdulla Shahid has said.

“Today’s meeting…is a key opportunity and “Today’s meeting…is a key opportunity and 
platform for us to make the changes needed: To platform for us to make the changes needed: To 
strengthen the political will, increase investment, strengthen the political will, increase investment, 
and draw on lessons learned,” Abdullah Shahid and draw on lessons learned,” Abdullah Shahid 
told a high-level meeting held on the subject of  told a high-level meeting held on the subject of  
Improving Global Road Safety.Improving Global Road Safety.

It also acted to accelerate action on the Glob-It also acted to accelerate action on the Glob-
al Plan for the Decade of  Action on Road Safety, al Plan for the Decade of  Action on Road Safety, 
which kicked off  last year, the UNGA chief  add-which kicked off  last year, the UNGA chief  add-
ed.ed.

After observing a moment of  silence for those After observing a moment of  silence for those 
killed or seriously injured on roads around the killed or seriously injured on roads around the 
world, Shahid said: “Daunting and disturbing sta-world, Shahid said: “Daunting and disturbing sta-
tistics on road safety can…[and] must change,” tistics on road safety can…[and] must change,” 
and described the meeting as “one step” towards and described the meeting as “one step” towards 
that end.that end.

He said he had five critical messages on the He said he had five critical messages on the 
issue, starting with the motto “no deaths on our issue, starting with the motto “no deaths on our 
streets are acceptable.”streets are acceptable.”

“Road safety falls under the umbrella of  the “Road safety falls under the umbrella of  the 
universal right to health,” for which “safety is par-universal right to health,” for which “safety is par-
amount.”amount.”

Secondly, the Assembly President said, the Secondly, the Assembly President said, the 
Global Plan was “key to reducing deaths and Global Plan was “key to reducing deaths and 
boosting development.” Safe systems must be at boosting development.” Safe systems must be at 
the “front and centre” of  organizing, designing the “front and centre” of  organizing, designing 
and building good road systems.and building good road systems.

He said such a high-level meeting on road safe-He said such a high-level meeting on road safe-
ty had the potential to “mark a critical juncture” in ty had the potential to “mark a critical juncture” in 
reducing deaths, and added that it was crucial for reducing deaths, and added that it was crucial for 
governments to implement the Global Plan’s rec-governments to implement the Global Plan’s rec-
ommendations which also include setting national ommendations which also include setting national 
and sub-national targets to reduce the chance of  and sub-national targets to reduce the chance of  
road accidents, outlining detailed plans of  action, road accidents, outlining detailed plans of  action, 
and ensuring sustainable financing.and ensuring sustainable financing.

Stressing on the significance of  transformative Stressing on the significance of  transformative 
leadership, his fourth point was prioritizing road leadership, his fourth point was prioritizing road 
safety in our political affairs and road safety must safety in our political affairs and road safety must 
be the subject “at the highest levels of  the govern-be the subject “at the highest levels of  the govern-
ment.” Finally, he said, “everyone has a role to ment.” Finally, he said, “everyone has a role to 
play.”play.”

“From urban planners to engineers, and aca-“From urban planners to engineers, and aca-
demia to civil society,” every person must accept demia to civil society,” every person must accept 
his responsibilities. And mechanisms should be his responsibilities. And mechanisms should be 
put in place to support them, such as in designing put in place to support them, such as in designing 
and maintaining roads, manufacturing vehicles, and maintaining roads, manufacturing vehicles, 
and administering safety programmes.and administering safety programmes.

“The time for action from governments, societ-“The time for action from governments, societ-
ies and communities is now,” he said.ies and communities is now,” he said.

“Safe mobility systems promise a safer, health-“Safe mobility systems promise a safer, health-
ier and better future for everyone, everywhere. Let ier and better future for everyone, everywhere. Let 
us seize this opportunity,” he concluded.us seize this opportunity,” he concluded.

On his part, UN Secretary-General António-On his part, UN Secretary-General António-
Guterres said that the lack of  road fatalities was Guterres said that the lack of  road fatalities was 
closely linked to poor infrastructure, unplanned closely linked to poor infrastructure, unplanned 
urbanization, lax healthcare systems, and per-urbanization, lax healthcare systems, and per-
sistent inequalities both within and between coun-sistent inequalities both within and between coun-
tries. Unsafe roads were also the main obstacles to tries. Unsafe roads were also the main obstacles to 
development, he added. development, he added. 

“Traffic accidents can push families of  the “Traffic accidents can push families of  the 
victims into poverty either through the loss of  a victims into poverty either through the loss of  a 
breadwinner or the costs associated with lost in-breadwinner or the costs associated with lost in-
come and prolonged medical care,” he said. “Safer come and prolonged medical care,” he said. “Safer 
roads promote sustainable development.”roads promote sustainable development.”

The UN chief  highlighted objectives set in a The UN chief  highlighted objectives set in a 
political declaration adopted at the meeting held political declaration adopted at the meeting held 
to discuss how to halve road traffic deaths and in-to discuss how to halve road traffic deaths and in-
juries by 2030 and promote sustainable mobility juries by 2030 and promote sustainable mobility 
“with safety at its core.” “with safety at its core.” 

“We need more ambitious and urgent action to “We need more ambitious and urgent action to 
reduce the biggest risks – such as speeding, driving reduce the biggest risks – such as speeding, driving 
under the influence of  alcohol or any psychoactive under the influence of  alcohol or any psychoactive 
substance or drug, failure to use seat-belts, helmets substance or drug, failure to use seat-belts, helmets 
and child restraints, unsafe road infrastructure and and child restraints, unsafe road infrastructure and 
unsafe vehicles: poor pedestrian safety, and inade-unsafe vehicles: poor pedestrian safety, and inade-
quate enforcement of  traffic laws,” he said. quate enforcement of  traffic laws,” he said. 

Guterres emphasized the need for increased fi-Guterres emphasized the need for increased fi-
nancing for “sustainable and safe infrastructure” nancing for “sustainable and safe infrastructure” 
and investments in cleaner mobility and greener and investments in cleaner mobility and greener 

urban planning, especially in low and middle-in-urban planning, especially in low and middle-in-
come countries. come countries. 

From education, health, and transport to cli-From education, health, and transport to cli-
mate mitigation, land-use planning, and disaster mate mitigation, land-use planning, and disaster 
response, road safety must be integrated with the response, road safety must be integrated with the 
national policies, he added. national policies, he added. 

The UN chief  encouraged all member states The UN chief  encouraged all member states 
to accede to UN road safety conventions and im-to accede to UN road safety conventions and im-
plement “whole-of-society action plans,” with a plement “whole-of-society action plans,” with a 
“strong prevention approach.”  “strong prevention approach.”  

He also urged donors to scale up much-needed He also urged donors to scale up much-needed 
financial and technical contributions through the financial and technical contributions through the 
UN Road Safety Fund.  “Together, we can save UN Road Safety Fund.  “Together, we can save 
lives, support development, and steer our world to lives, support development, and steer our world to 
safer roads ahead, leaving no one behind,” said the safer roads ahead, leaving no one behind,” said the 

UN chief.UN chief.
TedrosAdhanomGhebreyesus, Director-Gen-TedrosAdhanomGhebreyesus, Director-Gen-

eral of  the World Health Organization (WHO) in eral of  the World Health Organization (WHO) in 
his speech shed light on how road safety affects his speech shed light on how road safety affects 
everyone.everyone.

“We step from our homes every day onto roads “We step from our homes every day onto roads 
that take us to our jobs, schools and to meet our that take us to our jobs, schools and to meet our 
vital daily needs. Yet our transport systems remain vital daily needs. Yet our transport systems remain 
far too dangerous,” he said.far too dangerous,” he said.

“The future of  mobility should promote health “The future of  mobility should promote health 
and well-being, protect the environment and ben-and well-being, protect the environment and ben-
efit all.”efit all.”

Worldwide, road crashes currently kill more Worldwide, road crashes currently kill more 
than two people every minute. And since the ad-than two people every minute. And since the ad-
vent of  the automobile, more than 50 million fa-vent of  the automobile, more than 50 million fa-
talities have taken place on the roads around the talities have taken place on the roads around the 
world – more than the number of  deaths in the world – more than the number of  deaths in the 
First World War or in some of  the worst global First World War or in some of  the worst global 
epidemics, according to WHO.epidemics, according to WHO.

In welcoming the newly adopted political dec-In welcoming the newly adopted political dec-
laration, the UN health agency chief  recapped laration, the UN health agency chief  recapped 
that it would require “transformative leadership that it would require “transformative leadership 
from the highest levels of  government” to turn its from the highest levels of  government” to turn its 
vision into reality.vision into reality.

“Putting safety at the heart of  our mobility “Putting safety at the heart of  our mobility 
systems is an urgent health, economic and moral systems is an urgent health, economic and moral 
imperative,” Etienne Krug, WHO Director of  the imperative,” Etienne Krug, WHO Director of  the 
Department for Social Determinants of  Health, Department for Social Determinants of  Health, 
said. “Let’s work together to scale up what works, said. “Let’s work together to scale up what works, 
save lives and build streets for life”. save lives and build streets for life”. nn
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UN concerned over 
increased number of 
deaths on roads 

“Traffic accidents can push 
the families of the victims into 
poverty either through the loss 
of a breadwinner or the costs 

associated with lost income and 
prolonged medical care,” he 

said. “Safer roads promote sus-
tainable development”

Worldwide road crashes currently kill more than two people 
every minute. And since the advent of the automobile, more than 
50 million fatalities have taken place on the roads around the 
world– more than the number of deaths in the First World War 
or in some of the worst global epidemics, according to WHO





WW
hen the second and third largest hen the second and third largest 
telecommunications companies telecommunications companies 
(telcos) in the country team up to (telcos) in the country team up to 
become the largest and virtually all become the largest and virtually all 

of  the mobile business is eventually concentrated of  the mobile business is eventually concentrated 
in the hands of  just two companies, it should set in the hands of  just two companies, it should set 
off  alarm bells ringing.off  alarm bells ringing.

But instead, the regulator, Malaysian Commu-But instead, the regulator, Malaysian Commu-
nications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC), nications and Multimedia Commission (MCMC), 
has given CelcomAxiataBhd and Digi.com Bhd, has given CelcomAxiataBhd and Digi.com Bhd, 
which are controlled respectively by Malaysia’s which are controlled respectively by Malaysia’s 
Axiata Group and Norway’s Telenor, to go ahead Axiata Group and Norway’s Telenor, to go ahead 
with their merger, subject to some inconsequential with their merger, subject to some inconsequential 
conditions.conditions.

That will make the merged company the larg-That will make the merged company the larg-
est telco in Malaysia, eclipsing the current largest est telco in Malaysia, eclipsing the current largest 
Maxis Bhd and reducing further competition in Maxis Bhd and reducing further competition in 
the telecommunications area, where Malaysia al-the telecommunications area, where Malaysia al-
ready has some of  the highest rates for both broad-ready has some of  the highest rates for both broad-
band and mobile services, the key components of  band and mobile services, the key components of  
telecommunications.telecommunications.

Allowing a further concentration of  pricing Allowing a further concentration of  pricing 
power in an area where it is already controlled al-power in an area where it is already controlled al-
most cartel-like in the mobile area by the three ma-most cartel-like in the mobile area by the three ma-
jor telcos mentioned, is a travesty and will ensure jor telcos mentioned, is a travesty and will ensure 
that the consumers continue to get the wrong end that the consumers continue to get the wrong end 
stick in the deal.stick in the deal.

There are two things that give rise to such poor There are two things that give rise to such poor 
decisions. First, large companies in this country decisions. First, large companies in this country 
have a huge influence on the government which have a huge influence on the government which 
effectively controls regulation in many areas - tel-effectively controls regulation in many areas - tel-
cos, banks and insurance, airlines, manufactur-cos, banks and insurance, airlines, manufactur-
ing, industry, etc. So the government’s influence ing, industry, etc. So the government’s influence 
is disproportionately large because regulators are is disproportionately large because regulators are 
appointed by the government.appointed by the government.

Second, while there are commissions to con-Second, while there are commissions to con-
trol various business sectors, they are often not trol various business sectors, they are often not 
independent and some of  them may not be com-independent and some of  them may not be com-
petent enough to deal with all the issues involved.petent enough to deal with all the issues involved.

Malaysia’s telecoms regulator raised a num-Malaysia’s telecoms regulator raised a num-
ber of  competition concerns related to a planned ber of  competition concerns related to a planned 
merger of  CelcomAxiata and Digi with the broad merger of  CelcomAxiata and Digi with the broad 
nature of  the issues highlighted, which is likely to nature of  the issues highlighted, which is likely to 
halt or delay the expected conclusion of  the deal in halt or delay the expected conclusion of  the deal in 
the second quarter (Q2) of  2022.the second quarter (Q2) of  2022.

The Malaysian Communications and Multi-The Malaysian Communications and Multi-
media Commission (MCMC) advised the oper-media Commission (MCMC) advised the oper-
ators they need to collectively address retail and ators they need to collectively address retail and 
wholesale areas it underscored as requiring reme-wholesale areas it underscored as requiring reme-
dial action.dial action.

It highlighted the retail market for mobile and It highlighted the retail market for mobile and 
fixed broadband data services, mobile voice and fixed broadband data services, mobile voice and 
text messaging, and the wholesale market for text messaging, and the wholesale market for 
voice, messaging and mobile broadband services, voice, messaging and mobile broadband services, 
including network sharing arrangements.including network sharing arrangements.

MCMC’s preliminary findings are part of  a MCMC’s preliminary findings are part of  a 
merger assessment process begun in November merger assessment process begun in November 
2021 which was designed to give the operators an 2021 which was designed to give the operators an 
opportunity to comment on the agency’s concerns, opportunity to comment on the agency’s concerns, 
is not a final decision.is not a final decision.

The companies have 30 days to respond to The companies have 30 days to respond to 
MCMC’s statement of  issues.MCMC’s statement of  issues.

If  cleared, the merged business would have If  cleared, the merged business would have 
19.1 million mobile connections as of  Q1 (first 19.1 million mobile connections as of  Q1 (first 
quarter) 2022, data from GSMA Intelligence quarter) 2022, data from GSMA Intelligence 
showed. Market leader Maxis ended the quarter showed. Market leader Maxis ended the quarter 
with 12 million.with 12 million.

Axiata Group and Telenor Group agreed on Axiata Group and Telenor Group agreed on 
the merger in June 2021.the merger in June 2021.

In the latest development, after months-long In the latest development, after months-long 
discussion and meetings, Telenor Group’s Malay-discussion and meetings, Telenor Group’s Malay-
sian subsidiary Digi.Com Berhad (“Digi”), and sian subsidiary Digi.Com Berhad (“Digi”), and 
Axiata Group Berhad announced that they have Axiata Group Berhad announced that they have 
received a Notice of  No Objection from the Ma-received a Notice of  No Objection from the Ma-
laysian Communications and Multimedia Com-laysian Communications and Multimedia Com-
mission (“MCMC”) on the proposed merger of  mission (“MCMC”) on the proposed merger of  
Celcom and Digi’stelco operations.Celcom and Digi’stelco operations.

With this notice, the MCMC consents for the With this notice, the MCMC consents for the 
parties to advance to the next phase of  the pro-parties to advance to the next phase of  the pro-
posed transaction. The completion of  the proposed posed transaction. The completion of  the proposed 
transaction will now be subject to the approval of  transaction will now be subject to the approval of  
the Securities Commission, Bursa Malaysia as the Securities Commission, Bursa Malaysia as 
well as by shareholders of  Axiata and Digi. well as by shareholders of  Axiata and Digi. 

“We have reached a positive milestone in the “We have reached a positive milestone in the 
Malaysian merger process with this regulatory Malaysian merger process with this regulatory 
clearance. We are excited to move towards realis-clearance. We are excited to move towards realis-
ing the full potential of  bringing these two compa-ing the full potential of  bringing these two compa-
nies together, establishing a commercially stronger nies together, establishing a commercially stronger 
and more resilient digital service provider. With and more resilient digital service provider. With 
the proposed structural moves in Thailand and the proposed structural moves in Thailand and 
Malaysia, Telenor has a clear ambition to create Malaysia, Telenor has a clear ambition to create 
future-fit companies that can better support am-future-fit companies that can better support am-
bitious national digital aspirations and bring new, bitious national digital aspirations and bring new, 
advanced services to consumers across the re-advanced services to consumers across the re-
gion,” said JørgenArentzRostrup, Executive Vice gion,” said JørgenArentzRostrup, Executive Vice 
President and Head of  Telenor Asia. President and Head of  Telenor Asia. 

To ensure that consumers in Malaysia will con-To ensure that consumers in Malaysia will con-
tinue to benefit from effective competition in the tinue to benefit from effective competition in the 
telecommunications sector, Axiata and Digi have telecommunications sector, Axiata and Digi have 
offered an undertaking that they believe in fully offered an undertaking that they believe in fully 
addressing the preliminary issues identified by the addressing the preliminary issues identified by the 

MCMC. Details are available here. MCMC. Details are available here. 
The parties remain confident that the merged The parties remain confident that the merged 

company will realise the estimated synergies, and company will realise the estimated synergies, and 
that the combined entities will establish a stronger, that the combined entities will establish a stronger, 
more resilient digital converged service provider more resilient digital converged service provider 
and well-positioned to respond to the changing and well-positioned to respond to the changing 
market conditions.    market conditions.    

The merged company will provide better net-The merged company will provide better net-
work quality and coverage. In addition, it will be work quality and coverage. In addition, it will be 
primed to invest in network expansion, drive 5G primed to invest in network expansion, drive 5G 
solutions and catalyse new growth opportunities solutions and catalyse new growth opportunities 
for large enterprises and SMEs. The merged com-for large enterprises and SMEs. The merged com-
pany will also leverage combined economies of  pany will also leverage combined economies of  
scale while creating benefits through strengthen-scale while creating benefits through strengthen-
ing core distribution, delivering improved network ing core distribution, delivering improved network 
operations, and realising efficiencies from opera-operations, and realising efficiencies from opera-
tional activities.  tional activities.  

The merged company has proposed to invest The merged company has proposed to invest 
up to RM250 million (US$55m / NOK 550m) up to RM250 million (US$55m / NOK 550m) 
over five years to build a world-class Innovation over five years to build a world-class Innovation 
Centre in Kuala Lumpur that will keep Malaysia Centre in Kuala Lumpur that will keep Malaysia 
at the forefront of  the global digital evolutions. at the forefront of  the global digital evolutions. 
The Innovation Centre will be pivotal in advanc-The Innovation Centre will be pivotal in advanc-
ing extensive research and development leveraging ing extensive research and development leveraging 
5G, AI and IoT technology as well as supporting 5G, AI and IoT technology as well as supporting 
local digital startups in growing their technology local digital startups in growing their technology 
and innovation capabilities. and innovation capabilities. 

The parties estimate that the proposed merger The parties estimate that the proposed merger 
will be completed within the second half  (Q2) of  will be completed within the second half  (Q2) of  
2022 as announced previously. At completion, Ax-2022 as announced previously. At completion, Ax-
iata and Telenor will hold equal ownership of  33.1 iata and Telenor will hold equal ownership of  33.1 
per cent each in newly merged company.  per cent each in newly merged company.  nn
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Merger of Malaysian 
telcos Celcom-Digi 
raises concerns

Malaysia’s telecoms regulator 
raised a number of competition 
concerns related to a planned 
merger of CelcomAxiata and 
Digi with the broad nature of 

the issues highlighted, which is 
likely to halt or delay the expect-
ed conclusion of the deal in the 

second quarter (Q2) of 2022

That will make the merged company the largest telco in Malaysia, 
eclipsing the current largest Maxis Bhd and reducing further 
competition in the telecommunications area, where Malaysia 
already has some of the highest rates for both broadband and 
mobile services, the key components of telecommunications





TT
he vivo Y55 was recently released and he vivo Y55 was recently released and 
is proving to be a favourite among us-is proving to be a favourite among us-
ers! The smartphone’s superior camera ers! The smartphone’s superior camera 
enables seamless and brilliant photog-enables seamless and brilliant photog-

raphy combined with its remarkable design and raphy combined with its remarkable design and 
performance, making it a perfect all-arounder that performance, making it a perfect all-arounder that 
is ideal for everyday use. is ideal for everyday use. 

We heard many positive comments about the We heard many positive comments about the 
phone, so we decided to get our hands on it and phone, so we decided to get our hands on it and 
see for ourselves what it was like. Read on to learn see for ourselves what it was like. Read on to learn 
what we discovered.what we discovered.

To begin with, the phone has amazing camera To begin with, the phone has amazing camera 
features. The Y55 boasts an impressive 50MP HD features. The Y55 boasts an impressive 50MP HD 
rearcamerawhich provides a seamless and stun-rearcamerawhich provides a seamless and stun-
ning photography experience. The selfie camera ning photography experience. The selfie camera 
includes the portrait mode, which is designed to includes the portrait mode, which is designed to 
include AI Face Beauty, bokeh many other styles include AI Face Beauty, bokeh many other styles 
allowing for the user to create personalized por-allowing for the user to create personalized por-
traits in different settings. These features enable traits in different settings. These features enable 
the selfie camera in real-time to bring natural light the selfie camera in real-time to bring natural light 
to the face while providing a brightening effect. to the face while providing a brightening effect. 

Additionally, the camera includes an Aura Additionally, the camera includes an Aura 
Screen Light which is manually turned on and Screen Light which is manually turned on and 
provides a warm light that enhances the back-provides a warm light that enhances the back-
ground of  the photograph. A new feature of  this ground of  the photograph. A new feature of  this 
model is the Stylish Night filter where four new model is the Stylish Night filter where four new 
filters are added to the night mode. These are filters are added to the night mode. These are 
Cyan red, blue ice, black- golden, and cyberpunk. Cyan red, blue ice, black- golden, and cyberpunk. 
Along with that, the Double Exposure feature can Along with that, the Double Exposure feature can 
merge different scenes, two layers of  exposure, or merge different scenes, two layers of  exposure, or 
even two pictures together. This tool will inspire even two pictures together. This tool will inspire 
your creativity and help you stand out like a pro. your creativity and help you stand out like a pro. 

When it comes to videography the Y55 has an When it comes to videography the Y55 has an 
EIS Ultra-Stable Video feature making it easier to EIS Ultra-Stable Video feature making it easier to 
remove the shakiness effect of  the camera during remove the shakiness effect of  the camera during 
handheld shots which allows videos to be filmed handheld shots which allows videos to be filmed 
in a more steady and smooth manner. The combi-in a more steady and smooth manner. The combi-
nation of  these brilliant features makes sure you nation of  these brilliant features makes sure you 
get the perfect shot no matter what the environ-get the perfect shot no matter what the environ-

ment or the time may be.ment or the time may be.
Not just its camera features but the phone’s Not just its camera features but the phone’s 

overall performance is something to be marvelled overall performance is something to be marvelled 
at. Thanks to its 44W flash charge, 5000mAh at. Thanks to its 44W flash charge, 5000mAh 
battery capacity, and vivo Energy Guardian, the battery capacity, and vivo Energy Guardian, the 
smartphone can utilize its large battery capacity smartphone can utilize its large battery capacity 
to the fullest. These features allow the phone to to the fullest. These features allow the phone to 
power up quickly and efficiently manage its en-power up quickly and efficiently manage its en-

ergy. With this model, consumers never have to ergy. With this model, consumers never have to 
worry about running out of  battery power.worry about running out of  battery power.

A key feature behind the phone’s smooth per-A key feature behind the phone’s smooth per-
formance is its processor. This phone too deliv-formance is its processor. This phone too deliv-
ers on this front as it is fuelled by the powerful ers on this front as it is fuelled by the powerful 
Snapdragon680 processor that has low power Snapdragon680 processor that has low power 
consumption allowing the performance of  appli-consumption allowing the performance of  appli-
cations and games to be steady and hassle-free. cations and games to be steady and hassle-free. 

Additionally, the device has a8GB+4GB Ex-Additionally, the device has a8GB+4GB Ex-
tended RAM, along with a 128 GB ROM + 1TB tended RAM, along with a 128 GB ROM + 1TB 
Memory Expansion allowing the user to avoid Memory Expansion allowing the user to avoid 
lags and use more apps as they want. Now, you lags and use more apps as they want. Now, you 
don’t have to worry about remembering to shut don’t have to worry about remembering to shut 
down all the apps when you’re done.down all the apps when you’re done.

With its 6.44-inch FHD+ AMOLED screen, With its 6.44-inch FHD+ AMOLED screen, 
this device offers you an exceptional viewing ex-this device offers you an exceptional viewing ex-
perience wherever you are. The rich colour screen perience wherever you are. The rich colour screen 
brings together various elements in perfect harmo-brings together various elements in perfect harmo-
ny allowing a relaxing/soothing look and feel.ny allowing a relaxing/soothing look and feel.

We can now clearly see why this phone has We can now clearly see why this phone has 
gained so much praise and why it is so loved by gained so much praise and why it is so loved by 
everyone. Its modern design and amazing cam-everyone. Its modern design and amazing cam-
era, combined with its colors -Midnight Galaxy era, combined with its colors -Midnight Galaxy 
and Ice Dawn, make this a must-have device for and Ice Dawn, make this a must-have device for 
the millennial generation. the millennial generation. 

The Y55 is the best device to have right now The Y55 is the best device to have right now 
if  you’re looking for a smartphone that is perfect if  you’re looking for a smartphone that is perfect 
for your everyday activities. It provides seamless for your everyday activities. It provides seamless 
functionality in every aspect and is one of  the best functionality in every aspect and is one of  the best 
smartphones on the market right now. smartphones on the market right now. nn
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vivo Y55 – The perfect device 
for all your needs

We can now clearly see why 
this phone has gained so much 
praise and why it is so loved by 

everyone. Its modern design 
and amazing camera, combined 

with its colors -Midnight 
Galaxy and Ice Dawn, make this 

a must-have device for the 
millennial generation

The Y55 is the best device to have right now if you’re looking for a smartphone that is perfect 
for your everyday activities. It provides seamless functionality in every aspect and is one of 
the best smartphones on the market right now



O
nline dating 
sites have 
been great 
for some 

people to find genuine, 
everlasting relation-
ships. Unfortunately for 
some people, it has be-
come one of  the saddest 
nightmares causing con-
siderable losses. Dating 
scams have tripled in the 
past seven years, making 
them the top 6 riskiest 
scams, causing nearly a 
loss of  $547 million in 
2021.

These days online 
scammers are targeting 
Americans on dating 
apps and social media, 
pretending to fall in love 
and convincing them to 
buy into their crypto-
currency schemes.

Cindy Tsai, a 
51-year-old Asian 
American from New-
tonville, went through 
such an experience. 
Tsai said that in Oc-
tober 2021, she met a 
young man on a dating 
platform named Jimmy, 
whom she found attrac-
tive, and he often com-
plimented her too. A 
few days later, he shared 
his success with crypto-
currency, sending her 
photos of  his returns.

After some time, 
Jimmy started convinc-
ing Tsai to invest using 
false data. Tsai even-
tually bought nearly 
$20,000 worth of  Ethe-
reum and transferred 
it to an account that 
appeared to be linked 
to a cryptocurrency ex-
change website. How-
ever, the website was 
fake and was controlled 
by Jimmy. In the scam, 
Tsai lost almost $2.5 
million to Jimmy.

According to Cy-
ber-Forensics.Net, a 
team of  fund recovery 
specialists, “Scammers 
execute these scams af-
ter months of  planning and creating a fake online 
profile that can be hard to differentiate from the 
real ones.” Several victims reported to Cyber-Fo-
rensics that they were targeted by fraudsters who 
took advantage of  them in the name of  love.

Timothy Benson, a chief  analyst at Cyber-Fo-
rensics.Net, adds, “Romance scams are showing 
up more and more. The stories we hear some-
times sound like a repeat of  the last conversation. 
You should never trust someone that contacted 
you randomly, especially one you haven’t met in 
person, and by no means send cryptocurrency.”

How does emotional manipulation play a 
pivotal role in romance scams?

Scammers try to gain their trust and affection 
by taking their time with their victims and gain-
ing trust, waiting for the right moment to execute 
the scam. The act is also called ‘pig butchering’. 
These scammers pretend to be attractive profes-
sionals or business people searching for close re-
lationships. However, they often work for orga-
nized crime gangs, often out of  China, Africa, or 
eastern European countries.

They target independent men and women and 

connect with them through dating apps or social 
media platforms from their fake profiles. They do 
not differentiate between single or married peo-
ple. The personalities are often too good to be true 
and portray a genuine charm. The criminals often 
find their victim’s personal information on social 
media and use it to gain their trust.

Warning signs of romance scams:
Some victims claim they were approached by 

SMS, WhatsApp, or telegram looking for an old 
friend who changed their number. Others claim 
they were targeted on social media or dating sites. 

The common thread is that the conversations start 
seemingly naturally. After gaining the victim’s 
trust, the culprits introduce financial concepts 

and schemes.
Sometimes the scam-

mers ask many personal 
questions about the vic-
tim they target. Often 
they research the victim 
using anything available 
in their public profile 
to make a connection, 
such as a (fake) shared 
alma mater. The key is 
that they try to build 
emotional relationships 
with the victims over 
time and ask to move the 
conversation to a more 
private platform such as 
WhatsApp, LINE, Tele-
gram, or phone.

Often the scammers 
avoid talking about 
their personal life and 
reveal little or strange 
bits of  information. Be-
cause sometimes these 
are groups and not indi-
viduals, the stories and 
even names can change 
over time. Many victims 
seeking relationships 
notice the idiosyncra-
sies but overlook these 
issues at the time.

Within a few days 
or weeks of  conversa-
tion, the scammers dis-
cuss how they trade for 
a living, invest in ICOs 
or other FX products, 
or ask for financial 
help. They often also 
introduce the victim to 
a trading platform and 
promise to ‘guide them’ 
in their trades or that 
they know someone 
who can help with in-
side trading tips. Anoth-
er part of  many scams 
is they attempt to com-
ingle funds to get better 
terms, meaning ‘if  you 
send 20k, I will put in 
20k, and the account 
will have better terms’. 
This commingling of  
funds is later used as an 
excuse for not allowing 
withdrawals.

What precautions 
can be taken to keep 
away from such scams?

Don’t chat with ‘wrong number’ calls or mes-
sages. Move on. Do not share personal details like 
full name, date of  birth, and home address with 
strangers. Do not send or receive money from 
anyone you only know online.

Never pay anyone with cryptocurrency, es-
pecially not someone you met online. Never al-
low anyone to ‘help’ you create a cryptocurrency 
account; it is an opening for someone to access 
computers or banking information. Never wholly 
trust dating apps. They are in it for the money, 
and Cyber Forensics has seen claims from the 
most famous apps. Trust instincts regarding fishy 
stories; don’t overlook them. Be critical.

Be wary of recovery scams - especially unso-
licited advice using crypto payments.

Although Cyber-Forensics.net works in the 
recovery space, there are many fraud recovery 
companies out there - often, these are connected 
with scams. For this reason, Cyber-Forensics.net 
recommends that victims never respond to unso-
licited requests for recovery, be critical with many 
questions for assistance, and involve family mem-
bers or lawyers when necessary. n

Scammers targeting 
Americans on 

dating apps

Fraudsters target people 
seeking romance on social 

media platforms and dating 
websites and convince them to 

invest in cryptocurrency

They target independent men and women and connect with 
them through dating apps or social media platforms from 

their fake profiles. They do not differentiate between single 
or married people. The personalities are often too good to be 
true and portray a genuine charm. The criminals often find 

their victim’s personal information on social media and 
use it to gain their trust
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Islamabad: Mobilink Mi-
crofinance Bank (MMBL), 
Pakistan’s Largest Digital Bank 
has signed a Term Life Insur-
ance Memorandum of  Under-
standing (MoU) with the 
country’s leading insurance 
service provider, Adamjee Life 
Assurance. This strategic part-
nership is designed to promote 
enhanced access to premium 
insurance products from 
Adamjee’s portfolio for cus-
tomers in unserved and under-
served regions through 
MMBL’s vast nationwide 
branch network. The arrange-
ment is well-positioned to pos-
itively impact the financial 
inclusion landscape of  the 
country. 

Senior members from both 
organizations gathered earlier 
this week for the signing of  the 
agreement at the MMBL Head 
Office in Islamabad. Speaking 
at the occasion, President and 
CEO, MMBL, Ghazanfar 
Azzam, opined, “We are ex-
cited to collaborate with 
Adamjee Life Assurance, to 
collectively drive our vision of  
providing quality services to 
our customers and promote fi-

nancial inclusion. MMBL’s 
widespread branch network, 
amassing upwards of  100 
branches, will greatly aid in real-
izing our shared agenda and 
consequently accelerate eco-
nomic growth.”   

These insurance products 
and services will be notable ad-
ditions to the ones already an ac-
tive part of  MMBL’s portfolio, 
which includes life and health 
insurance for customers, and an-
imal insurance for livestock 
loans. Adamjee Life Assurance 

will primarily offer three key 
products under this partnership, 
including Adamjee Life ‘Sehat 
Kafalat’, Adamjee Life 'Ni-
graan', and Adamjee Life 'Mus-
taqbil Ki Zamanat'. Initially, 
these offerings will be made 
available through Adamjee Life 
Assurance desks at designated 
MMBL branches nationwide. 
Existing and walk-in MMBL 
customers can explore and sub-
scribe to the product solutions 
per their requirements. For 
added convenience, MMBL will 

facilitate seamless payments di-
rectly to Adamjee Life through 
existing payment channels as 
well as its one-stop digital finan-
cial platform – DOST. 

President and CEO of  
Adamjee Life Assurance, Man-
zar Mushtaq, while stressing the 
importance of  the subject col-
laboration, stated, “We are ex-
cited to partner with MMBL, 
the country’s largest digital 
bank, to promote our flagship 
insurance products across the 
country. Our Life, Health, and 

Pay continuation products are 
exclusively tailored to fulfill the 
needs of  the masses. We hope 
that we will be able to make 
them more accessible to 
prospective customers through 
our alliance with MMBL”. 

As Pakistan’s leading digital 
financial institution, MMBL is 
currently serving over 40 million 
registered users, including 15 
million monthly active mobile 
wallets and has over 100 
branches across Pakistan. The 
Bank strives to facilitate cus-
tomers by streamlining nation-
wide access to simplified and 
convenient financial solutions. 
MMBL, over the past decade, 
has introduced multiple inno-
vative and customized digital 
and financial initiatives, such 
as digital onboarding of  cus-
tomers, self-service banking 
through the 
DOST App (available on both 
iOs & Android), Internet 
Banking, the Women Inspira-
tional Network (WIN) pro-
gram, and the Humqadam 
program to provide 
employment opportunities to 
the differently-abled and 
much more. n
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Islamabad: Mobilink Mi-
crofinance Bank Limited 
(MMBL), the largest digital 
bank in Pakistan, has partnered 
with foodpanda HomeChefs, 
the nation's leading platform 
for home-based restaurants, 
and AdalFi, a Techlogix sub-
sidiary focused on digital fi-
nancing, to initiate short-term 
micro-financing solutions for 
household chefs. Being a first-
of-its-kind initiative, this strate-
gic alliance will offer weekly 
loans of  up to PKR 50,000 for 
HomeChefs to help resolve 
supply chain, marketing, and 
food quality issues, ultimately 
driving higher revenues and 
branding benefits for these 
home-based business ventures. 

The HomeChef  market in 
Pakistan is a significantly di-
verse and growing segment. It 
has enabled entrepreneurs, es-
pecially women, to explore 
new ways of  being financially 
independent while leveraging 
their culinary skills. foodpanda 
provides a viable platform to 
these talented individuals, fa-
cilitating them to seamlessly 
reach millions of  customers 
across the nation, while giving 
them access to its extensive net-
work of  riders.  

This strategic partnership is 

an exciting development for 
Pakistan's economic and finan-
cial landscape as it enables an 
essential monetary support 
stream to help female entrepre-
neurs scale their ventures sus-
tainably. With the recent 
introduction of  MMBL's Dost 
Tajir, the bank has been priori-
tizing efforts to promote finan-

cial inclusion for the 
underserved masses through 
access to convenient and af-
fordable digital financial solu-
tions to empower them to scale 
their businesses. 

Speaking on the develop-
ment, Muntaqa Peracha, CEO 
of  foodpanda, stated, “While 

empowering HomeChefs, espe-
cially women who are explor-
ing a new field of  
entrepreneurship, foodpanda is 
on a mission to level the play-
ing field for these talented indi-
viduals. Through this 
partnership, we are easing one 
of  the biggest barriers to 
growth in the market, i.e., fi-

nancing. With the support of  
leading institutions like Mo-
bilink Microfinance Bank and 
Adal Fintech, these Home-
Chefs now have the opportu-
nity to grow without worrying 
about finances.” 

Addressing the partnership, 
Sardar Mohammad Abubakr, 

Chief  Finance and Digital Of-
ficer at MMBL added, “Col-
laborations with like-minded 
organizations are key to achiev-
ing our ambitious financial in-
clusion goals. At MMBL, we 
believe in extending support to 
various segments of  society, es-
pecially women, who consti-
tute more than half  of  the 

nation’s population but have 
significantly low financial in-
clusion figures to date. We are 
at the cusp of  not just empow-
ering these entrepreneurs fi-
nancially, but also creating 
innovative paths for them to be 
active contributing drivers of  
the economy." 

“We at Adal Fintech fore-
see women entrepreneurs as an 
emerging contributor to Pak-
istan’s GDP,” said Salman 
Akhtar, CEO - AdalFi, “The 
AdalFi mission is to equalize 
access to credit for all Pakista-
nis using data and AI to power 
credit decisions. foodpanda 
HomeChefs is a phenomenal 
example of  our technology in 
operation” 

As Pakistan’s leading digi-
tal financial institution, 
MMBL has over 40 million 
registered users, including 15 
million monthly active mobile 
wallets. The Bank strives to fa-
cilitate customers by streamlin-
ing nationwide access to 
simplified and convenient fi-
nancial solutions. MMBL, 
over the past decade, has intro-
duced multiple innovative and 
customized digital and finan-
cial initiatives, such as digital 
onboarding of  customers, Self-
service banking through the 
DOST App (available on both 
iOs & Android), Internet 
Banking, the Women Inspira-
tional Network (WIN) pro-
gram, and the Humqadam 
program to provide employ-
ment opportunities to the dif-
ferently-abled and much 
more. n

MMBL partners with foodpanda & AdalFi to offer in-
clusive financial services to HomeChefs





Islamabad: Advancing its 
ambition to further innovation 
and empower the agriculture 
sector, Telenor Pakistan, in col-
laboration with Tabadlab and 
the GSMA, has unveiled a re-
port, ‘AgriTech: Crafting Pak-
istan’s Journey to Impact’. 

The report identifies exist-
ing challenges to the sector and 
evaluates the impact that 
AgriTech will have on acceler-
ating growth. 

The authors find that 
adopting modern agricultural 
techniques and targeted 
AgriTech interventions can 
boost national outputs and im-
prove socioeconomic out-
comes. 

The report launch event 
was held at Telenor Pakistan’s 
345 Campus in Islamabad. 

Ahsan Iqbal, Federal Min-
ister for Planning and Develop-
ment, attended the event as the 
chief  guest, while management 
and participants from Telenor 
Pakistan, the GSMA, and 
Tabadlab were also present. 

The AgriTech report com-
bines study and insights from 
the GSMA and Tabadlab’s 
Centre for Digital Transforma-
tion to carve the ideal path for-
ward for Pakistan’s agricultural 
sector. It highlights how tech-
nology and digitalization boost 

the nation’s crop yields. 
The report highlights the 

importance of  aligning public 

and private sector approaches 
towards agritech for increased 
adoption. 

In addition, the report 
shows how agritech operates at 
the intersection of  the technol-
ogy and agriculture ecosys-
tems, making it essential to 
understand and analyze drivers 
and trends of  digital technolo-
gies as means to unpack 
agritech in Pakistan. 

Delivering his keynote at 
the launch, Ahsan Iqbal, Fed-

eral Minister for Planning and 
Development, commented, “In 
this age, technology and inno-

vation are the most significant 
game-changers that are redefin-
ing the dynamics of  agriculture 
sector. Technology enables 
farmers to become more 
knowledgeable and competi-
tive, transforming Pakistan’s 
agricultural landscape.” 

He added, “This report will 
further empower the farmers of  
Pakistan in breaking barriers 
and revolutionizing the Agri 
sector. Telenor Pakistan is a 
critical stakeholder in bringing 

innovation and learning on dig-
italization from Norway, and I 
look forward to its talented 

workforce playing a pivotal role 
in a brighter Pakistan.” 

Speaking at the report 
launch, Irfan Wahab Khan, 
CEO Telenor Pakistan, stated, 
“The report presents the blue-
print for a better-performing 
agriculture sector that can re-
sult in higher yields for farmers 
and have an impact   of  up to 
USD 10 billion on the nation’s 
GDP.” 

He added, “We know there 
is an eagerness to make the dig-

ital shift, thanks to the im-
mense success of  Khushaal Za-
mindaar in guiding farmers 
with data-driven best practices 
in farming. There is also an op-
portunity for agritech services 
to become entry points for 
farmers to become financially 
included, given that currently, 
they constitute less than 30%.” 

“So, the next step should be 
to further improve Agritech 
adoption throughout the 
county and fortify an industry 
that employs 40% of  the na-
tion’s labor force,” Irfan further 
stated. 

Umar Nadeem, a founding 
partner at Tabadlab, said, “To 
meet the needs of the agriculture 
sector, Agritech services must 
grow. Despite positive trends, 
significant opportunities exist for 
the ecosystem to grow and sup-
port existing and new entrants.” 

He added, “The private sec-
tor has been a crucial player in 
expanding Pakistan’s AgriTech 
footprint and integrating tech-
nology into the farmer’s every-
day life, but to successfully 
address challenges in the agri-
culture value chain through 
technology, private agriculture 
solutions need to be cultivated 
through increased capital, gov-
ernment support, and innova-
tion cycles.”n
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     Islamabad: PTCL, the 
country’s premier Telecom and 
ICT services provider has suc-

cessfully deployed AirPON So-
lution from Huawei 
Technologies, in its Fiber Ac-
cess Network. AirPON is a 
unique and innovative Fiber-to-
the-Home (FTTH) solution, 
that leverages existing cellular 
mobile network infrastructure 
to extend fiber footprint, with 
improved total cost of  owner-
ship and better time to market. 

AirPON employs a purpose 

built pre-connectorized Optical 
Distribution Network (ODN) 
components, which offers a 

unique, efficient and agile de-
ployment, that minimizes field-
work through plug-n-play 
approach, while also greatly 
improving the quality of  instal-
lation. The infrastructure avail-
able at cellular mobile sites is 
exploited for field deployment 
of  Optical Line Terminal 
(OLT) equipment, to serve its 
housing, power and transport 
needs. This solution is yet an-

other step forward on PTCL’s 
roadmap for meeting rapidly 
growing consumer data traffic 

demands, by expanding its fiber 
access network in areas other-
wise difficult to reach for de-
ployment.  

Jafar Khalid, Group Chief  
Technology Officer, PTCL 
Group said: “We are commit-
ted to uplifting our customer 
experience through adoption of 
state-of-the-art products &amp; 
solutions. PTCL and Huawei 
achieved another milestone by 

successfully introducing Air-
PON solution in our Network. 
We continue to invest in new 

technologies and products to 
modernize our network, with a 
major emphasis on expediting 
the reach of  high-speed fiber 
access network to maximum 
customers, and AirPON solu-
tion will be a key enabler in 
meeting this ambition.” 

Ahmed Bilal Masud, 
Huawei Pakistan Deputy CEO, 
stated that “Huawei is always 
committed to work closely with 

PTCL Group to explore the 
right solutions for meeting the 
evolving business require-

ments. Our goal is to offer in-
novative solutions to PTCL 
Group, while committing to 
minimize the deployment cost 
and time to market, with net-
work simplification and emerg-
ing technologies. We believe 
that AirPON will pave the way 
for increasing fiber reach in the 
country, and support PTCL to 
offer fast internet services to its 
valuable customers.”     n

PTCL, Huawei successfully deploys AirPON solution
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Lahore: The world of  HSY, 
the celebrity designer and pow-
erhouse luxury couture brand, 
is entering the world of  global 
digital marketplaces to deliver 
luxury ethnic wear through 
Jomo.pk. 

In a joint press release 
statement, HSY and Jomo 
Technologies announced a 
strategic partnership that will 
provide HSY’s latest fashion 
and new style solutions to all 
their followers and aficionados 
of  Pakistani fashion. Jomo’s 
partnership with HSY is an ex-
cellent opportunity for his 
global consumers to get their 
hands on his most sought-after 
luxury fashion brand even 
more conveniently. The state-
ment also said, “more details 
on our exciting plans together 
will be unveiled in the coming 
months.”n   

Jomo.pk partners 
with HSY

     Islamabad: Pakistan’s lead-
ing fintech JazzCash, in collabo-
ration with Bank of  Khyber 
(BoK), is strengthening the coun-
try’s digital payments ecosystem. 
JazzCash users living in Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) will now 
be able to receive PKR 2,100 for 
the government’s Insaaf  Food 
Programme through the Jaz-
zCash retail network and exist-
ing JazzCash customers will 
receive funds in their JazzCash 
mobile wallets. The signing took 
place at the BoK office in the 
presence of Managing Director 
and CEO BoK, Muhammad Ali 
Gulfaraz, CEO JazzCash, Atyab 
Tahir and Chief Financial Offi-
cer Mobilink Microfinance Bank 
Limited, Sardar AbuBakr. 

Through this strategic part-
nership,JazzCash and BoK will 
facilitate the Govt of  KPK for 
their Insaaf  Food Program, 
which requires BOK to distribute 
an amount of  PKR 2,100 for 
1,000,000 KPK individuals who 
fall within their criteria,for 3 
years,every month. Families will 
be provided easy and convenient 

payments on their JazzCash Mo-
bile Wallets and if  they do not 
have a JazzCash account, the 
same will be transferred on their 

CNICs payments can be cashed 
out through JazzCash retail net-
work. 

Speaking at the occasion, 
Atyab Tahir, CEO JazzCash, 
said, “JazzCash executed over 
1.7 billion transactions generat-
ing a volume of more than3 tril-
lion for the year 2021. We have a 

network of 17,000 agents across 
KPK, with an aim to grow our 
network even further. Through 
our mobile wallet, we have al-

ways prioritized financial inclu-
sion (Particularly amongst 
women) in the country and to 
achieve this, key strategic part-
nerships like the one with BoK 
are critical. Through our facilita-
tion of  services like food subsi-
dies, healthcare, etc, we are 
enabling a stronger financial 

ecosystem in Pakistan.” 
MD and CEO BoK, Ali 

Gulfaraz, commented, “The In-
saaf Food Programme is an ini-
tiative by the KPK government 
to facilitate 10 lac impoverished 
households. BoK through the 
JazzCash mobile wallet will en-
able quick and easy accessibility 
to these financial services for all 
the deserving families. Enabling 
an ecosystem of inclusion and 
promoting economic diversity in 
Pakistan. 

“Financial Inclusion is at the 
core of  Mobilink Bank’s ambi-
tions and the agreement with 
BoK is another step in enabling 
this, especially for the people of 
KPK through the government’s 
Insaaf Food Programme. We are 
committed to reaching the 
masses and leaving no one be-
hind,” said Chief Financial Offi-
cer Mobilink Microfinance Bank 
Limited Sardar AbuBakr 

Launched in 2014, JazzCash 
finished 2021 with 15 million+ 
monthly active users and 
105,000 registered agents nation-
wide..n

JazzCash and BoK enter strategic partnership 
for KPK’s Insaaf Food Programme

 Karachi: PTCL Group has 
donated life jackets to the fish-
ermen community of  Karachi 
to ensure safety of  small-scale 
level fishermen during high 
tide season at a ceremony held 
in FCS HQ in Karachi.  

Chairman, Fishermen Co-
operative Society (FCS), Zahid 
Ibrahim Bhatti was presented 
with life jackets by PTCL 
Group representatives, to ac-
knowledge the efforts of  the 
local fishermen of  Karachi. 

Expressing his thoughts re-
garding the initiative, Head of  
Public Relations and Corpo-
rate Communication, PTCL 
Group, Amir Pasha said that 
“PTCL Group was always on 
the lookout for opportunities 
to give back to the community 
where it is most needed. He 
said that the monsoon season 
is around the corner and there 
is pressing need to undertake 
measures to ensure safety of  
fishermen community, who 
risk their lives to sustain the 
seafood s upply chain. He said 
safety is of  paramount impor-
tance and these fishermen 
need to be equipped with both 
training and necessary safety 
gear.” 

PTCL Group is widely rec-
ognized for its corporate social 
responsibility initiatives that 
create impactful shared value. 
Both PTCL & Ufone are at the 
forefront to ensure welfare of  
the communities it serves. n 

PTCL Group do-
nates life jackets to 

fishermen

U Bank successful closure of additional Tier-1 
Capital Instrument TFC of Rs 1 billion

      Islamabad: U Microfinance 
Bank Limited has announced 
the successful closure of  its 
Fully Paid-up, Rated, Privately 
Placed / DSLR Listed, Unse-

cured, Subordinated, Perpetual 
and Non-Cumulative Debt In-
strument Additional Tier 1 
Capital TFCs of  PKR 
1,000,000,000. 

These TFCs will contribute 
towards U Bank’s Tier-1 capi-
tal for Capital Adequacy Ratio 
(“CAR”) purposes and for the 
Bank’s on-going business oper-

ations to maintain its growth 
momentum while complying 
with the requirements of  SBP. 

In an industry first, U Bank 
has successfully acted as the 

sole arranger of  this instru-
ment. This is a momentous 
milestone for the microfinance 
industry, as for the very first 
time, a microfinance bank has 
acted as a sole arranger of  any 
instrument issued in the history 
of  Pakistan. 

Speaking on this fine 
achievement, Kabeer Naqvi, 

President and CEO of  U Bank, 
said “U Bank has always 
strived to scale to new heights 
not only for itself  but also as a 
service to the microfinance in-

dustry. This achievement is a 
result of  sheer hard work, ded-
ication and commitment from 
team U Bank and is a testa-
ment of  the potential this sec-
tor is capable of  achieving.” 

“U Bank will continue to 
innovate and strive to achieve 
greater progress in order to 
serve its last mile customer 

base, thereby achieving its mis-
sion of  banking the unbanked 
customer of  this country,” he 
added. 

Kabeer also expressed grat-

itude to investors and partners 
who have been very supportive 
throughout this journey and 
who helped U Bank in achiev-
ing this milestone. He also ap-
preciated the role of  the central 
bank for acknowledging U 
Bank’s unique role as an inno-
vative financial institution.n
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Islamabad: Jazz, Pak-
istan’s number one 4G opera-
tor and the largest internet 
and mobile broadband 
provider, has launched its Es-
ports platform GAMENOW 
ESPORTS with registrations 
now open for pro league sea-
son 1. The league features six 
popular games: PUBG Mo-
bile, FreeFire, DOTA 2, Val-
orant, Call of  Duty 4 and 
Asphalt 9 with cash prizes 
ranging from PKR 500,000 to 
1,000,000. Willing partici-
pants can visit the GameNow 
Esports to register for the 
league absolutely free of  cost. 

The Pro league season 1 
has been endorsed by the Es-
ports community and is on 
track to be the largest league 
in the country in terms of  
team registrations. The com-
petitions will be broadcasted 
live on the GameNow Es-

ports official social media 
handles, while each match 
will include an industry 
renowned analyst, castors 
and players. There is a grow-
ing popularity of  Esports due 
to the increasing digitaliza-
tion across the world and the 

reduced cost of  advanced 
gaming technologies. 

Commenting on this de-
velopment, Rizwan Fazal, 
Head of  Marketing at Jazz, 
said, “Globally, Esports is not 
a new phenomenon with the 
market expected to reach $3.5 

Billion by 2027. In Pakistan, 
revenue generation through 
video game segment is pro-
jected to hit $208 million 
mark in 2022. GameNow is a 
platform developed to exclu-
sively promote Esports in the 
country by providing the 

youth a chance to showcase 
and hone their skills, so they 
can go on to represent Pak-
istan in global competitions. 
This is a big step in our digi-
tal operator journey, as we 
provide subscribers an 
ecosystem of  digital solutions 
catering to their lifestyle 
choices.” 

‘GameNow Esports’ will 
also serve as a virtual meet-
ing point for local gamers 
where top streamers and 
players can connect and com-
pete in multiplayer games. It 
will also provide space for 
premium content e.g., gam-
ing non fungible tokens 
(NFTs), merchandise, pro-
motional vouchers and dis-
counts on gaming sites. 
GameNow Esports will also 
sponsor Esports teams to 
compete in local and interna-
tional tournaments. n

Jazz launches “GameNow Esports Platform” Pro 
League Season One is open for registrations

  Islamabad: Hashoo Group, 
in collaboration with Loco 
Services, will be hosting 
Hashoo Group World Corpo-
rate Golf  Challenge Pakistan 
2022. In this regard a memo-
randum of  understanding was 
signed by Haseeb Gardezi, 
Chief Operating Officer, Hospi-
tality and Education Division, 
Hashoo Group and Wing 
Commander (r) I N Khokhar, 
Chairman, Loco Services in Is-
lamabad. 

This will be the 6th edition 
of  the World Corporate Golf  

Challenge (WCGC) in Pakistan 
and Hashoo Group is proud to 
be the title sponsor of this event. 

Following the success of  tour-
naments over the last many 
years, Hashoo Group and Loco 

Services will host a total of  
three events in Karachi, Islam-
abad, and Lahore this year. 

The series of  events will 
kick off  in Karachi during the 
third week of August 2022 and 
will conclude with the finals in 
Lahore during the third week of 
September 2022.The venues 
and exact dates will be revealed 
in August, closer to the event. 
The winning team of  the Na-
tional Final of  Hashoo Group 
World Corporate Golf  Chal-
lenge Pakistan, comprising of  
two corporate players will rep-

resent as a Team at World Final 
in Tenerife, Spain. 

WCGC is the largest corpo-
rate golf  tournament in the 
world and since its inception 
nearly three decades ago, over 
one million golfers have com-
peted across the globe for a 
chance to represent their com-
pany and country at World Fi-
nals. Loco Services is not only 
the license holder of WCGC in 
Pakistan, but also the official 
country partner of  Heritage 
World Cup, GEC Open and 
World Golf  & Business Club.n 

Hashoo Group becomes title sponsor of World Corporate 
Golf Challenge

Lahore: Zameen.com, organized a property 
sales event in Lahore that was attended by a 
large audience. 

The event was organized at a private hotel 
and various projects like Swiss Mall, 101 by 
Icon Valley, Parkhouse Apartments, Tower 18, 
Jinnah Square Residential Apartments, Gul-
berg City Centre, and several other real estate 
projects were presented. 

Zameen’s senior leadership including senior 
Director Sales Laeeque Ch, Director Sales Basil 
Hafeez, Director Sales Hafiz Usman, and Di-
rector Sales Ali Rehan participated in the event. 

The launching ceremonies of  Park House 
Apartments and Tower 18 also took place dur-
ing the PSE Lahore. 

Speaking on the occasion, Zameen.com’s 

Senior Director Ch Laeeque Ahmad Ch said 
that people were well aware of  projects offered 
by Zameen.com as they were safe in terms of  
investment and trustworthy. Zameen.com had 
done a tremendous job in project sales adding 
value to Pakistan’s real estate industry. 

CEO Parkhouse Apartments Mian Nau-
man addressed the ceremony and said that he 
took immense pride in partnering with Za-
meen.com. He said that Park House Apart-
ments would bring a premium lifestyle facility 
to the heart of  Lahore. 

Zameen.com’s sales experts presented a sta-
tistical overview of  the current market situation 
and provided information on safe and secure 
real estate investment opportunities in the city 
and beyond.n

Zameen.com organizes property 
sales event in Lahore

Karachi: As part of providing 
tailored solutions and unique 
value added features for cus-
tomers, Silkbank has launched 
All-in-One Current Account of-
fering complimentary insurance 
coverages in collaboration with 
TPL Insurance as an insurance 
solution provider. 

All-in-One Current Account 
is tailored to be an ultimate power 
packed current account that pro-
vides various complimentary 
protections and transactional 
benefits for its customers. Unlike 
most retail based banks that do 
not offer many value added fea-
tures to theircurrent account cus-
tomers, this alliance will allow 
individuals maintaining an aver-
age balance of Rs. 100,000 and 
above with Silkbank to avail FOC 
value-added features such as 
health, life and travel insurance 
via TPL Insurance.  

Aurangzeb J. Siddiqui – 
Head of FIG, TPL Insurance 
said, ‘’Through our collaboration 

with Silkbank, our focus is to 
reach large audiences to build 
awareness and usage of our in-
novative insurance solutions. 
Moreover, through its Insurtech 
platforms, TPL Insurance in-
tends to provide Silkbank cus-
tomers with the experience of 
real time & hassle-free insurance 
and claim servicing.’’ 

Talking about the initiative, 
Anwar ul Haq Majeed - Head of 
Branch Banking & Consumer 
Assets, Silkbank said, “We are 
excited to start this new journey 
with TPL Insurance by adding 
innovative and rewarding solu-
tions for our customers. This col-
laboration will enable our 
customers to opt for complimen-
tary insurance coverages while 
enjoying several free of charge 
transactional benefits. Silkbank 
Limited is committed to con-
tinuously strengthening its re-
tail product suit with laser 
sharp focus on service delivery 
and innovative products”n

Silkbank launches All-in-One 
Current Account
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